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::while the study institute w~s to be held on ~he 25th April to the 4th

In connection, with the conferences an exhibition, of various data prooesi singe~uipment was held from the 19th %o the 27th April~ The leader of
By Erling Dessau, Cand, Polit,~ Mathematical aud Statistical Dep~tment~
I/S Dataoentralen af 1959, Copenhagen, Denmark,

~his exhibition was engineer Ez~t Borg,
i The conference and the arra~ement of the exhibition were csmried
b~ me~us of support from various parts, To be mentioned are the support

Im~-ing the months of April and Nay 1966 a number of international meetings were held in Elsinore~ Denmark, concerning medical data processing~
The interest iu using computers in co~uection with medical procedures
has been steadily increasing since the beginning of the 19601, In sever~
ways the development has been led by medical research institutions and
hospitals in U,S~A~, but during the last years a vast amount of work has
begun within the medical data processi~ in Europe and perhaps especiall~
in England and Scandinavia.
It was on the background of this increased interest in the medical data
processing s~ojects that a group of persons in Sweden and Denmark~ led b~
Professor, Dr. ~ed, A. Tibja~rg Kansen and the undersigned, took ~he ini.
tiative of holding an intez~ation~l symposium. We were so fortunate that
the NATO Science Committee sympathized with our thoughts and as part in
their support to international adv~-~ced studyinstitutes~ they granted u~
a substantial ~ward~ Professor TYbjaerg Hansen and Iy who were directors
of this study institute, are very grateful for the support granted, Esps.
cially after having experienced the enormous attendance at the symposium
we are h~ppy that this could be carried into effect~ and hereby we wan%
to express ou~ most heartfelt thanks.
At the smme time~ as the plans for the NATO Advanced Study Institute Were
.worked out, a co.operation was established with the International Instlt
te for Medical Electronics and Biological Engineering in Paris, whose
director~ Dr, John Davis~ also had worked with the plans of holding an
European conference in medical data processing, Then it was proposed to
hold this conference in connection with the symposium and a eommlttee
organization got appointed with professor TiDjaerg Hanson as chairman,
It w~s dsclded that the international conference on "Automated Data Processing in Hospitals~ w~s to be held on the 20th to the 2~rd April~

~ from the Co~cil of Intonational 0rg~iz~tions of Medical Sciences, an
~ org~i~ation subsi~zed by ~0 ~d ~SCO, (grit proposed by the inter~tio~l Federation for ~edical and Biological ~gineeri~)~ and the ex~
tenslve ~ssist~ce rendered by ~essrs, Birch and Krogboe, Cons~ting
E~ineers, in connection with t~ c~x~ing t~o-~h of the a=r~ement of
the exhibition.
Jo~ D~vis, The International Institute for ~edical Electronics and
~Biologioal Engineeri~, is also responsible for the f~ct t~t Zhe conference was c~ried t~ough with so ~e~t success, ~d ~, Gillis Claus,
Director of SJU~ Stoc~olm~ ~s been a ve~ ~e~t help as well in con[~nection with the pl~i~ of th~ practical ~.r~gement of the conference
as espeei~ly by pl~oi~ his knowle~e ~d his organization at disposal
~ publls~ng t~s p~olioation. Fi~lly it is of ~port~noe for me
iention ~ J%rgen ~Iden, ~.D.~ who ca~ied a s~ostanti~ ~d invalueable b~den ~s well ~ oo~ection with the practical oarr~i~ t~o~h of
~he meet~gs ~s in connection with the editing of the conference papers.
~e ~o~t of p~tioipants in the coherence exoeeded the most optimlsti~
~! prognoses ~d inclusive invited ~ests and those who exhibited, about
~80 from ~l countries p~tioipated in the conference, ~ile ~bout leo
persons p~rtieip~ted in the .s~posi~.
of any conference it is the very g~eat wish of the organ.
as well as the participants to have the papers and discussions
~ iprinted to be used for further studies, Unfortunately, i% is so mu~h
e~sler to wish than to ~ve these wishes carried t~cngh as a well-edi~e
After several discussions it was decided to publish most of the
.apex’s onl~ in a mimeograped booklet. In order to cut down the amo~~t of
u~fortunately, we have had to leave ou~ t~t part of the papers

7

which were not delivered as a manuscript, just as a few very long contributions have been abridged, We hope that the authors will forgive us
these omissions and restrictions. Time~ money and the extent have ne~
cessitated these interferences.

PRO GRA~ ,I

At the opening of the symposium I inquired about a model for the medical

AUTOZATED DATA PROCESSING IN HOSPITALS

iz~ormation system. If papers and discussions had been co-operated better~
the answer to this inquiry would probably have been more clear. However~
it might have been too early to have this model defined. Still~ we do
no~ know enough about the medical information to be able to lay down

An International Conference on the Interface Problems

the interaction. Though~ the impression is that the Elsiuore conference
has helped us very much to umderstaud the content and the interactions

Hotel Marienlyst and Hotel Prins Hamlet, Elsinore, Denmark.

in the medical information.

The Theme of the Conference:

The medical data processing is in an epoch age. Earlier agels groping
and limited experiments must now be replaced by a determined work. Doctors, nurses and the national health administration have a very great
demand of the data processing technique~ and it must be the job of the
EDP-syswem people to fulfil the demaud which is claimed from these so

April 2Oth-23rd 1966

the interface problems in hospital data processing - a study of the
special needs of the patient~ the doctor and the hospital administrator
defining the role of the computer in clinical medicine°
The Presidium:
Profo~ Dr. Med. A. Tybjaerg Hansen,
University of Copenhagen, Denmark

importaut activities, seen from a social point of view.
The Elsinore meetings clarified much for us. But they did not give us any
occasion to res~ on the achieved results. The manuscripts published give
us a survey of our knowledge of to-day, and we are gra~eful ~o the persons who through work and intelligence have brought us so far. Now we
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Closing of the conference.
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1. Operations Research - A Survey of ~ethods and
Procedures
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University of Stockholm
2. Operations Research in Medical Work
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Karolinska Sjukhuset, Stockholm
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Dr, Julius Korein and Dr. Leo Tick
New York University Medical Center,

Dr. A. E. Bennett
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National Health Service~ Copenhagen
e,
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Dr, Paul Hall
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...
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Professor Charles D. Flagle
-Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
4. Operational Research and the National Health
Service
Mr. Jj B. Cornish
Ministry of Health, London
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Professor J.C. Pages
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2. Summary

RO~E OF COMPUTERS IN THE HOSPITAL - THE INTERFACE PROBLEMS IN
AND ADMINISTRATIVE PATIENT NANAG~NT

a~ Cand, Pollto Erling DeSsau
Datacentralen~ Copenhagen
b.

Tybjaerg Hansen~ M.D. Professcr~ University of Copenhagen~ Denmark

Professor A. Tybjaerg Hansen
University Hospital~ Copenhagen

3, Closing of the Symposium.

computer has been underway for more than a lO0 years~ it
quickly developing only the lasttwenty years through the
ineraotion between developing technology and ~eveloping demand
services that the computer has to offer,
da~a processing has already turned out to be of immense
significance in banking~ business~ administration~ process
in factories and in big science as atomic research~ astronomy~
research ~tCo
~itals and in the health services the new teohnolog~ has come
late probably because its capabilities outside the field of pure
have not been fully realized,
it has-become apparent that the health services and partlc~lar.
hospitals may have some of their most pressing problems solved
~lying computer systems a rapid deve.lopmsnt is to be expected.
to our transactions I shall try to sketch the outof the theme we are to deal with~ ~ shall do it as a medic~l doc~
iii,~, in this context as an informed layman . so I hope - reminding
bhat it hinges on the doctogs attitude and depends much on his un!~ding of the essential problems whether automaled data processing
y delayed or for that matter unduly hastily introduced in
~itals and in the health system, That the computer eventually
its proper place I do not doubt,
I think nobody does - only one cau look at it as a pessimist
all the real and all the imaginary dang@rs or as an optimist
the real brig~ sides and in addition some rata morganas,

~4

kind of social environment in which ot~r service must grow. What we do
not kn~ow, and what we are very anxious to know, is the true picture of
morbidity in the community as a whole~ this involves of course not only
:the position of patients who have been admitted to hospital but also of

INTEIKFACE PROBLR~S IN NEDICAL AND AD}~INISTRATI~E PATIENT NANAGE~ENT

MEDtCIN~F

By Henry Yellowlees~ Dr~ Senior Principal Medical 0fficer~ ~inistry of
Health, London~ England°

those who have not° Personally I think that the morbidity state in a
Country as a whole is the only way in which you can satisfactorily esti
the true demand for medical care, Therefore~ we are very intereste
morbidity, and we have to collect information to find out what is go
on~

It is my purpose in this paper to examine the role of computers in hospl~als from the point of view of a central administrative authority
responsible for the Public Health in its widest sense and inevitably
wha~ I have to say is concerned primarily With the problems which have
arisen in the British National Health Service. However~ as my main theme
is the nee~ for more relevant and more accurate information for medical
and administrative purposes at local level, as well as at central level~
and as a large part of the information required has originated in individual hospitals I believe that our experiences and ou~ plans in the

~econdly a word on the economy. Our hospitals of course are not busines
:erns in the way that they have to provide their own finances and ca
that they will increase the amount of money they have by raising
charges or by g~tting extra sources of income. They must of co~s
detailed costing figures available so that they c~n have some idea
of what is going on, but they are not able to vary their own income
is allocated to them. Therefore, they have to plan~ I imagine, in
way which must be really quite radically different from the way in
hospitals in the United States plan.

United Kingdom will be of interest to this international comferenceo
Prof. Flagle discussed the long term plar~uing needs in terms of
in the institution", and whereSs he gave due prominence to the needs for

ll~ I have said that I was speaking~ from the central position, and th
ectives to the National Health Service in Britain are that no citize
be in need of medical care and unable to get it because of lack

this institution to fit it to the community background which it served~

money~ and secondly that adequate medical treatment is available to

one had the feeling that the accent was here on the individual
and of course in the central department in a nationalized health
the institution to me is a national health service, and it might well

who need it. But the tax payer pays, and it is very unlikely that
proportion of the gross national product a~located to the health
will greatly increase~ therefore, our hospital service knows

that~ as a result of data which I have centrally, I would wish to
entirely one particular individual institution~ Now again quoting
Flagle: he mentioned a list of points tmuder his long term planning
~ion. He wanted to know about’populati° n projections. He needed to
about morbi~ity~ to have some informstion on future technioo-logicml
vances, on the social environment in which his hospital wohld have to
opera~e, to know something about economy and~ something about the
in medicine, Now, for us in the British Health Service, the population
proDections we have, and we have these broken down on an area basis
will fit the areas of the hospitals in which we are interested. We
get advice on some technological ad~anoes~ and we know in general the
NB Special char~s 1 and 2 ~t pages 46- 47

well the way it has to go for a long way ahead and that it ~s t
~ within its budget which it cannot alter itself.
kind of information do we need for management centrally? We need
management efficiency to get better value for money which will
us to use the money saved, elsewhere in the service. We need to
doctor efficiency. Doctors must undertake and are increasingl$
a management function of the hospital| it is not just
~ it is part of t~e content of the doctor’s work. We must,
increase doctor efficiency by enabling them to retrieve inand having recorded their knowledge and experience to retrie~
knowledge, so that they can improve their clinical skill. We must

48
tiono But, I would like to stress afew points and I~ assume that
this identification contains at leas% these things: ~irth dat__e,
2ossibly in or together with some number (5,4 or 5 digits) which
HEALTH SCREENING

at leasz give sex and the ~o We should also have the name
with surnames and in~tials, the address and area code and tele-

By Gunnar J~g~ner, M~ Dr. Associate Professor, University of Gothenburg,

2hone numb~__~r, hut also o~ccupatio~, tittle, relatives, communit_~Z
cod. e~ some educational cod@ and possibly soclal-medical code
expressing certain special features and medical no~es of the per~
son. This means a complicated informat’ion. It is obvious that in

There are many different opinions about hesEth screening, about its
me~dica~ value~ how it should be performed, the aim and goals However,
one thing is true and that ~s what Erllng Dessau once claimed in a dis-

health screening we have some pertinent wishes, more than for
instance is ~enerally assumed for hosp£tal wards. The reason is.-

cussion: No health screening ~ithout a data processing machine.

that we need an identification and a charaezeriza~ion much more
and in many other medical fields.

/

What I am going to talk about is~ in fact, the task for a
in so=called health screeni~Ig~
1.0

Another important detail that I would like ~o assume thaz there
is an agreement on is the medical record~o As you know thfs assumption is noz at all true but nevertheless i feel thaz it is
imporzant - in order zo make this discussion short but fruitful ~

Definition
It is then necessary to define what is meant by health screening

zo have that problem with following assumptions. The medioa~
record is in principle the complete amoun~ of medibally important
facts, from the birth to the actual time. This means necessarily

Screening is an attempt to find by limited resources what by
ventional means would have been impractical, costly and personne~
demanding. As Breslow (1959) states: "Screening is the

that the medical records conzains many differe~ sections and that
amount of information is unwieldy and impossible ~o supervise
and overlook. Let us assume that all practical difficultie~ are

identification of unrecognized disease or defect by the application of tests, examinations, or other procedures which can be
applied rapidly. A screening test sorts out apparently well

over and that we can get the de~ails back when needed, we then
use a summ~ry of the mos~ pertinent data from each section
the~-medical record and that the gathered summaries reflecw

sons who probably h~ve a particular disease from persons who
bably do not have the disease. It is not intended to be diagnos~

medical experience for the ~erson in question.

tic

The importance of having sn idea of the wards is shown by a draw~
~ ing where the life time of an individual is represented. We then

3efore we are going into the practice and discuss some
I suggest that we try to get to an agreement, at least

~ find that there are quite a few types of medical information. At
birth - the only occasion when it is c~stomary to be healthy and

for this discussion, about a few things.
1.1

yet be-in a Hospital - health and sick care meet. The firsw iden-

First, about identification of a_~erson. Let us assume that thil

tification comes in and also ~the firsz medical findings. Later we

problem is solved and that there is standard mode of
i!

NB

References at pages60 - 61
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have for instance schoel examinations, we may have examinations
during military ~v~e, at taking of life insurances as well as
pre-employment examinations~ when going abroad etc. Already beso-called health examinations are undertaken we have

set up a community cancer register.with its own master index of
Each time a case is reported to it, the master indexis searched
~eei,~ethem this case has al2eady been re’portedto another agency~

S0~E POTENTIALITI_E~ OF THE C0~PUTER IN NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
By E.D. Acheson, Dr, Director, Oxford Record Linkage Study, University
of Oxford.

the hospital or clinic whichreports the case must provide
~ying data because its own filing n~mber will be meaningless
cancer register.
is a third situation which is even more common than the other two.
where it is necessary to send data about a patient from a hosclinic to the doctor who referred the c~se. Again, in a com-

In most commtunities the health services include a number of hospitals,
agencies, clinics, and authorities which may be responsible for differ-

~stem which is based on a single hospital it is likely that the
be filed on magnetic tape under the personal number used in

ent aspects of the same person’s health, either concurrently of in

~articular hospital. To the general practitioner in the field this

succession. In this paper I will discuss the problem of communicatiDn

is meaningless, and again unless the full indentification data
address of the patient are recorded on tape with the other data,
zal operation will have to take place to communicate
~ion from the hospital system to the family doctor.

of data about patients between such agencies a~d will refer sp
ly to the use of modern data processing methods in this context.
Let us examine three’common-place situations in which it is necessary
to communicate data between health agencies. First, there is the
situation where inf~mation is required in hospital B about a patient

a comm~mity of lO0,O00 persons, I know of twenty-four manual
of names, each dealing with a different aspect of the health of

who has previously been admitted to hospital A~ Under these circumstances hospital A has to write a letter or telephone "the other hospit~

people. Each of these creates a bsmrier to communication, and
u-lres a separate clerical effort to be maintained up to date.

giving full particulars of identification about the patient. In h0s
B a search of an index of names will have to be instituted to find .theI!I!!~

each new procedure which is developed in the future brings
~at of another isolated system of medical data-(data isolate)
require a manual Or clerical procedure to effect communica-

appropriate records, which are usually filed under a number specific to
the hospital concerned. It is important to point out that this cleric

the remainder of the medical data in that community.

barrier to communication between the hospitals will remain even if
two hospitals concerned have automated medical records systems
they share a common system for the identification of patients. A
~
different situation arises where morbidity data are required for~the
whole community. Let us suppose for example that it is necessary to
obtain information about every case of bronchogenic carcinoma for the
whole community. One might suppose it was sufficient to ask each of
agencies to report the number of cases and that the incidence could

ā term which was introduced by H.L.Ikuu__~n in 1946, is
with breaking down such barriers of qommunication. Dunn
linkage ~S follows.; ’,Each person in~ the world creates
This book starts with.birth and ends with death. Its
of the principal ~vents in life. Record linkage is the

determined simply by adding these up. Unfortunately such a method
result in a substantial overestimate, because during the course of

the process of assembling the pages of this book into a
Ho Newcombe in Canada extended this concept from the

illness such patients may come into contact with several different

family. Thus personal record linkage is concerned with

hospitals or clinics. The usual solution to the problem (as in
NB References at page 78

the successive items of data about an individual;
is concerned with assembling the cumulative
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Many of the advantages of reeord linkage a~e reali~e~ only w~en the
system becomes n~tionalo Contemporary western societies a~e so
mobile that a folle~-up system functionin~ on ~ ~egion~l or local basis
~ill have limited v~lue. The e~rival of the electronic Computer has
it reasonable to envis~e and to plan for national systems of inte~ate~
MEDICINE

medical ~ata,. ~ccessible to medie~l men in the service of the ~tient
and for research.

F Julius Korein, N.D.~ and Leo J. Tick, Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry
and Neurology, New York University Nedlcal Center, and the Data
Processing and Computation Laboratory of the School of Engineering
andScience of New York University.
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primary goal of the research reported was to develop a technique
processing narrative (natural language) medical data by computer
the purpose of analysis, storage and retrieval of these data for
record keeping and patient care, and clinical research. The pre~
report deals with a statement of the problems and t~e methods used
)!attempting to resolve them. Finally~ some results will be presented
detailed examples and suggestions as to the direction of future
be indicated.
OF THE PROBLE~
of medlcal narrative data processing may be considered
two headings. 0ne~ is that of the input and’its relationship to
~sician utilizing the technique. The other, is the possible type~
that are of significanCe to the physician.
in part by grants from theHealth Research Council of the City
(U-1329 and 1-470) and the Neurological Research Fund
0!~4-708) of Ne~ York University ~edic~l Center, and the National
of Health.
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~ admitted twice within 5 years (8). ~igo 2 shows the result: the
between the two "measurements" represent a broadly scattered
distribution with only a few extreme values, mosz of which ~urned
~e slips of the pen. Much more serious is the unexpectedly high
UALITY CONTROL IN ~EDICINE
By

~, Professor, Dr., Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum,
Heidelberg, Germany,

the middle of the cuz~e, representing the rate of those patien-k~
which the figures of both statements were the same. As we could de~
in most of these cases (nearly 50%o of the whole collective) there
ne second measurement aw all; the figures had merely been
the older record. The unreliability of these da~a is therefore ~.o~
~ due ~o errors in measuremen~ but is also ohs~.ged with the problem

Although we all know very well that nobody can work without making errors (remember the latin proverb "strafe humanum est"~), in our daily
practice we tend to forget this knowledge, and admit~ e.g., results
the laboratory as exact~ as long as they do not exceed a certain
of expectance. But a long experience in controlling data derived
the bedside, from clinical examination, or from the laboratory has
us, that these data are much less exact and reliable that doctors
ly believe.
Considering the fact that the accuracy and reliability of clinical
is varying within a wide r&uge, p~pberger and Freis (4)in 1960
"soft" data.
rd’
to distinguish between "har____~d", ~ , and ~
terminology, orig~ually borrowed from the jargon of engineers, ~as
then been widely accepted also in the medical documentation and
cessing literature. Among the most dubious data that we have to
are, without anY doubt~ the anamnestic statements of our patients,~
especially those refering to dates.

slfication.
showing the distribution of 500 automatic measuremenZs of the
~ime of a dosime~er~ proves that also machines can me.ks
In this case it is the acting in unison by the differen~ elemenzs
construction that is responsible for the deviations from the

(~).
higher thau the error-rate in medical findings and measure*
that concerning the judgements of patients and doctors, In s
by Gruber (2) ll patients got two differen~ placebos,
told that the red tablets were a strong hypnotic while the
ones were placebos, Fig. 4 gives the result of the trial= 5
influenced by the words of the doctor, had slept much better
of the red tablets, T~ee others, apparently opposite~
had experienced quite the contrary{ the white tablets had been
;ter than the red ones. Only 5 of the II patients (~45,5~) h~d
difference between the two placebos.

A most instructive example for the:ttu~eliabilitY of patients’
has been published by L~lienfeld and Graham (5). These authors askel
consecutive male patients if they were circumcised or not and
the answers with the findings of the following clinical
~ shows~ there were no less than 66 (~34.4%) wrong answers.
Trying to get au idea of the reliability of the measurements of
patients’ height, as laid down in the records of our clinic, we
these data in the first and second record of 575 adult patients,
NB References at page 99
Figures at pages i00 - 102

of observer error resp, observer variation is so well known
restrict here to only one e~ample, t~ken from a study of
LSv~reen, and Thillemann (1). The Danish authors compare~
of 3 e~perienced radiologists in reading 2.200 ph0tof~uoro~
lung (see Fig. 5)~ With regard to sequelae of pleurisy only
as ~o pulmonary findings without calcification even only 6~% of
opinions were in accordance. Similar experiences had been
Yerushalmi and his group of Californian ~adiologists (9).
distributions of data~collectives can occasionally be
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COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR PATIENT ZARE ACTMTIES
0cto Barnett, ~.D.T, Director, Laboratory of Computer Science,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts and
A. Castleman, Project Director, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.,
Massachusetts.

digital computer has been used for a number of years in the account-

2

69,4

12

~artments of major hospitals; more recently it has found in~reasing
the medical research labor~tory, For the most parr, these research

78.6

been either the statistical analysis of large amounts of data,
batch processing techniques, or the highly specialized processing
~og signals~’2 However, increasing attention is now being paid

Total i 49

.y of using computers ~o improve patient care by ex-

Fi~e5

the communication and the information storage and retrieval
that form an essential part of medical p~acticeo3’4~5’6’7’8

Frequency distribution of the end- ciphers 1-0 in leucocyte- counts

collection, storage~ analysis and retrieval of a variety of ~ypes
are of great importance in providing g6od patient care.
Records Room at the ~assachuseT$s General Hospital
acute care hospital) now stores over 1,~O0,O00 records dating from
y 50,000 new patient records are s~arted each year~
record consists of many different forms of written data. such
~atient’s medical history and physical examination, reports of
tests, reports of medications and treatments given, reports
diagnoses~ progress, etc. Some of the record is "hard"
coded information, but most of it is "soft" medical prose. The
of transactions that occurs in a major hospitalduring the
a day’s activities is overwhelming. The various laboratories

1 2 3 4- 5 6 7.B 9 0
728 counts )

( 733 counts )

major hospital perform over two thousand tests each day.
that at least 7,000 different doctor’s orders are
and that the nursing service administers over 60,000

Fi~e6

It is probable that at least lO0,O00 separate
Investigator, American Heart Association
at page lll. Figures at pages ll2 -ll5
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items of information are entered into the patient records each dayo
At present, almost all of the data collection and storage is done by"
writing oh slips of paper. ~ost of the data transmission is done by
carrying carbon copies of these slips of paper from one area of the
hospital to another. Almost all of the. data retrieval is effected by
laboriously examining vast numbers of records containing innumerable
different types of informatJ.on (often in vague laz~uage or illegible
script),
In order to explore the feasibility of automs, ting some of these information processing functions~ an experimental timesharing~
computer system is being developedog’lO A considerable portion of the
research effort is concerned with the definition of the information
tossing needs involved in patient care, the exploration of how best
deal with the data which should be stored in the patient’s medical re=
cord, and the development of a computer system that has terminals
methods of communication which are optimal for use by the hospital
sonnelo The research project is carried out by the Laboratory of
Science of the ~assachusetts General Hospital and thh Information
nology Division of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. The hardware
tion of the computer system includes a modified DEC pDP-1 computer,
a sixty million character Univac Fastrand drum, two magnetic
and a small four h~uldred thousand character s~pping drum. ~alf of tb

will be concerned with a detailed discussion of these areas.
OF THE HOSPITAL F~NCTIONS
~ difinition of the existent hospital information system requires
iderable effort and is complicated by the fact that most of the pre~o
dues evolved in a r~latively unplar~ned fashion over many deThe hospital operation is characterized by a wide diversity in
dypes of doctor’ s orders, by the large number of individuals involimplementing these orders, and by the d~u~amie pace of patient car~
Even a broad o&as8ifieation of the variety of doctor’s
would include over twenty different groups such as medication,
dietary, physiotherapy, consultation, laboratory test renursing therapy~ etc~ In each group, there can be as many as
thousand unique orders. The implementation of these orders
the coordinated activity of a number of professional and nonindividuals located in various and~ frequently, widely
parts of the hospital. The implementation also involves a
o~ different functional units such as the diet kitchen, the
chemical and clinical laboratories, the x~ray department, house~ central supply, blood bank, the surgical operation rooms, etc~
system which is to be effective as a communication system
capable of rapid, continuous and reliable operation because of

24,000 word computer core is occupied by the Time-Sharing Executive
routine. The remainder of the co~e cen&ains special-purpose inter]

of patient care activities. A ’medication for a given patient
while the patient is on one ward, administ~rd while the

subroutines, and 4,000 words for the rtumfnguser program

in the recovery room~ and charted (recorded in lhe patient’ s
as having been administered) when the patient is on

small drum is used for program storage while m~ti-programmi~g;
large drum and magnetic tapes are used for bulk storage of data ~ud
library programs. Over one hundred Telet~rpes serve as input-output ~

care t~uit° In theMs~sachusetts General Hospital~ over 500
be in transit du~ing a typical day.

devices; at any o.ne time~ slxty=four of these may be active~
(See Figure l)
The research orojeot has four main areas of concern: a) the
of the hospital functions under consideration, b) the development
prOgrams that can be used by non-technical individus~Is, c) the
mentation ~f an interpretive comm~uuioation system using a
computer and d) the evaluation of the acceptability and
the total system in actual hospital operation° The remainder of thel

felt that the system under development should simulate closely
form of hospital operation~ rather than superimpose a new
form of operation. For example, we have retained the
c~mbersome but familiar method of patient identification by
digit unit number, rather than assigning a smaller but artifiThe exception to this rule is that whenever possible, adtaken of the total data base in computer memory to carry out
~ns which are impossible without a computer system. For

’Ael }q_6~J,~doo ’S’CI ~q pe~oa~o.ld eq ,~eLU pue ,{~.~ed PJ!Lt~, e ~q au!o!pal~ ;o ,%e.~q!] leUO!~.eN eq~ .~o uo!~.OellOO eq~ ~.uo4 peldoo ,,~ef~ e6ed s!q~ uo !eUa~u-I eq.L .
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example, the hospital m~y wish to specify maxima! limits for the size of
dose of a given drug. The system under study wo~id permit the maximal
limit to be specified directly to the computer system. If this limit is
exceeded when the drug is ordered through the Medication Order Programt

a special code which caused the computer program to ask all folquestions in a long’, or unabbreviated, mode. In question four, the
typed "HOW" in order to obtain further information about the requirIn the first response to question four, the user made an error

an appropriate comment is returned. (See Figure 2)

and the computer rejected the answer and repeated the ques~
The user then entered a unit number which was rejected by the

~edical practice and hospital administration are by nature conservative;
both are relatively resistant to modification from within and highly resista~it to any change imposed from without, The description of informa-

system because that particular number h~d previously been assign-

tion processing problems in the hospital is not a function that c8~ be
completely assumed by au outside censultanto The msmy facets and implications of why procedures are done in a certain way can only be
stood by one who h~s had extensive experience observing and p
ing in actual hospital operation. For example, i% would be erroneous to
make the simplifying assumption that the medical administration
specify a reasonable absolute maximal dese for a drug. In all cases
physician must be allowed the final decision in the choice of therapy
the computer system merely reminds the one using the Medication
Program of the usual upper limits of the dose of the drug. Any
tion that exceeds these limits must be entered in a slightly modified.
fashion. (See Figure 2)
Bo DEVELOP~NT OF PROGP~_FOR THE CO~UTER SYSTE~
A computer system which is to be used on the patient care units in a i
hospital requires careful human engineering, since it must be
acceptable to ~ndividuals who are primarily c~ncerned with patient
and have little knowledge of computers° Because the system is designed
for use by such individuals the programs appear ~o the user in a "con-~
versational mode", wherein the computer %-ypes a question and the user
enters a response. All user programs provide abundant checking of both
semantic and s~nta~tic errOrS, and also provide error messages, facf
ties for correcting errors easily, and rapid verification of encoded
entries. If in doubt about how to respondt the user may inquire "HOW"
receive a brief statement of the required syntax.
Figure 3 illustrates a few of these techniques, (For illustrative
poses, the information entered by the user is underlined.)
bet one is first asked in an abbreviated or short fo~m. The user

patient. In question eleven, the user corrected a spelling
using a special key which erases the last character entered.
procedure for using the system is as follows.
teletype terminal, a user calls the desired program from the libr~
stored in the Fastrand drum. From then on, the user cara diaglogue with the computer, with the user-program acting as
The computer system is highly problem-oriented in that
~r program is concerned with a definite function. As is illustrat3, the interaction with the user is predesigned into the
the use of specific questions to control the input of
ion.
CO~VJNI CATI ON SYSTE~
system the basic unit of information is a message. In
interpretive communication system, we have choosen to think
as the whole range of information entered by any hospital
it be addressed to a hospital location, to storage files,
processor itself. An interpretive communication system
in which the routing of any message or modification thereof is
defined by a set of rules, but is in part determined by the
the message and by the state of the data base (including
orders that are from time to time entered as part of the
the user.) For example, in the admissions program, illustra~
5, the admitting office specified the patient care unit and
The computer program then examines the data file and
assignment 0nly if that bed is currently unoccupied. The
stem also automatically generates a message to the approprinotAfying the nursingstaff of the admission and supplyate information on the patient. (See lower part of Figure 3).
form of message manipulation is necessary because of the
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useful for demonstr~tion~ are too primitive or unreliable for

complex interactionS which constitute communications in al&rge hospital!

operations on a patient care ~uit.

there is also the consideration that the inter-communication li~s must
be allowed to change with time, Thus, a user program is available to re-

0FACCEPTABILITY AND RELIABILITY

specify the composition of a patient care unit in terms of name~ number
of roomS~ number of beds, and teletype llne numbers

£ams now in use at the ~assachusetts General Hospital on a research
provide for:

The interactive ~ud interpretivenature of the computer system is illustrated in Figure 2 in ~he form of a medication order and a medication
listing. In response to question 2~ the entry of the teem and bed location results in the verification of this code by the computer system

the admitting~ transfer and discharge of patients;
2~ a census of patients and sa~ inventory of available bedsi
the recording of medication orders and the automatic printing

returning the name~ age~ sex and unit number of the patient In

of up-to-date lists of drugs to be administeredj

to a"Y" on question 4, the computer lists all the aotlve medication orders on this patient~ In question 5~2~ the computer fails to find an
act match for the spelling of the drug name entered an& types back a
list of drug names which have a.similar phonetic spelling. In the same

maries of p~st dr~g orders and drug administrations)

question, the computer notes that the usual ma~ximal dose for this drug
has been exceeded, The user over-rides this formulary limit by
the dose~ preceded by ~ asterisk~ Tn question 5.~, the computer
the generic name for a drug which has been requested by a trade name~
in addition, types information which the hospital pharmacist had
in the hospital formulamy about t}~s particular drug.
In present hospital operation,there are a number of prOcedumes and dif~
ferent types of cross-sectional listings that are used tO implement
doctor’S medication order. Tn order to have patient X ~eceive drug ¥
time Ti the nurse performs a considerable amount of time on clerical
duties; on a single patient care area, she might sort and read
tion cards more than a thousand times i~ an eight~houm shift. Tn ~he

the charting of medications given and the preparation of sum-

~.

the entering of laboratory test results and the printing of a~uy
selected sample of laboratory test results,

system is being developed and evaluated on nine patient care
about 500 patient beds) and three laboratories at the ~assachuHospital~ However~ the programs have been operational for
!than a year and in most cases are in an evolutionary stage. ~uch of
is still limited ~o a sr~%ller numbe:~ of p~t~.ents bed (lO to 40
hour
five day/~eek basis, The system is not being used for
operatloni that is~ it is not actually replacing any hosfunction~ However~ it is being tested by duplicating the present
operating procedures on a parallel basis~ At this point~ we have
~impressive demonstration system, but transition to a 24-hour/day,
operational system is not an easy or a rapid process,

puter system, this sorting and listing is done autom~tically~ and the
computer generates each hour on each patient care unit a list of the
dications which should be administered at that houm. This is
in the bottom pa~t of Figure 3, where the medication list for this
unit contains those medication orders to be administered at three

numerous questions of acceptability and reliability that have
answered~ For example~ one of the major concerns of the hospital
ii~do with the actual identification of the personnel who would
the system: whether the Teletype operator would be a nurse~
and/or a specially trained clerk. This answer i~ dependent on

Figure 4 is au illustration of ~ history of test results on one
for one week. These results are automatically organized in a format
signed by the hospital to display tests in groups~ such as serUm
lytes~ hematologY tests~ etc, There sme over fifty different
functions for which similsm programs have been written; Many Of these

of the particular terminal devices selected) the com~tem and the design of the programs can be adapted to a variety
Initially~ we have used keyboard entry and are experia matrix input device and with oscilloscope display routine~

11o
The reliability problem, is related to the degree of flexibility
to the s~ze and sophistication o£ the hardware, to the development of
back-up procedures both in the computer system and in the hospital, and i!
to the use of the computer as a research tool as well as a service
There are also factors involving record secrecy and legality which we
are only beginning to consider.
Three f~o~ors do appear obvious, however. First~ it must be
that the definition of the problems and the specification of appropriatell
medlc&l and nursing algorithms are vital first steps; there is little
previous e~perience in this area s~Ithe developmental efforts are
with frustration and misconceptions. The importamce of critical,
tive, and knowledgeable pla~ing cannot be over-emphasized. Second~ the
problem is more complex and difficult than was originally conceived; the
desired system must be both powerful and flexiblel designed not simply
to grow, but also to change in rather fundamental ways. Third, the pre- i
liminary experience we have had thus far strongly indicates that a welldesigned communication and information-storage-retrieval system can
finitely lighten the paper-work requirements of the professional staff
and improve the methods of hospital administration. It is hoped that
such a time-sh~ring system can facilitate medical research and, more
important, make possible a higher standard of patient care.
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D ~
DATE _T.T

¯ n TZME .T..
DOCTOR BARNETT, Q
PATIENT ~ DAVIS, JANE
LIST Y
2 ASC~RBI C ACI D~ 50HG, PO,BID. I
! TETRACYCL I NE* 250HG. PO~, 4I D, 5DAY
ORDER

>,-Z
!
!

~,~01D. 150HG, PO. 3P~ I
YOU HEAN...
TH~ROI D

hlh~

MAXIMAL DOSE IS 100.O00 HG
? *150MG
* 150MG~. PO~ 3P,, i
~_YNEX, 500M~, PQf 4I p~, 7 DAY~
IDER SHORT-ACTING S~FON~ID£

The t-ypescript of the p~ogram Used in ordering ~ medication
and an example of a medication ,listing, For illustrative
purposes~ the infoz~ation entered by the user is underlined.

FOR 3:00 PM 3/2411966
DAVIS, JANE
54F
ASPIRIN,0.6GM,P0,@3H, SDAYS
THYROID,~I50MG, PO, 3P,[
Figure I
Hardware configuration of the experimenta! time-sharing.
computer system.

B43o32-,45

¯ 250HG,PO’,gA 3P 9P SA,|0DAYS
Figure 2
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I~01 PM 3123/1966
CALL ADMSHRD BJT
P~H 3/25/1966
LABREX BJT
SHORT ADMISSION FORM
1
l
2
3
4
4
4
5
6
?
8
9
10
II
12
13
13
13
14

DOA
ADMISSION DATE
PATIENT NAME DAVIS, JANE
ADDRESS 45 CROWN WAY, LINCON, MASSUNIT NUMBER ~HON E.G. 131-64-17 1111-II-11 FIX
UNIT NUMBER ~BB-8?-5~ ALREADY IN USE FIX
UNIT NUMBER ~.4~-32-45
DIVISION B_.~_~
SERVICE ME___D
DATE OF BIRTH 01/02/12
AGE
SEX F
VISI’~ING DOCTOR BARNETT~ O
SIKK\\CK
ADMITTING DIAGNOSIS
INSURANCE BC
TH--’~09_ ILLEGAL CU AND/OR ROOM NUM FI~
LOCA~ION
THI04 ALREADY IN USE
LOCATION
LOCATION
INITIALS BJT
ADMISSION DATE

TH2F(2&)

I ¯ IPAT -/
’,I ¯ PATI
1
E~’~ TH 102B DAVIS, JANE
"1.2 BEGINNING D~FOR REPORT 3/10
"’:1.3
ENDING DATE FOR REPORT ~
2.1

PATIENT -PAGE# HIT EOM TWICE WHEN READY,

JANE
45 THIO2B

LABORATORY REPORT~
MAR I0 - MAR 16
DATE SPECIMEN COLLECTED
MAR
MAR
MAR
I0
II
12
13
HEMATOLOGY
38

34

MAR
14

15

MAR
16

REPORTS ..............
36

PEND

-

-THANK YOU-

~" SERL~ ELECTROLYTE REPORTS ............
132

The typescript of the program used.in the admission of a

143

3.5

patient to the hospital and the notice tha~ is automatica

PEND

10.6

generated on the appgopriate patient care

PEND
92

REPORTS ON BLOOD OR SERUM METABOLITES ......

NOTIFICATION OF NEW ADMISSION
5~ F
DAVIS~ J~NE
THIO2B
SICK
,BARNETT* 0

B~3-32-45

20

MG%
FASTING

PEND
lOB

MAR
I0

MAR
II

MAR
12

MAR
13

MAR
14

MAR
15

Figure 4

-THANK YOUFigure

FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES,
INFORMATION ENTERED BY THE
IS ~NDE~LINED.

)le of a laboratory report showing how the reporz is
on the patient oare unit,

e:doo sea e6ed

research programmes using the search abilities of the computer
produce collected fact and allow associations between different facto~e uncovered? Or.is there a common path which might ultimately
tc success in both fields?
A CONCEq>T OF DATA PROCESSING P0R MEDIC~__RECORDS
part of the present contents of the individual record will have ~o ~
By" AoE~ Bonnet, MAD., S:~ Thomas Hospital Medical School, London,

X-ray plates, photographs~ electrophoretic patterns, tracings
~ cannot be stored in a computer, at least not economically at preSo it would seem that some system of manual filing must remain .for

The past six years have seen numerous reports of automatic data processing of the whole or parts of the medical record. An early paper by
Schental et al~1 in 1960 clearly recorded the need for improved tech~
niques in ~he handling of clinical and research data, and proposed
the routine use of a digital computer was feasible for this purpose.
this and their two subsequent papers the described techniques which
had developed and tested. Their concept, however, was based on
as much of the information as could be put into computer translatable
form. Other workers, Korein etal.3, Lipkin and Woodb~ry4 published
couuts of work which was also based on this concept. Although all
ed in gaining their stated objectives, they clearly recognized the
ations and difficulties encountered and were prepared to critically
examine "their work.
Handling much more uniform data arising from autopsies aud laborato~"Y
vestigations, Bahn et alo5 and Smith and Melton6 adopted an approach
entated towards the needs of research. Thus at one end of the scale
have attempts to record the whol~ clinical history, examination a~d
cial data which would fulfil the need for medical care and also for
dical research~ at the other end we get see a limited approach
the need for research in a restricted field° The all embracing
has proved expensive, impractical and I would suggest
the narrow approach is perfectly satisfactory but has inherent
tages in a limited design.

:~

force@&ble future and, therefore, I suggest our ojbective should be
cation and simplification of present methods. Accepting this,
tess of computer applications in this field depends on how well any
devised augments and simplifies the present organization rather
to replace it. Whatever is done must be practical in the
individual therapeutic medlcLue~ it must be simple, convenien
uire no additional practical skills. If ~e cannot meet these rethen I~consider that ~he results of our efforts will be sever.
and the value thus largely destroyed.
our case notes exist with the clinical history, examination
:ion notes written as a longhand narrative in a partially
sequence. They are completed on blank forms and include relesome only of the relevant negativesand are of such
detail as is considered necessary by the clinician. At the
a period of patient care either by discharge from the ward or
an out-patient clinic, a ~ummary of the case is prepared.
?~f this is retained in the notes and a copy sent to the patient’s
physician. We believe that further development of this summary
the needs for future medical care and allow accumulation of
research. To go further and record all information assumes that
equally valuable and this we canno% accept} nor is it required
and administration purposes. Much clinical data is subject
of observer variation and this destroyes a large measure
~efulness in research.

This suggests the need for definition of purposes. Are we attempting
fulfil the needs for patient care and so replace medical notes as
exist at the moment~ or are we attempting to extract and process

a study of the handling and content of case notes was undertawas reported~ in 1963 and although other such studies must hay,
is to my knowledge no other published study for

NB References at page 122
Nobes at page 123

The method employed was to identify a random sample of the
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direction this work was first started and still continues.

ON THE PROCEEDINGS OF AN INFORNAL DISCUSSION GROD~P ON THE
DATA PROCESSING OF NEDICAL RECORDS

the opening remarks of the C~airman~ Dro Jungner ergressed
on the need for the development of procedures w}~ch would aliow
of serial infermaticmen individuals. Record linkage was diso~
all members present agreed on the benefits that would be deriw
ferm of operation and the work of Newoombe (Canada) and
) w~s mentioned. Expense was briefle discussed but the
a positive identification for each individual emerged most
Dr, Korein suggested that the fingerprint could provide a uni£
convenient and readily typeable, but the political imp]
iof such a method of routine identification were not acceptable
Other methods based on a unique alpha-numeric n~
iSeandex coding of names with other identifying details were de-

progTessed to considerations of the clinical record, Nr.
Drs. Korein and Tick maintained that processing of all thg
in the case-notes w~s desirable to serve firstly the
care and then research. Professor Dalenlus replied th~
comparability and uniformity in the data congained in cmsely in the narrative parts, made the value extremely lo~
of retrospective research. This was upheld by other member~
was made that lar~e-soale collection of data in the hope
prove useful was an expensive~ wasteful process. This was
Baruoh who maintained that the process of siftin~ data
an information System Was more expensive than storing it in
need. This was accepted by all members with the proviso
Such d~ta was very low and that the true role of the
medical research in this field l~y in its capability of pr¢
was uniform and valid and collected with the defined
a hypothesis~
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I~. Stewart(4) subsequently noted because more and more the physic~
fu~otioning as a man,get . a Job for which he is not specifically
~ared either by training or~tradition, He must direct the efforts
energie~ of a growing number and variety of health workers.

so~E ORGA~fZATION .AND ADNYlNISTRATION PROBLEMS OF HOSPITAL INFOR!YuiTION
~NAG~NT SYSTemS

By

Lee B, Lusted~ ~,D~ ~rofeSsor of Radiolo~ University of Oregon
Medical School Senior SoientiSt~ Oregon Regional primate Research
Center,

marie data prOCeSsing, In the United States the cross-Currents of
ch~glng times are heaping up pressures which seem likely to alter

in the subject of automatic data processing in hospitals
~ack ove~ the past fifteen years and during the last ten years

program has raised difficult questions about methods of financing
costs of medical snd hospital care and over the entireh~lth field
the specter of a shortage of doctors, nurses and paramedical

~earch activities have dealt with one or another aspect of bio-

(~)

ant Secretay of Health, Education and Welfsre~ recently said:
~re just going to have to work harder"~ However~ Dr~ David D~ Rutst~
(3)professor of preventive Medicine at the Harvard Medical School,

Work supported by the National Institutes of Health, Grant Fr
tract No. PH43-64"1163’ and the Medical Research Foundation of
NB

Summary at page I~4
References at page 135
Figures at pages 1~6 - 13~

electronic computers. However~ computers were very expensive and
there weren’t manycomputers available, So after much soul

underst~ding~ Who knows what time-sharing computers and region
systems may yet do for the health field,

the "basic structure of medical care, The recent passage of the

the physician’s time is the key to future medical ca~e and .they
the widespread use of medical assistans~ automation and the
to conserve the physician’s time. But this is not easily

rers in the early 1950 era~ These companies eventually discovered
weregreat advantages inairframe design to be gained by

the airframe ce~panies decided that they should share a com~
facility. Which they did ~d thus began an era of cooperation an

established patterns of medical practice and health care, One
sees the situation esse~tially as a str~ggle between the medical
and the medical practitioners for the control of medical education

Dr. William H, Stewart, (4) Sturgeon General of the U.S. Public
Service~ shs~e a different view, They say in essence that better

apocryphal, about how the computer brought peace to the
manufacturing industry, It seems that some of the bitterest
warfsa~e was taking place among several airframe manufae~

Automatic data processing joins the medical and hospital family
a tumultuous era highly charged with potential opporton~ities for auto-ii!i

In commenting on the shortage of doctors~ Dr, Philip R, Lee~

automatic data processing help bring improved organization tothi~
situation? I remember hearing a story several years ago~ ~is

In ’this paper I want to discuss some of the organiz~
administration problems which arise when an automatic data pr~
is used in a medical center or hospital. In presenting
~cussicn I am drawing on a variety of experiencefrom the past
i!ye~rs: from my professional work as a clinical radiologist, fr~
the National Institutes of Health Advisory Committee on Comand from my experience £or the past four years as
ef the Primate Information Management Experiment
~iOregon Regional Primate Research Center.
center may seem an unlikely place in which to undertak~
information management experiment some explanation
Two factors were particularly important in choosing ~h~
Primate Research Center, First~ the Oregon Center was
y lO00 ~ubhuman primates which were ~te be used
~v~riety of biomedical research projects and each primate
~an~individual record similar to a patient’s hospital reccr~
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We have seen recently one or wwo instances in which the medical

High standards of health are m~Lntained among the primates aud conse-

automatic d~ta processing system was started as a department

quently there is a constant flow of reports on routine laboratory examinations, x~ray examinations, surgical procedures and medication.

ect and was subsequently transferred for administrative purposes

Second, the information management system although somewhat similar to

~ the medical center direotor, s office. The result was, of course, to
the automatic data processing system function as an interdepart-

a hospital record system would not have the service pressures of patientl
care which are present in a hospita!,
Experience with the Primate Information Management Experiment has
that the computer administrator~ who must gain the cooperation of all
particip~~ts, is faced with a dilemma° He must be influential in
ing and guiding the work habits of men who do not work for him and try
to gain their cooperation even though they may not feel that they
benefit from the experience. At the same time,’he must convince the
administrative supervisors of these men that they~ the administrators~
will benefit from a central record system and promise that it will
unduly interfere with the normal activities of the employees. The
ganizational position of the administrator of the computer facility
important to the general success of the project if it tends to cross
traditional lines of authority. If he is lower or equal in ra~k to

~;

mental activity. I don’~ wish ~o give the impression that by assigni~4~
adminiswra~or to the hospital administrator’s office that
be able ~o solve all of the problems bu~ perhaps some of the
~iok$er ones will be less difficul~ ~o deal with.
A.

Hospital computer systems are interdepartmental in function.

computer system by its very nawure performs functions which
several departments or services in a hospital. This is ~rue
the system is small and does only laboratory work or is large
the medical record processing. The medical cen~er or hospital
have an administrative mechanism for dealing with interdema~ers but the mechanism may not be adequate to deal with
raised by an interdepartmental automatic data processing

administrative heads of participating departments, it" is not likely
that he will receive adequate cooperation~
I want to proceed now to comment on some.administrativeinterface
lems of hospital data processing systems,
I

The

Some years ago the Harvard BusineSS Review(5) published the
a survey which showed that in companies claiming the best results
computer usage the computer executive was no more than two
levels below the oomp~uy chief executive. I ~oubt that a similar
has been made for hospital.computer projects but.I think that the
observation from the business field holds a good deal of validity
the medical center or the hospital~ In the medical center or hospit
this means that the computer system director should be resp
rectly to the dean of the medical school or the hospital
Such a statement may- seem a t~uism of good administrative practice
it frequently has been ignored in setting up biomedical data

in a hospital with a medical record a~omatic data prohow should such questions be decided as (1) what da~a
and who should record it| (2) what procedures should
checking the accuracy of the datai (3) what p~ople should
to what kinds of data. If an interdepartmental committee is
advise on these matters the hospital administrator is in the
appoint the committee. An important point which is freis that the persons responsible for the data proice,, the director of the computer system and programumers are
3onsible for deciding What kinds of information should be
the system.
Hospital staff resistance to the hospital cem~
may be a problem.
science in general still receives a mixed reception and
)uters are relatively new to the hospital field they are freby medical researchers and physicians with a good deal
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we want them to do -- and whether it is worth the price of doing

of skepticism.
Spinrod(6) who heads the Computer Systems Group at ~rookhaven National
Labor&ZorY, recently re~orted the results of a survey of biomedical
search workers which showed that 23~ foresaw more rapid computer
in their field, 19~ thoug~uch growth would lag behind i~s current slow
pace and 58~ believed biomedical computer use would keep pace with
science in general. These findings could hardly be interpreted as
enthusiastic suppOrt for biomedical computing and it might be possible
that for any particula~ hospital only a small proportion of the staff
would be in favor of a hospital computer program, The enthusiastic
suppOr~ and participation of hospital personnel is needed for
computer project sald I sng{est that a ~0f success is that
the computer project directOr should have a medical degree because the
suppOr~ of the medical staff is more readily won by such a person. A
vigOrOUS education program must be a par~ of any hospita! computer pro-

things tha~ way. He questions whether the dbctor needs to know all
he can know, e,g., continuous temperature recording of every
and~suggest that we need to be quite critical about whether
’show is worth the price of admission." Dr, Farrler’s advice is
hospitals should wait until hospital computer systems are fulbecause few hospitals can afford extremely expensive errors
and no hospital can afford to rush into a program on which
,ends.
rater who searches beyond opinions for facts will find that
little quantitative data available on the amount of time spent,
required, or the error rate in the present methods of hospital
which are being duplicated by the hospital computer system.
ital computer projects have been in progress in the United
three years and a few as long as five years but the number of
on the progress of the projects is still quite small.

ject 8~nd should be organized to reach al! segments of hospital
status report(9) on the Massachusetts General Hospital Com~

nel.

iect points out that some of the limitations of the present
I want to consider next some questions about hospita! computer system
costs and whether the expense of the automatic d~ta processing sys$em
can be justified in ~erms of improvement in the quality of patient
II.
price of Admission?"
A hospital administrator who confronts the decision of whether he
or should not embark on a hospital com;u~er system pro0ect is
by a range of opinions which are likely to leave him like Hamlet in
agony of indecision. One p¢int of view is expressed by the o~inion
Dr. J.~A. Lenihan,(~) regional physicist of the Western Regiona!
tal Board, England, that "Every large hospital now being built or
ned should include electronic computing and data hs~nAling facilities*
The co~ts in money, space and ~taff are trivial in comparison with
benefits to be gained~"
A different point of view is expressed by Dr. Roh ert ~. Fsmrier~
A~sociate Director of the Clinical Cen~er, National Institutes of
He says ~hat it is not a question of what computers can do as it is

computer system are present because the s#stem is experimental
activity is constantly in progress. This would not be
a computer system in service operation, The Massachusetts
~ital investigators conclude tha~ in the final analysis,
of the relative merits of the computer system will have
to a major extent on the critical judgTnent of the profesof the hospital, A conclusion which I think may leave the
administrator in a rather unhappy state and still wishing
more objective data.
articles which discuss the automatic data processing of
ords do contain interesting and useful information, The
reports the computer handling of patient records in the
Western Reserve UniversityHospitals, Cleveland, Ohio.
point out that the cost to use the automatic
~sing system is approximately $2.00 per patient visit and
find no difference in the actual physician time spent
lent whether or not the computer-based record system or
record system was used, However~ the participating

’9’~ ~q pe~oa;o.ld eq Xe~ pub XDed
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SOFfl~RS, £oR, Some socioeconomic observaZicns on medical educat

Zany problems confront the person who wishes to develop an automatic

and the practicing profession. J.~ed,Educ, i~_ (2): 258, 1965

data processing system in a hospital. These problems have-been
ly divided into the two general categories of .people problems" and

U~So News aud World Report, page 38, Mar, 7, 1966
Medical Tribune, page 16, Mar. 5-6, 1966

technical problems for purposes of discussion in this paper. Of the
categories, the ,’people problems" are more difficult to manage and
they demand more attention if the hospital automatic data processing

Am. Medo Assoc. News~ Feb. 28~ 1966
Top Management a~d Computer Profits, Harvard Business Review

system is to be accepted as an integral part of the hospital° Some

1963

problems of administering the hospital computer system are presented

Medical Trib~e, page ii, Feb, 5-6, 1966

and some comments are made on costs.

Medical Tribune~ page 16~ Jun. 26-2-, 1965

The complex problems of medical~ record processing and communicati-on
in the hospital make it obvious that attempt.s must be continued to
develop hospital computer systems. Time-sharing computer facilities
with remote input-output units may be available in the f~ture as the
basis for hospital communication systems. At the present time such
systems are not available and it seems appropriate to develop less
comprehensive and less expensive hospital computer-based systems.
An example is given of such a unified computer-based medical
system (PRIME) which has been completely functional for over

Medical Tribune, page 14. Jan. 1-2, 1966

Hospital Computer Pro~ect. i~66 Status Report, Memorand~ Nine.~
Massachusetts General Eospital~ Boston, Mass,

LEVY, R.Po, CAN~AP~, M,R~, and SNLITH, MoJ. Computer handling of
ambulatory clinic records, J.A,M.A, 190: 1053, 1964
H.P, and GARFUI{K~I5, Jo~. Electronic data processing of

record

medical records, N.E,J.Z. 2_Z~: 1211, 1965
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The several problem areas which we have encountered from the
very beginnir~ of our planni~ work and the way that these

INTEGRATED

INFOR3~K&TION SYSTE~ FCR AN INTEGRATED MEDICAL CENTER

By Armando Lassus~ Manager~ Info~nation Processing Division, Puerto
Center.
~,,,[e di
cal

INTRODUCTI 0N
The Puerto Rico Medical Center began to take shape in 1945~ when the

problems were partially or totally solved.
Value of the Integrated Information System in relati3n so the
total operation of the ~edieal Cen~er.
ORGANIZATION OF THE

~DIC~ CERTER

Rico 3~edical Cen~er
is the largesz ~d most ex~e~sive of three
cenzers that are being
established as the highest echelon of
in each of three health regions in ~hioh the isl~n~ has been
for the Health Care Progm-am.

Puerto Rice Planning Board developed a preliminary plan for an inte
hospital and public Health facilities program ~ a vast and imaginative

(Chart i) you ca~ see some of the estimated work load

project designed to bring better health to hundreds of thousands of my
fellow Puerto Ricans.

~PUERT0 RICO },(EDICAL CEIfTER. ~VOP~ LOAD PROJECTIONS
Ten yesrs ~ater, in i955~ Puerto Rice’s Department of Health achieved
agreements with a number of institutions sponsored by Federal, State~
~zmicipal~ and private agencies. Two years later, the services of a

Daily
Volume

~nnual
Volume

170
170

45~OOO
45~OOO

~5

9,200

-~
225

60,)00

of architects were engaged for the development of the master plan of(
physical facilities~ In July~ 1966~ the Puerto Rice Medical Center
due to be fully operational as an Integrated Medical Center°

The fact that the ~edical Center is still in th~ ~rocesS of being
has been both a blessing ~ and a complicating factor. ~e were not
by an existing way ef doing’ t~ings. On the other hand~ we had
no basis of experience on which to build our plans.
In my presentation I expect to cover the following topics:
1. Origin and organization of the ~edical Center
2.
~o
4~

Problem formulation and specific objectives
Discussion of each of the applications comprising the

during the year
Visits

900
I~125

60,000
240,000
~00,OO0

240

87~0OO

450

150,225
285,000

phase
The approach followed to initiate the actua! planning of
system
The pl~ tbat was established for the development of the
The implementation pl~, which takes into consideration a
implementation of the total system

990

165
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of electronic data processing methodS. The cumulative imof that work, the continuing technological innovations, and~l~.
the knowledge generated by the efforts of others havelnstilled an
interest in us to use automatic data processing in our hospital.

By P.Jo Budd~ Chief Data Management Director, United States Veterans
Administration°

It is my intention to share with you the planning, problems, and expe’!
riences which we at the United States Veterans Admlnstratlon have had
in seeking to take full adv~utage of the potential of d~ta
in the field of medicine.
After providingyou with a limited organizational and historical
ground, I intend to: (1) relate to you our approach to, and our
in the use of electronic data processing in our medical activities.
then particularly want to describe for you: (~) the several
tions which we shall be making in the course of our present

addition to the medical program our major benefit programs are~ (1)
~f compensation to ex-servicemen disabled while in military
(2) the payment of pensions to discharged servicemen who are
need and have a nonservice-connected disability) (3) the monetary
to veterans for education and training upon their return to
status; (4) a low-interest financial loan program to ~ssist vein acquiring private homesor in. the establishment of private
enterprises, and (5)t~e provision of llfeinsurance coverage
participating veterans and their dependents economical
for financial security.
to the advent of the general purpose electronic computer, the coneffective management of these large programs, and especially the
loomed ominomsly before, us.

and indicate for you (3) the potential benefits and ~he problems
we believe are inherent in the use of electrOniC data processing

~n hos#!~l .opera~i~s.

why the Veterans Administration responded positively
when general purpose electronic computers arrived during
Since that time, we have automated a vast array of what

THEVETERANS ADMINISTRATION
[ will begin by stating that the United States Veterans
is an agency of the U.S. Federal Government. The top agency
the Administrator of Veterans’ Affairs~ is appointed bF~ and is
ible directly to the president of the United States. He is
the implementation of national legislation and administrative
pertaining to the benefit programs authorized for ou~ veteran
There are approximately 26~000,000 veterans in the United States,
this total is continually increasing. The benefits which the
the United States have made available for our veterans are
nature~ While most of my presentation today will be concentrated
VA ~edical Program, I will briefly mention the other principal
prog~ams. I do this for a specific purpose -~ for it was in the
areas tha~ the Veterans Administration achieved imiti~l ~e

manual and time-consuming business procedures in virtually
area -- and we are now conducting research and developto extend and refine our present automated procedures.

purpose of the VA Medical pre__~_~_9~ is to provide a high
care to our. veterans. ~e consider medical research
training of medical personnel as corollary medical
ectives. To facilitate the achievement of these goals~ the
an extensive medical research program and actively conducts
irofessional training programs in conjunction with 78 schools
41 schools of dentistry, 69 schools of nursing, 68 unlverdoctoral degrees in psychology, and equally substantial
social work, physical and occupational therapy, and other
professions.

i 8O

to little boxes in the hospital. TheSe boxes .are local computers~
the term LC. The purpose of the LC is to take the information
in from the terminals which may be at a rather low rate to stor~
in memory for a short period of time and piping out over the wire t~

~EDICAL TI~-SHARING SYSTEm’S
By Jordan J.Baruoh~ General ~anage~ Bolt Bsranek and N~wman Inc.
Cambridge, ~assachusetts, USA.

computer center 1 at the rate of about the sa~e as voice frequency
is about ~000 bits per second. This is not a technological necesit purely serves to keep telephone line rental low, So we have
local computers that take theinformation coming from the termiand put it out on telephone lines~ they also take the informa.
coming from the computer center over the telephonelines~ and

I would like to talk today about what is going on inside a couple
computers~ and the types of programs that we are using at the
chusetts General Hospital. T would llke to talk about the most
questions that we get about time-sh~ring systems~ talk a 1
bout a system which is running now at the ~ass. General
spend most of my time talking about a somewhat larger system
been put together at the current time, Our current plans are to be
operating with one or more experimental hospitsls in 1967. The
son for talking about the larger system is that it is a good way
lustrating many of the things that we have learned in the five
that we have been monkeying with small, medium, and large
systems,

it among the terminals. However~ since it is a computer it
certain tasks that we would like it to do, For example it can
the format of the information going out to the terminals. The
(~) are used again to take ~he signals from little terminal
them ou~ over common telephone lines. In this case they come ou"
terminals are squeezed into one telephone llne up to hospital
where there is a local computer~ and then the local computer
as if they came from its own terminals, Hospital n~, 1 has
wi~h its local computer a device labeled ~ which is a disk.
is a storage device for those circumstances where we need a
buffer of ~nformation because one of the terminals, like Jo
puring stuff out like a flrehcse instead of trickling it, so we
~ia big sump there where wecan soak up the information then spewit out

The basic hospital problem has to do with. the capturing of data
that data into a data base which is stored some place in the
memory and then being able to manipulate that data either on

telephone line at a s~itable rate. Another reason why we use a
however~ is that we need a clich~ device so that we don’t
the communication medium. Clichgs are voluminous~standard mes-

on program command. This is whab people do in the hospital
now~ it is what people will- do when they have a computer.

displays. It is senseless to transmit all those bits: we

A SYSTE~ CONFIGURATION
Let me show you ~ diagram of the system that is being put
the moment for the purpose of handling hospitals~ since it does
strate the components that go into a moderately large
system. I labeled three hospitals on the left h~d side and in
pital there is a terminal, As we get on with our discussion we
see that these terminals may be quite different and that some
may in fact be computers. You will notice that the terminals
Discussion at page 187

those cliches on a disk file in a hospital and just transmit
that sets them off. The trigger says where to put it and
it~ and that~takes very little information, All this go over
lines to a computer center. The computer on the left is asbe plugged in. It c0nsistsof a CP which is a central procesto which is a fairly high speed drum.
~E~ORY
a look at the memory. There is a set of-general registers:
the arithmetic registers that you are all familiar with, the
the input-output register~ and so on, all high speed reout of solid state devices. The general registers contain

~9o
in themselves te inspire effort and Justify capital expenditure
ne~ data processing systems. Beyond the immediate improvement in
,oft of existing procedures there are potentials for totally new
ef medical care administration.
ON THE ~¥STEMS INHOSPITALS

establish perspective for consideration of the broad problem of in~
By

Charles Do Flagle, professor~ the Johns Hopkins University~
Maryland, USA~

pART i - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide a basi~ for review and
tlon of work in the field of data processing in 5ospitals. Hopef~lly~
a model c~ be constructed within which each of our efforts can be
oog~ized for its contribution to the total, and at the same time we
perceive the gaps that must be filled.
With ’the possible exception of computer aided diagnosis~ there is a
paucity of literat~re on medical and hospital data processing. This
perhaps because "the subject is one for empirical development rather
scientific research~ The potentials of data processing machinery
great that their brute force application is sufficient to produce
change in old systems. Perhaps there is another explanation for
absence of technical reporting of studies of hospital c¢
is a messy business aud the methods of observation and sampling do
yield studies comfortable to publish in learned journals.
Nevertheless the weight of numerous ~dh_~oc studies indicates an
mous amount of the human effort in hospitals is consumed in
tion and information handling processes. Hsieh (4) cites a number
studies, showing’that about thirty percent of nursing timei~is
in communication~ and half of this can be found in the
and other paper work associated with patient medication, chagrin
this diversion from direct patient care is heightened by
errors occur in 5% to 15% of the procedures°
The enormous cost, the errors and delays in hospital
NB
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flow in a hospital or other health services i~ is helpful to
of the institution itself as a purposeful system. As a system a
~ital is both complex and complicated. It is complex in its multipl~
of patient care, teaching, research and survival as an institutic
complicated in its several streams of professional and administr~
authority, each centrolllng some of the set of services that comin success or failure in reaching its objectives.

central action in the system is patient care, the interae~
of physician, patient, and the supporting, hospital services in the
and treatment of desease. Within the hospital a number of
basic physician-patient relationships occur - perhaps hundreds,
include outpatient care~ thousands, on any given day. The
term problem of hospital administration is to support, with all
se~ices, the large number of physician.patient relationships
slmultaneouslz and .~ndependentlz in progress. The system view~
the individual physlcian-patient relationship and the total
as a support of many such simultaneous relationships will be
upon later, after an examination of the general problem of
!~i~erfermance and control. The argument to be developed is that
plays the key role in successful system performance. In
system, it is net far fetched to say that many of the
problems manifested as shortages of personnel and
or inadequacies and errors in service are in reality evidence

in communication.
oeumtries the trend in hospital administration has been
tion and specialization of ancillary and supporting
them physically and administratively from the wards
Sterily supply~ dietary, pharmacy and housekeeping services
of activities increasingly separated from the scene of
While this has freed medical and nursing personnel on one
created new logistical problems of coordination~ inventory,
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physicians’ orders, those related to intensity of need for nursing care,
In the latter case the universe of events is a group of patients in
ward or clinic, and the decisions are those of personnel and loglstical support requirements. A~n example of the great variability of aggregate needs of the set of.patients on a hospital ward is shown by
Conner et al (6)° First, in work measurement studies, it was shown
that the bedfast, intensive care patient requires about five times as
much attention as those who are ambulatory and convalescent. Then it
was shown that, because of the ramdom, independent aspect of admission
or relapse of intensive care patients, their nt~mber was quite
ranging from two to fifteen on a thirty bed ward. This work demonstrated l) the need for daily observation and assessment of aggregate
tient requirements, 2) the need for timely interpretation and transmission of the results of such observations, and 3) the ability of
administrative system to have the flexibility and responsiveness to
meet the demands thus forecast. In summamy~ the study demonstrated
system characteristics of ward administration on a day to day basis

of automatic data prooessing for the day to day activities of p&care and hospital administration.
No doubt the medium and long .term problems are equally pressing and in
the long run more important, but the immediate applicability of data
!systems is less clear~ Decision procedures in forecasting and planning
not well formulated. They may be strongly influenced by p01itic~l
social ~actors as well as by statistics. ~uch of the necessary
requires well linked sources of information. ~edern data
are offered here not as an efficient substitute for costly proas in the short term case, but as somethir~ new, an added
rather than a substituted one. However, it must be recognized that
r medium and long term decisions are extremely costly in wasted reor unmet needs. Therefore, though recognizing the difficulties,
analysts must puch their work beyond the short term decision
to a creative a~sociation with leaders in.medical care in
of procedures for planning future health service systems.

~nd proposed methods of short term decision making. Similarly by con"
solidation of physicians’ orders the aggregate work loads on labora-~
tories and other ancillary services are made a~ailable for short
decisions. Techniques for medium and long term.decisions are not as
ly developed but we can assess their nature to some extent.
the information requirements are those for forecasts ~ one may
polate directly from observed trends in resource utilization or attempt to correlate resource utilization with demographic variables
trends can be reliably estimated.

C.H., A Theor~ of Data, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1964
P,~ Leadership in Administration, Harper and How, New
Tork, 1957
¾.L,, The Anatomy of Judgment~ Hutchinson, London 1950

PART IV. TKE STATUS OF INFOR~TION SYSTE~S~I~ KO~SPITALS
~any forces have conspired to focus effort in hospital inform~tlon
system development ~into short term problems. As noted before,
communications are very cos~ly~ there is ~n attractive opportunity
save time and money, The cumbersome existing procedures have come
through ~elatlvely recent centralization of hospital services and
gistical support ~way from wards and clinics~ thus creating
communication and coordination. In addition~ short term
related to existing activities and procedu~es~ the problems are
and accessible, their solution is not ouly necessary but
possible~ Thus researchers have been encouraged to examine the

R,K.Co~ Evaluation of Hospital Nedicati0n Systems, Doctoral
Dissertation~ The School of Hygiene and Public Health~ The Johns
Hopkins University~ Baltimore, 1966
R, and SAATY, T.L,, Finite Graphs and Networks: An lntrowith ApDl$cation~ New York, NcGraw-Hill, 1965
R.J.~ FLAGLE, C.D,, HSIEH, R.K.C., PRESTON, R.A. and
ii SINGER, S., "Effective Use of Nursing Resources -- A Research
Report"~ Hospitals, Journal of the American Hospital Association
i~iVol, ~5, No. 9, ~ay, 1961.
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the U.S. institutes, which are active in this field, mention will
here of the two followir~g:
Operations Research Division of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Halti~

OPERATION IKESEARCH IN ~EDICAL WORK
By Tore Dalenlus, Professor, University of Stockholm, Sweden.
This paper is based upon a report commissioned by R&det f6~ sjukhusdriftens raticnalise~ing ($JURA), Stockholm, Sweden.
O~r~tions Research

I.

In the almost 30 years that have passed since the term operations research - hereinafter referred to as OR - was introduced in 1937, OR
been given an even wider mes~ulngo In this memorandum the term OR
used in the following two senses:
(I) For analysis of how already existing resources can best be ~sed
the solution of a certain task, For this type of OR the term ,’classic.
OR" will be used below.
(2) For the analysis of those resources which must be developed for
best solution of a certain task. For this kind of OR the term
analysis" will be used below.
OR was first used for the scientific analysis of military problems.
ever, during the last 20 years the OR method has been successfullY
lied for the solution of problems in civil life, including problems

mgre, Maryland
Systems Development Corporation~ Santa Monioa, California,
research relevant to the application of OR within the health
is being carried out at several universities, including the
Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), The University of Michi~
Ann Arbor, Michigan, and the University of California~ Berkely~

insti~utes which have been and are active in the field conslder~
include the Nuffield Provincial Hospita~ Trust~ which delserves
mention. ~oth on its 0wm initiative ~nd on research contract~universities this institute has successfully developed the appli=
of OH in health services,
)orations Research in the Health Services in Countries other than
the U.S.A. and~
it should be mentioned that to-day there are many cases of the
of classic OR in health services in countries other than the
States and England°
Survej~
i!ef various kin~s h~ve played an important part when compiling

the health sez~ices.

2.

A numDer of important surveys are given below~

O~perations researc, h in the Health Ser.____vices in the

lan___Ado
Both the United States aud Englaud have been and are still the
countries in research into the direct significance of OR in the
services as well as its applications.

Opera%icnal research in medicine, Operational Research
1952, p,24
.~.S.: Economic analysis, ~perational research~ and the
i:~health service, Oxford Economic P~pere~ 1963~ p,19
Operations research in a hespital~Contained in Flagle et
research and iy~tem~ engineering. Johns Hopkins Prese~
1960

sea eGed s!q] uo ,e Je~BE eql

executing ones. In a wider sense, it is a question of a "stratif
of the organization plan" by the planning, the administrating an
executing levels.
DATA BASES AND SYS~T~S WORK
By Aksel Marchmann, Vice-Director, Copenhagen County Hospital Board,
Copenhagen, Denmark°

supplementary part of the organization is the so-called regulations
we can consider as "standing orders". Now, how do these come into
he picture?

T~ PURPOSE OF DATA:
us illustrate this by an example. We choose a business which has
Collection of data serves one main objective, namely documentation.
documentation has above all a message for the human being within
ganizationo

departments only, namely a sales department and a production deoart~
On the front door there is a sign saying "tailor’s shop". Theis divided into two separate departments which are headed by the
mam_agero Each department is run by a branch manager, ~ department

Consequently, the matter of creating data a~id systems work is
dependent upon the knowledge of the whole structure of the
and its information system, .and on the knowledge of the methods of
formation, the theory of decisionmaking, and, finally, upon the
of the human being in the %otal system.

under whom there are one or two intermediate links and, finally’.
have "those who carry out the work".
suppose we enter the shop <i.e. its sales department) and order
The shop assistant will measure you and then hand over the orthe tailer~s workshop. Suppose we had gone through "the actual

So, by way of introduction, I suggest we get a closer view of the
n~zation.

command,,~ it would then have been necessary for us to contact
himself, However~ as the procedure for this kind of busifor once been decided upon, the standing orders are laid down

T~E ORGANIZATION TO-DAYs
We are all f~miliar with the organization plans on which we by a
diagram draw up the ~hierarchy as a pyramid, with the board

In other words, the regulations provide that "the shop
has supervision of the tailor’s workshop. Is this identical
the organization plan we drew up? The answer is no.

then follows the management. On an equal level we have then the
hal dep~rtments which again divide themselves into several
to end up with the exeo~ti~levels. In between the management may
be some staff assistants who act in a purely advisory c~pacity.

to ha~dge a number of activities, to co-ordinate development and
special applications we se~ up. a series of committees. The
@f the committees represent assuredly a collection of the most

Depending on t-he structure cf the activity, we come back to the

persons; (very often the same persons may be on all committees).

men%s divided by objective or the functional departments.

committees fit in with the "lines of command,, we drew up? No.

How many levels must we h~ve between the bottom-most ones smd the
most departments or vice versa? A number of "golden rules" apply.
the bottom-most level the maximum is six reporting departments and

OF THE ORGANIZATION PLAN:
we followed in the drawing up of the organization plan

’
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and oompieteneee withwhich they describe objects and proeesmes,
until the situation arises in which some detail make~ a great deal of
~ifference, For instance ~ll of e~ bills ~re ro~y alike except t~t
~ATHE. _~AT!CAL MODELS IN N]~DICINE
By Julian Bigelcw, MoDe, the Institute of Advanced Study2 Princeton, Ne~
Jersey, USA.

~he 10S bill ~iffers from the 15 bill in ~ sm~l detail~ ~en~e the ~co~&oy ~d det~ile~ precision we domed of ~ mo~el depends ~on exterior
oo~aider~tion ap~rt f~m the ~c~l model itself= That exterior consider=
is the si~ifio~noe or imporw~oe of these ~etails in co~ection
t~ exterior msage of the m~del. We t~ and ~mild into ~he models
fe~t~ea ~d details we believe to be import~t to its f~ction

The ideas which I shall discuss are mathematical models which may be of
interest and may be of use in the medical biological work. These
tical models may need the requirements for calcul6ted solutions using
computing machines because other ways they may be too difficult or too
troublesome but this is not the main point that we intend to convey. In
fact in this regard we emphasize that computing machines do not necese~
rily solve problems in the field of medicine or indeed in any other
- they merely make possible such solutions if intelligent human beings
properly proposes the problems and if they properly interpret the process.
by which these solutions are evaluated. There is very little question
my mind that mathematical procedures, oomputatlon~l procedur.es~ if they
can be brought into effective contact with the fundamental underlying
problems in medicine and biology2 can and will represent important tools.
I would llke to make a side-comment: ~here is a serious question in my
mind as a matter of personal Judgema~ as to how many medical people
to get concerned with computing machines, there is a serious question
for instance as if one were to take some arbitrary fraction of the
who were busy now in medicine and divert their energy into computation

leave ou~ these de~ils w~ch for the preaen~ conscripted use
~o be importer, In gener~l no model is e~er perfaot~ no grain
~ is exsotly like ~other ~d the only valid model of ~ specific
being is the orig~l of ~t h~an bei~, thus we go ab~t our
pe~son~ or scientific, equipped ~t e~ch momen~ or time with a
of ~pp~ocim~te bu~ workable mo~els~ esch cut do~ In precision
some ~rbi~ra~ cut-off point where It ~d not seem worth while for
f~ther in ~cc~acy ~d detail, but with a b~g ~ll of models
; ~re no~ very ~cc~aWe t~re is ~ tendency in or~n~ life and a
pro~eesional research to ~ry the models es e~l~ions for sitar ~e new in the sense that when they ~rrive She S~anderd
models don~ quite fit~ ~heir inoo~leteneee becomes s~rikingly
~d newer modified models become necees~y, Heei~ the diffestriki~ly by oomp~ison of the new situation of the old model
often ~e ~o cons~ct ~ imp~ed model thet ~ll closer
t~ new re~rements. We ~seert t~t it xs upon this kind of
t~t scientific rose.oh and the pro~ession of h~n knowle~e

whether the field of medicine would be further ahead in years from
or whether it would

like ~o t~ke a moment ~o digress again in connection with the
computing mmchinea: one of the important things the computing

The model is an explicit quorum scheme for representing some process o~i
phenomena of nature so that they can be better studied or understood, ~
think that all well-trained scientists and many who are no~ so well
ned use models to help thi~k about their work although very often the
models are intuitive or even subconscious. Each of us by direct everyday experience forms models of the obJects~ the spaoe~ the physical
of mechanics, the b~h~vior of fluids~ etc. and even the more
9henome~ such ~s the growth of plants and animals. Regarding these
¯ ve~y~y ~nfe~mali~.ed moaels we cannot be very demanding as to the

can do for you is Co insis~ that you address it by preparing an
statement of what you w~nt it to do. It is both ~ disadvantage
computing machine au inhe~enw curse of the computing machine and
great advantage an~ a very great power of the computing machine
the things we can say to it do no~ consist of loose general statethey are highly specific, one must ~ddrese the machine in a
as to tell it what to do from each moment to the next in ~erms of
and %his represents a certain kind of an explicit commitment
p=ooedu~e which you believe will be effective in
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carrying out a study in the direction of application you have in mind,.~
There are some interesting sort of side-examples one can cite where
people have attacked problems which were not knowm to h~ve solutions
plioitly in mathematical form and in a course-of sitting down and writing instructions for the computing machine explicitly have solved this
~roblem in a calculated sense~ the discipline of carrying out the programming h~B in fact taught the mathematician the answer ~o the
so he never needed to put it on a oomputlng machine, I stress again an6
again this fact that the advancement of knowledge and informatisn is
this curious sort that u~less one is willing to sharpen the hypothesis
of the question of the moment sufficiently sharply to be able to
e~plicit statement of what appears, then one does not know where the
zy edges of the decision are, one does not know where the model is in~
completely covered~ but as soon as this is done a n~mber of things
can test whether or not a model is sufficient and point ~o its
to come ~o the surface. This occurs interacting with computing machines~
it occurs interacting with mathematics, it occurs interacting with
fully designed experiments, in the real world~ in biology and
but I think that the fact that the computers are forcing people in
fields, and forcing people in medicine to consider really what it is
are doing at each momen~ it is one of the valuable side products of
movement, It may be that the actual computations are indeed less
~ant then the recognition of the obligation to reduce to explicit
men~s what one believes one is doing at a particular decision point in
investigating some piece of research.
We are now going to speak abuut no~ general modelling~ not intuitive
modelling (ioeo mathematical modelling in a far mere abstract Bense),i~:
but about mathematical modelling as it appears in literature
sophisticated symbols and complicated equations representing
and objects, I would like to roughly describe ~ kind of oases in
mathematical modelling.h~s proved to be of some help in bio-medical
and I would like to discuss some features about them which in my
are responsible for the contribution that h~s been made.
Let me first speak of a model which I am s~re h~s ecme up at this
ing, namely, the problem of evaluating the state of stability, the
of health, the state of reserve of a patient who is in critical
Suppose we assignthe patient at any given moment a point in multi-

Euclidean space~ .coordinates representing condition descripsuch as neurological state, cardiocirculatcry .state and so on. We
try to define a safe region surrounded by falal regions, and the
~ of understanding and improving by iteration upon our knowledge
a patient under stress is crossing over some borderline~ conin taking a trial set of variables seeing whether or not
can form some kind of function depending upon this trial set of
and collate that with actual experience in terms of s~x~rival
terms of other medical knowledge (so we have to establish both
variables correct or suitable) and secondly what function of them
the best the separation of the space of survival from the
of non-survival. The only way one knows how to do this is to set
.othetical sets of variables~ set up a function which you think
these. (Some Of them may be independent of the others and some
hem may not: dependence may be very complicated). It is strictly by
of events that one of the functions fall below a certa~u level
then enforces a second function etc~ but the heart of the question
a model is to set down some explicit hypothesis of this sort
see whether or not by interaction between the physicians and some, who can bring the results of their observations into mathematical
we can boost up an expression which represents the surv~ival funcIt is perfectly clear that the survival function will not be a
astant from one person to the other.
s perfectly clear also that one has to entertain probabilistic measthat under a given experiment the funct.ion may have turned out to
erroneous in its description so that one has to apply to
i a measure and sometimes some kind of probability invariance to take
those~ things we have not got into the model, But the explicitness
and the fact that it stands there and either is confirmed
coted quite radically-if we are far from choosing the right kind
~rssentation or right kind of variables~ these are the keys to the
of repetition and iteration that which one can hopefully achieve
of this sort which would be useful s~y in helping the anaesth~is monitoring various functions during an operation.
~resentation we will h~ve at any one minute or time or any one
will always be somewhat inadequate. There should always
term for outside cansative features which we have not
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b~It into the model. Therefore~ the ~otu~ be~vior in a ~ive~
stance h~s to be tempered with some kind of Judgement and e~srienoe in
i~s use but to the extent which we c~n reduce it to a schem@ of this
sorz~ ~o t~ extent we can test ~he sch~ we ~n pick out a sample
of ~he process which is represented in a explicit w~y and then we
work with t~t s~ple part in ~o~u~l experience in the ~ea in which
se~ch and further development~ applicable ~long these lines should proceed.
And ~n f~ct that point is the main theme of the message I wish to
namely, the mere fact that the models ~t ~ given stage ~e in~dequ6te
not a re~son for nor using them, in f~ct the model should be
explain some fairly l~ge~ some fairly si~ific~n~ fraction of the
phenomena in .queszion and the pu~ose of these models is to give you
b~sis for starting ou$ ~ study ~nd to s~udy further differences,

system with the model in question and one may be able to repre~smoh an evolution and developing a very very large number of moleLar objects by what is called in applied mathematics and other fields
lump representation in which you use the statistical average of the
going on in each stage in place of any attempt to follow the inprocesses involved,
of the observations you can make is crftical and one has to
~tantly iterate and feed these back and compame them piece by piece
the actual biological facts amd the actual medical facts taking
or one is sure to get off on slde-tracks from Which the sense of
is lost~ but in-many cases where the variety of complexity are
in biological processes is a complexity consisting of many
things which in some sense can be thought of as a large populaOf events, then the statistical procedures, the procedures of statim
mechanics and the laws of mass action which are useful in physics

I would now like to shift ~o ~ different ki~ of question regardi~

¯ sical chemistry and elsewhere can come to criers aid and one can

models~ It is very well ~o~ to ~ybody in mathematics who tries to

with what essentially amounts to families of ordinary differential
in terms of the reagents present and to examine .the ordinary

~ythi~ in co~ection with biolo~ that biolo~ is ~n extremely
c~t ~d complicsted field for mathe~tics. I wo~d llke to e~lore
a momen~ the kinds of stages of evolution that the const~otion of
matio~l models o~ be e~ected to go t~o~h. In the first place
. are various kinds of oe~lexities, one kind .of oom~exity is th6t

equations not distinguishing one family of reac-tions indise
~eria or inside the cell or over a population of cells which is
:into an evolution from another but simply talking about the average
the average reaction rate. Typically, studies have been done along

given situation one h~s a very l~rge pop~tion of. events t~ing
which c~ be tre6ted relatively ~for~y in some sense, Exiles of

with successfull applications which I be&ieve may be valuable.
to do with things like the diffusion of chemical reagents and

are ex~ples where you h~ve the bioohe~czl changes t~king place due
enz~e action inside the cell itself~ I believe t~t it is

reagents introduced into humans~ introduced into" animals and

there ~e sidle cell bacteri~ in w~oh the evolutien~ period from
generation to the nex~ is shorter t~ something like 20 ~nutes
which it can be demonstrated that the ~ctu~ n~ber of chemical
that are t~ing place of transforming one molec~mr entity into
in that period of time ~e of the order of 108 - these fi~es ~e
co~se app&llingly l~ge. The kinds of m~thematlcal models t~t we
~o consider to c~rry out ~oh processes as these ~d to ex~ine
study them, seem at first gl~ce ~o be ~bsolutely terrifyi~ but
of f~ct ~ne exiszence of l~ge popul&tlens of oo~lex molec~es
successive s~r~ps of chemical reactions may in f~ct be r~
~ very much simpler model in that the hig~y p~r~llel nature of
h~ppeni~ mzy be ~ patterer which one o~ represent by ~ single

blem of representing the behavior of the total animal with regard.
experiment as being one of a partition set of reservoirs with dif~rocesses between them and the diffusion processesbetween the
ire through membranes into the outside environment and back again
st. things which are called mass .actions kind of phenomena indeed are
~lex but it can very well be that the important question is the
of the statistical parameters involved rather than in the
and in many oases the statistical.parameters and the statistical
can give you what you want to know and the problem is treatii~s one in physical chemistry or indeed in the statistical mechanics
and fluids, There are of course cases where this is not true~
order to attack those cases where we cannot represent large populof evolving and dependent processes by averages over those
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processes~ it iS clear that further mathematical contribution to the
field in terms of the value of constructive models will be dependent
upon something deeper in terms of interrelationship between the
tics concerned and the subject field. That deeper thing in my opinion
will be the devising of new and different methods of making observations
and meast~rements. It may involve the questions of providing new i~nstrumentation and new classes of transducers,which may not now be reco
by medical people~ but which have properties of being able to sort and
separate in different ways. Therefore~ the second point I wish to make
is that there appear to be large sample problems which certainly
expressed in terms of the biological framework in which the explicit
cificity of the reactions involved need not be a key subject under investigation but can be replaced by something like a rate constant and
which the comparison of the results of the model would be comparison of~
experiment in real llfe made possible by something which is related to
the mathematical idea of the central limit theorem of probability~
roughly speaking says that even though the indiv~idual species involved i~
in a large population of events may differ in some detail, if the popul~ ~
ation is large enough and observations are made on its average many of
the detailed characteristics of the individual average out in the process of doing the operation as a measurement and of doing the
as a computation and to this extent one can treat the thing as if they~
were uniform. In fact~ if there were net phenomena as these one would
not be able to make an estimate of t~e number of grains of sand in a
shovelful by taking out sm~ll samples of grains of sand and make an
ference of their size and distribution. In fact ~one can do many
in the physical world of this sort in which the detailed distribution
the individuals combined in such a way in the over all measurement
t~ey average out to a constant which represents the typical one, and
in fact deals with these statistics. Now~ of course that is only the
ginning, the very most elementary foot in the doorway with regard
the processes which clearly go on in biology. Clearly, in biology there
’are long sequences of processes in which very explicit and very highly!’
discriminatory reactions take place, ~ud for these it is perfectly cle~
that one is dealing with p~blems in which not the statistical
not the mass action aspects ef ordinary procedures are oocuring
which one needs to trace a long sequence down~ something like a
~l branching tree of events and to introduce combinatorial
about the outcome of an individual sequence of reactions.
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these lots of difficulties lie in wait for both the mathematician
the biologist or the medical person who is working on such topics~ in
.cular the fundamental ~ifficulty which occurs again and again is
one does not have simple ways of making observations on the indiviof the population which is undergoing changes, one does not have
of tagging them and, therefore, one does not have a way of examinsequences of events which one may call long range order or long range
dependents. The lack of the experimental ability to examine
specific sequence without disturbing the conditions under which one is
is directly related to the fact that one is in a very weak
~ition in constructing models~ The reason for this is that in fact
although it is too weak a science in some sense to be as
.ful as one would like in biology, h~s also the property that it is
much a science, namely, if one sets down the wrong set of initial
tions after what is going on in a Process one cang~erate literalenormous numbers of families of possible consequences. There is no inway that mathematics tells you which of these consequences to seas the right one to represent the problem in mind~ In general what
has is something much more like a steady state. From the steady state
tribution one has to try and refer back to see what the processes
could have produced that distribution are. This is a very much
difficult problem.
that the requirements which ~uoh problems impose upon the use
~ematics ~d the construction of’mathematical models are closely
to the requirement that the mathematician and presumably the b~oand pres~mably the medical man in question have to get together
live together for a considerable period of time in order to evolve
all the classes of phenomena to pick out in those cases where they
dream up or invent u~w techniques and measurements which are going
relevant parameters in respect to long range or organizational
problems in the subject field, but I would like to say that~
frightening a task this is, however~ much may appear to be am imin the progress of biology and medicine to contemplate detailfor

explicit

models of this sort. I personally am convlnoed that this
must so~ner or later be followed in many important areas of work where
and medical people now proceed. I am convinced because the
thing which is confronting those who wish to construct models
to make hypotheses which are capable of verification is related

2}4
to the organization of the objects in biolo~T
the detailed examination of this organization is the
s%~ the p~ocess
Furthermore~ however weak mathem~tlcs Is at representing highly
cared Successive sta~es:of’-org~nization and processes which go on
m~ny many different kinds of sequential transformations (and as I
before it is weak because it is too rich because you can invent
many things and you can invent things which are not real). However~
it is, it is the only science which really concentrates on %his kind
process itself. ! think that~ however difficult it is, it is
and if one looks at llteratu~e !0, 20~ 30 years from now one will
dually see more and more oases where an inload has been m~de~ where
means of identifying and increasing successive stages has been devised~
which can experimentally be carried curt and where the model itself has.
been formulated mathematically and sho~-n to coincide with the actual
phenomena involved in ~uch a large number of places that the ~
that it is far wrong can be demonstrated wo be quite small indeed.
One final remark: the role of computation in such procedures: here
would like to re~urn ~o some of my first remarks~ namely~ that the

PROCESSING IN THE CLINICAL LABORATORY
Jungner, M.D., Associate Profeesor~ University of Gothenburg~
Sweden.

have great and important tasks in the hospital laboratory. In
first place, interest has been concentrated on the clerical part of
w~rk, as the increasing number of analyses involves problems that
to overcome by ordinary laboratory operation.
~econd phase of development can be distinguished, in which the computare connected more or less directly to the analytic~l procedures.
was a natura! s~ep, since the instruments became increasingly aimed
automatic registration. Although the different stages of development
not clearly delimited, it seems as if still another stage mus~ be
in which the computer intervenes to such an extent in the

of computation is extremely important~ but it is important possibly
marilybeOau~ by carrying out computations on a model the

ire system of the laboratory that new ways of managing it must be
The motive power is the effort ~o increase the production of~

in question begin to lee~rn what the implications on the model they

ses~ ~o make the work more accurate and easier and, perhaps, above
reduce the costs with respect to both staff and money.

really are, On the other hand, in biolog~ as in many areas such as
area of chemistry, the computations which nature is able to carry
when one starts from a given se~ of conditions~ are extremely

some fundamental viewpoints will be presented in connection with a~

fast~ and accttrate, One can produce over and over again complex
both organic and inorganic which h~ve remarkable ability to pass

of some projects aiming at a high degree of automation, and in
ar~lytlc robot and the computer are essential components. To

m~ny. stages to reproduce themselves very aocurately~ and in

the possibilities of getting help by the computer iu the hospital

products can be described with an incredible degree of precision~
that the initial conditions are speclfied~ this means in fact

ory~ it is necessary to balance the laboratory requirements and

computing m~chlne and its operating te~m is likely ~o lag behind
al discovery~ imperical invention and imperical treatment by
siderable period of time. Thi@ does not mean that it is not
contribution. The contribution which it can be expected to make~
contribution to consolidating our understandlug of prior

of the computer~ in order to achieve a system which
effeotlve and easily handled.
all, let us consider the demands of the hospital laboratory,
are presented as the tasks required of the computer (Fig. 1)~
~oses that a oonslderable part of the analytic activity is

mona which have been observed, and it is only the consolidation
understanding of those phenomena that one can in fact hope to
the investigation of new classes of phenomena~
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is put into the garbage at B or into the archives which is the same
The chain moves in the direction shown and the computer controls
analyzers to take the sample from the chain as it passes by. I prethere is a possibility to lead the sample along C in case you want
rsis repeated or in case the result of one analysis indicates

LABORATORY AUTON!TION AND CO~PUTERS
By J. Guigar~M. D. ~ Laboratory Director, Paris, France

you have to go to another analyzer that was earlier in the line.
course, the computer may be progTamme~ to submit the sample %o tests
requested by the doctor, depending upon the outcome of theprelimitests.)I Maybe there is a switching, yard as shown at A because in

(After showin~ a film that demonstrated how his automated laborato~
Paris works Dr. Gut@an explained his plans re@ardin~ future reforms.

to expedite the analysis it would perhaps be more clever to sort
the samples to different analyzers and have them work in paral-

contribution was given in French and translated by ~{r. Nielen.

(Of course we must be very careful in this new type of laboratory
the samples an absolute place in the chain and not a r~lative
~e. You see, it is very dangerous to have samples that are identified

I am really not too sure that I have al! the details. I think Dr Gut

~ by their relative position in some sequence. It is actually manda-

decided to start all over again. If you look at the last i0 years
find that actually the automatic analyzing machinery was developed

that you should have your samples in an absolute place in the chai~)

with a computer in mind (it could not have been). It~was developed onj
the tracks of the human observer. The automatic analyzing ~quipment !i
helped the human to make an easy observation before the computer was
able to read what these analyzers show.

of the chain at all times jhst am the computer knows the

Now Dr. Guigan has made the observation that as the computer is
ent and is on-line you should actually develop a completely differen61
and new laboratory with different analyzing equipment, because a di

You enter the sample and the request for analysis to the left in
Dr. Guigan is not concerned with the trajectory before this because
samples come in his labor~tory with identification and with the rec
for analysis. The request immediately gc~s into the computer. The
zers would be on-line with the computer and not only on-line in
that the computer reads the analysis but also that the computer
direct the analyzer to do things. Now the sample is put on a chain
NB

Figure at pa~e 254

of the printing chain in the printer te the nearest millisecond
the nearest microsecond.
the computer would give out the reports and you would have .a

computer actually can do much better than detect peaks in curves. Dr]
Guigan proposes to develop new analyzing machines each specialized fOX
one particular analysis and designed compietely from scratch. They
not necessarily auto-analyzers in the present sense of the word.

it would be very feasible to have the chain run at a relatively
speed. Here again the onnputer is essential. The computer would know

~

.etely automated laboratory.
always have to do something that is not routine enough to
into this system. If the computer decides that a certain analysis
~ is not in the chain would be done then of course you can divert
~ample at B and have it go to some special other analyses just at

We should like to work with you on this, we think that with
digital read-out devices the flame photometers now can be
and run maybe 150 samples per hour. I think that there are a
companies that are interested in developing such special purpose
analyzers the output of which can be put into a computer on-
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OF HOSPITAL

LABORATORY SERVICES

AUTONATION

AND DATA PROCESSING

AS PART OF A NODULAR APPROACH

Ernest Cotlove and George Z. Williams, Department
.William R. Kirkham,
~ of Clinical Pathology~ Clinical Center, National Institutes of Health~
Bethesda, ¾aryland and
I. Allen, Office of the Director, Clinical Center~ National In~
i:stitutes of Health, Bethesda, ~aryland~ USA.

techniques, augomatlon of health sez~ices and automated data pro ceshave great potential for assisting in patient care and extending to
~ater numbers ofpeople the skills of modern medicine. Most computer
_lations in hospitals have been oriented toward administrative or
functions, a few have been oriented to information communica~
a~d patient care functions. The orientation of a computer system Jn
)ital is to a great extent governed by the interests and hospital
of the persons responsible for the development of the system.
~ew hospital automation programs with orientation toward patient care
been developed by hospital laboratory staffs seeking to apply new
ues to their problems. We will briefly review the-several approach~
laboratory automation and data processing in the United States~
~ital laboratory automation program at the Clinical CeAter, NIH,
3hasize the factors to be considered in ~ hospital automation proTh~ hospital automation systems reviewed are considered only in
to the interaction of the system with the clinical laboratory
There are ether &mportant aspects of hospital operations in
these systems which are not perlinent to this review.
groups have attempted to plan and implement complex realtime
systems with input/output terminals on all nursing stations~
utilizing one computer for all processing and communication. A
or regional computer censers which will serve multiple
are at various stages of development in the United States~ At
and references at page 266
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THE COMPUTER AND THE HOSPITAL
By Donald A~B. Lindberg, N~Do Associate Professor, University of ~issouri~
Columbia, Nissouri, USA.
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/WILLIAMS, G.Z., COTLOVE~ Eo, YOUNG, D.S~, ~d KIRKHA~, W,R~ A Compuler System for Automatic Processing of Hospital Laboratory
Services, a paper presented aw International Conference on Auto-

paper will illustrate the multiple aspects of hospital medical
practise which are impinged upon by a computation or information processystem. Specifically, we shall examine briefly a computer system

marion in Hospitals, Elsinore, Denmark, April 23,-1966°
processing hospital laboratory data,
the analyses which are possible from these data and their
implications for laboratory quality control and physiological
research, and
5.

the uses of such data in education.

LABORATORY DATA SYSTEM
results of clinical laboratory determinations in this institution
transmitted to an IB~ 1410 digital computer within the~hospital via
g93 densely coded matrix keyboard transmitt.ing units located in the
The system has b~en presented in detail elsewhere~1 The
system evaluates and contributes to the results and then routes
reports through a transmission system to the remote printer which is
iarest the patient’ s ward or outpatient clinic.
results of determinations in the bacteriology, hematology, and chelaboratories are entered on the matrix keyboards by depressing
or more of the 260 buttons provided. The meaning of each button is
Supported in part by U.S.P.H.$. grants AI-03579, ~-00374, and
CD-00234o
Stsmmar~ at page 271
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indicated by a printed English language description appearing next to
button~ The descriptions m~e dragon on a sheet of opaque plastic which
overlies the keyboard. The meaning of each of the 260 buttons can be
redefined according to which plastic overlay rests on the keyboard;
latter device senses with microswitches the notch coding on each
At the computer site, the information received from the laboratory ap-_
pears in punched cards and is processed by the computer. Here a complex
evaluation of the data takes place. The evaluation includes a
tion of such factorskas age, race, and sex of patients; previous
diagnoses; relation of new test results to earlier ones; expected normal range of values; relation to the frequency distribution of results
at this medical center; biologica& properties of bacteria dud a~qtibiotics; and the pattern of multi-tests results. Valid results are
mitted directly and without human review ~o the hospital ward
Individual
reports are rejected by the system and s.re sent,
explanation, back to the laboratory. Here the director reads the
nation and the report, informs himself of the unusual character of the
report, takes whatever action is necessary ~o validate the report
proceed further with the laboratory investigation of the patient’s pro
lem, and then responds to the computer system by either releasing or
cancelling the report in question. All records are stored for one
on random access storage and are then sorted and merged on magnetic
with records of previous laboratory determinations.
Through this system, the quality of the information reaching the
cian is improved and transmission of the information is more rapid
with manual systems. For example, in a three month period 389
patient unit numbers or invalid specimen accession numbers were
in the bacteriology system before reports were issued, through the
of the Modulus Eleven self-checking number system2. Six hundred
twenty-five invalid patient numbers were detected in hematology.
other hand, most reports which we cause to be rejected by
system as dangerous or suspicious are not, in fact, erroneous.
the same three month period, 1~3 reports from the bacteriology
were rejected as dangerous on strictly medical g~cunds, and 1~78
hematology. All these rejected reports were investigated by the
ate laboratory directors and 109 of the 125 in bacteriology
the 1278 in hematology were approved and released for reporting. ~

of ten cases, therefore, the computer system merely serv%d a~ an orreporting device to alert the laboratory p’hysicians to unusual

~UALITY CONTROL
advent of multi-channe! analytical devices in clinical chemistry
accentuated our need for better quality control techniques. These
possible only with computer systems. A simple beginning of such conwas provided by studies with Van Peenen and Couch.~’4 Here it was
that the combinations of high, low, ~nd usual values of the serum
did not all occur with equal frequency. The statistically
or non-occurring patterns of these values as well as the analogous
~attern of blood urea nitrogen/serum creatinine~’6- and a variety
function tests7 are included in our computer programs as "forpatterns." Their occurrence causes a report of multi-channel andto be rejected and!or the determination to be repeated. We are
that a theoretical basis for rejecting these patterns is still laoM
but rejoice that we at least have a mechanism to prevent erroneous
ports from being rendered. The more sub%le association of patterns of
and their physiological meanings is being investigated.
area with implications for quality control and medical,achninistrais the analysis of bacteriological data. Tables I, II, and III pre;art of an analysis of the computer processed reports of the bac~logy laboratory.
~es II gives the relative frequency of certain common pathogens as
appear in our laboratory reports. As might be expected the s~phyE. cell, A. aero~enes, Pseudomonas species, and the Proteus
constitute the commonest laboratory findings.
housand and eighty-four (69%) of specimens for routine culture
no growth. An even greater percenzage of specimens for acid
culture yielded no growth: 97~ of the 1,865 specimens indicated in
i. It would be desirable to have comparable figures from other inwith which to compare these yields. We can now analyze our
usage as’it changes in time but cannot compare with
Amidst the frequent accusations of abuse of the laboratories by

270
unnecessary requests, one seeks in vain for a statement of the
number of specimens one should be expected to culture without growth
order to detect viable tubercle bacilli in one subsequent specimen.

271
oted above,8 In addition the study will establish permissible ranges
t~ese non-numerical reports and create an automatic surveillance
the ~uality of our two laboratories.

has seemed to us that in our general medical institution~ where knovrn
tuberculous patients must be refused admission, we do not consider
abuse of the laboratories to have processed 97% of acid fast cultures
without growth. The overall yield also seems.acceptable but should be~
compared with other institutions.
Table Ill presents data which may serve as a guide to medical
and medical technology students in achieving an initial general
tion to cultural specimens and expected results, Eocoli remains
lya urinary pathogen, with occasional excursions into the
tract, Pseudomonas s~ are about equally divided amongst urine,
and wounds, We had had a subjective sense that Pseudomonas Spo were
associated with b~trns in a higher percentage of cases them eur
gests. Clostridium perfrin~ens is truly "where one finds it~ " the usle!
of a~uaeroblc c~ture technique has a more profound influence on the
tern of recovery than the types of specimens, A statistical table
of course, communicate the importance and the drama which the few
tions of this pathogen from wounds actually represented. HoweVer,
unit numbers of the patients associated with such isolations can
easily recovered by the computer system and the clinical situation~
rounding these laboratory problems can be recreated by reviewing
charts,
Looking specifically at the patients whose specimens yielded
um t~berculosis, one finds that 16 patients yielded 52 isolates,
tuberculous patients also were the source of 48 specimens which

compuser system has for some time now been extremely useful as a
of giving individual students and investigators ~ccess to the
care data which is stored on random access disks and magnetic
tapes,9’10 During the last fiscal year 125 category-oriented inquiries
the laboratory files were processed} these excluded those inquiries
sought information concerning specific patients, Two hundred and
inquiries from staff and students were made into the compuhospital dia~nosis files,ll’12 In all cases it has been appathat the meaning of a single category of information abouw the
in the computer file, for instance the serum potassium, is
mush more valuable and meaningful for education when the
~tem makes it possible to combine this with other cawegories, for
electrocardiograph findings or blood pressure or cliqical diagQuestions rarely involved more th~n three ca~egori~of data at

purely instructional goals could also be served by such a
computer system. We have only begu~u to introduce didactic inferinto the system and hence canno~ repor~ on this aspect of the
At present it would appear ideal to blend instructional techinto the patient care or service-oriented hospital compuSer
13

tures specifically for acid fast bacteria without growth~ the
specimens in this category varied between patients from zeroto
I-n addition, during the same admissions the 16 tuberculous p
quired 102 other microbiological otultu~es (for ordinary bacteria
fungi), The number of these c~Ztures varied between the patients
zero to 19o
Because the actual collection ef such data ha~ been automated~
been possible to establish a pro~eetlve e~eh~ng~ of data with
~ui~,hoepital for the p~ose of amswer~g some of the

for acquiring, evaluating, and processing hospital laboratory
has refined the data and speeded their transmission to the clinicaZ
Because the data are now machine processible~ the laboratory
can utilize new techniques to achieve quality control. Likewise
s~udent can ~ombine these data with diagnoees and other com~E~er
information in order to help himself learn the patterns of diseas-

’~e q.L[61.~,~doO 9’FI ,~q pe],oa]o.~d ~q XP.Lu pub/~:lJed
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A General ~echnique for Computer Processing of Coded Patient
Diagnoses. CHARLES BUCK, GARST I~3ESE, and D,A.B. LINDBERG.
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Self-checking Number Generator, Modulus Eleven. International
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Business Machines Corp, Publication Number G2a-1022-0, 1960
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Amer. Joum, Clin. Path. 4~:322-330, 1965
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R. COUCH. Amer, Jo Clin. Path. ~:315-321, 1965
Serum Creatinine and Blood Urea Nitrogen as-Measures of Renal
Function: a Computer-Assisted S%udy. H.J. VAN PEENEN and
LINDBERG. Missouri Med~ 62:992-995, 1965
The Meaning of Quality Control with Multiple Chemical Analyses~
D,A,~, LINDBERG and H,J. VAN PEENEN~ Technicon S~mposium on
Automation and Analytical Chemistry, New York, Sept. 9,
Data Patterns in Laboratory Diagnosis: Results of Chemical
TABLE I

ning Procedures, H.J.VAN PEENEN~ D~A~B. LINDBERG, and F,V.
LUCAS. American Medical Association Symposium on Successful
Com~uter Applications, Chicago, Illinois, June 29, 1966
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3, 1965

TYPES OF IN-PATIENT CULTURES
January 6, 1963 through June 6, 1964

Type of Determination

Number of Specimens

Electronic Reporting and Processing ~f Clinical Laboratory Data~
Retrieval Techniques. D,A.B. LINDBERG, Proceedings of

Routine cultume for bacteria

formation Science Symposium, 64th Annual Meeting of~American
Society for Microbiology, 1964, Bacteriological Roy,

Culture for fungi

1965
lO.

Electronic Retrieval of Clinical Data, D.A.B, LINDBERG, Amer,
Medo Educ, 40:753-759, 1965
Computer Generated Hospital Diagnosis File. D,A~B. L[N~BERG
REESE, and C, BUCK, Missouri Med, 61:851-855, 1964

Culture for acid fast bacteria

10,194
811
1,865
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TABLE II
RELATIVE I~REQU~Cy O1~ BACTERIAL

Staphylococcus aureus

S.

epidermidis

ISOLATES FROM HOSPITALIZED PATIenTS
Number of
Isolates
686

43O

Di~lococcus pnetumoniae
212
Streptococcus pyogenes (beta hemolytic) 129
Streptococcus fecalis
235
Dther streptococci
205

Per CentT
9.6

6.0

2.9
1,8
3,2
2.8

589

575

169
90
165

Hemophilus influenzae
H. ae~ypticus

24
5

0.3
0.0

18

Neisseria pharyngis group
N. menin~itidis

27
~

O.5
0.0

27
2

Escherichia~coli
E. intermedia
E~ freundii
Aerobacte~ aero~enes

883
180
40
768

12,3
2.5
0,5
~.I

614
143
34
2~

Pseudomonas species
Proteus mirabilis
P. vulgaris
p, mor~a£nim

335
371
67
8

4.6
5,2
0.9
0.i

190
241
54

Paracolon bacilli
Alcali~enes faecalis

132
i

1.8
0.0

98
I

13
2

0ol
0o0

II
2

3
5
5
244
2
7084

0o0
0o0
0.0
5° 4
0.0

3
5
5
213

52
1

0.7
0.0

16
1

241
9
7
4

5,5
0oi
0.0
0o0

129:
7
5

.Salmonella species

Cl0stridium perfringens
Bacteroides species
Mimeae tribe
Serratia species
Bacillus subtilis
Diphtheroids
Unidentified bacteria
No ~rowth - routine culture
Myob~oter!~m tuberculosis homlnis
Atypical acid fast bacilli
Candida albicans
Saccharomyoes species
Aspergillus species
Histoplasma capsulatum

+The number of specimens from which the ns;med organism was
divided by the total number of specimens which yielded growth.
+~he ntunber of unique patients from whom the named organism was recovered,
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~, w~ich is the subject of this report.
.~ON

EXPERIENCE WITH THE USE OF A DIGITAL COfl~Y2ER FOR THE STUDY AND
NANAGE~ENT OF THE CRITICALLY ILL AND ESPECIALLY PATIENTS WITH
CIRCULATORY SHOCK

measurement and collection of biological data in a clinical
setting is feasible in a number of areas. Automated analog devices are
able for measuring blood pressure by the use of indirect auscultatechniques (6-13~. These devices are not entirely satisfactory for

By Max. H. Well, ~oD., Ph.D., Associate Professor, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles~ USA.

.atients in shock however since the indirectly obtained blood preSsure
loses accuracy under conditions of markedly reduced blood flow. Analog
computers have been developed to determine cardiac output by integration

Detailed analysis of" the physiological data by manual methods is inefficient~ both for clinical research and for practical use at the
iA combination of automated sensors, with analysis of their output by
on-line digital computer, offers a means of achieving a comprehensive

of the corrected area under the indicator dilution curve (14-19). Estites of cardiac output have also been obtained by calculation of stroke
lume from components of the arterial pressure wave (20-21), aud by the
automated technique of relating oxygen consumption to arterlo-venous
differences (22). Flow t~rough large.blood vessels has been

ventory of patient condition for immediate use by the physician and the
61inical investigator. An important development~ in which our group
shares responsibility~ is the use of the output of an appropriate

by computerized impedance techniques in patients during stncgery
25). Respiratory ratemeters based on pressure or impedance changes duchest movements are widely used, and more recently both analog and

nation of automated devices to develop an integrated picture of a
patient’ s pathophysiological ccnd_ition on a time-related basis. For
historical justification we wo~id record that cur efforts were precede~

techniques have been applied to the acquisition and analysisof

by the work of Wilbur and Derrick (1) in the development of an
transdhcer ~ystem and digital computer used off-line for simultaneous
measurement of blood pressture, pulse, respiration and temperature
anesthesia.
However, techniques by which multiple signals are handled concurrently
emp.loying time-sharing methods were previously developed and sho~m tO
~very effective in space research, handling of airline reservations
industrial process and control operations (2-5). Similar techniques,
modified form, were adapted for t~e clinical project of on-line

pressure and airflow (24). Automatic measurement of rectal
esophageal temperatures by the use of thermistors is common du~ing
particularly during cardiovascular surgery, Analog devices
measuring and reporting heart rate have assumed an importaut role in
monitoring of patients in critical-care are~s~ Automated analysis of
ectrocs~diog~ams has provided a new me~sure of objectivity in electro~hic diagnosis (25-30), while wireless telemetry has been espeuseful for continuous electrocardiographic monitoring (31). Analo~
LceS h~ve been used for chemical determinations such as blood sugar,
pH, PC02, PO2 and~ independently, computers have assumed an inimportant role for efficient processing of data generated in
Lcal l~boratories. The contribution that automation makes when applied to each of these technique greatly bolsters the present as well as

NB
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:the potential usefulness of the resulting measurementS. When a combin~ion of such automatic devices is used to obtain an inventory of the
patient’s conditimn, the acquisltion~ oom~utation and presentation of
the resultant information is expedetiously handled by ~ system which includes a digital computer as the central processor.
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apparatus up to 250 KV and 60Co and equivalent high energy X-ray
machines.

CONPUTER-ASSlSTED RADIATION T KEATMENT PLANNING
By J. van de ~eijn~ M.D,~ H, Joannes de Dec Hospital~ The Hague,
lands.

This co~ierence is devoted to the investigation of the role of the
computer in clinical medicine. It is the purpose of this paper to
give some information about what is being done in this respect in
special field of medic£ue~ radiotherapy, where there is a strong
interplay between medicine and physics.
Before examining the role of the computer in this particular fie
it may be useful to try and give, briefly~ an idea of the genera~
problems as far as they are of interest for the purposes ofthis
lecture.
The purpose of radiation treatment is to c~use, by means of
action between ionizing radiation and living tissue, certain
logical effects: destruction of malign~ut growths without undue
damage to surrounding normal tissues.
Prom this definition it will be clear at once that good
of the distribution of the absorbed energy is of vital import~n
It is the purpose of radiation treatment planni ,n~ to try" and
for every individual patient~ the best irradiation procedure wit
the technical means available.
In the presenw paper, we shall limit our a~ention to external
radiation techniques (teletherapy).

For reasons discussed below~ we further restrict ourselves ~o the
latter category.
The whole activity of radiation treatment planning by means of calculations has sense only in so far as the calculated patterns and
levels are of an acceptable accuracy. The interaction be~wee~ conventional X-rays and body m~terials is dominated by the photo-electric effect. This effect is wrongly dependent on atomic number
~I
l
~Z 4
) ~nd photon energy ~ ~5). Consequently there "s a strong difference in energy absorption per unit weight between bone and soft
tissue. Soft tissue behaves to a good approximation as water~ as
as t~e distribution of absorbed energy is concerned.
It appears to be impossible, at present~ to get sufficiently detailed information about the geometrical and physical properties of
bone structures in individual patients. Therefore sufficiently general and accurate calculations for conventional X-ray treatments
not possible and where does not seem to be any sense in ~rying
~to computerize calcnlatioh methods for this range of energy.
-For’ 60Co gamma radiation and equivalen~ X~rays the situation is
~Lmuch more favourable. For this range of energy, the dominant interaction mechanism is Compton scattering. This is the interaction of
s photon and a free electron. In the present case, all electrons
~can be considered free and therefore the probability of this effect
depends mainly on the electron density~ which depends very little
on the sort of material. This gives the very important advantage
ihat the whole human body~ except the lungs and air cavities can be
as waist equivalent~ Therefore~ calculation methods derived
[from experimental investigations in water models (phantoms) are, in
meaningful for most of the httm~n body.

The equipment commonly used in most smal! aud medium sized
therapy departmenws consists of conventional (orthovolta~e)
NB

Literature and legends at page 300
Figures at pages 301 - 30~

~ETHODS OF CALCULATION AND IRRADIATION
basis for the calculation of dose distributions in
is the well known iso~ose oha~t (Fig. i). This is a
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to sample and quantize them for processing in conventional digital
puters. Until recently, the appropriate equipment and information about
dependable techniques was not generally available and the so-called
log-Digital Conversion" process was, in itself~ a source oT many diffio
culties~ Second, the results of such conversions are usually an all
unmanageable flood of numbers produced in an effort to approximate
cally the continuous data. For example, the numerical iterations
to approximate continuous transformations in processing converted EEG
and EKG data have been cumbersome and time-consuming even in very large
digital computers, Third~ results of such calculations depend~ often
heavily and sometimes insidiously, on the original choice of sampling
rate and conversion accuracy. Although these facts suggest the use o£ ~
conventional ananlog computer for this class of data~ such computers
turn out to be inadequate for processes which require the use of
coded information~ complex logical decisions or non-linear
as hybrid data frequently require.
Several properties of hybrid data help to establish the most
computing techniques, The accuracy of the data is well within
of simple analog methods, usually between 5% and 0.5%, An accura~
of 0~1% is achieved rarely and exceeded even more rarely. Such
are low enough to permit a wide range of ansaleg and digital method
range of natur~ bandwidths, from lO0 cps to lO~O00 cps, with
casional incidences up to 20,000 cps, is also well within
limits for analog computation and for conventional conversion e~
The output format for hybrid data is another consideration in
appropriate computer techniques. Although a permanent rec~din
form is often wanted, this is seldom useful as interim feedback in
control situation. Interim results sent as information to the lab
or operating room are most appropriate and most familiar if
plots or other analog displays showing results as a continuous
of time, This is particularly true when the control process ~
human response and action as a result of the computation~ in such
the response and action are facilitated by output which permits
comprehension. For most medically and biologically trained people~
marion presented in s.nalog form is grasped more quickly than the
of accurate numbers which will serve as the eventual record of
putation. Also~ if human intervention is needed to control or sel,

after interim calculation~ tumning a knob or setting a dial is
most familiar and natural way to do so. Although some of the computais most efficiently performed by digital methods~ the analog type
display and control is more "intuitive"~ and can be done in a straight.
manner because the required accurac2 is low. Displays on m
oscilloscope are, in many cases, sufficiently accurate.
data, in all the cases mentioned, can be processed by solving
problems of adapting established standards and methods to
context. There is another area of Clinical and diagnostic infor which standardization~ quantification, and processing techhave yet to be defined. Interpretation of the raw data has been
art, performed by a trained human observer in a manner that reaccurate definition or duplication by machine. Recent attempts to
the measurements and transformations of EEG and EKG records
computer processing seem promisir~. Other attempts to apply pattern
techniques to X-ray plates and histological slides may result
method for processing "pictorial" material. Phonocardiograms have
picked up by microphone and recorded on analog tape in an effort to
some of the information usually given verbally in medical re~. It is not possible to compute with descriptive data such as the
impressions of the examining physician. These impressions are
in a more-or-less conventionalized form, but the measurement
~t been standardized and no procedure to relate the measurement to
or treatment has been defined.
theoretical problem of establishing what procedures to use has
it is naive to expect in any kind of computer system to proinformation from the data. The technological problems prediscussed can be solved by appropriate design and programming of
computer, but there is nothing in a hybrid system that will comfor a lack of sound theoretical and conceptual understanding of
to be performed. The nature of medical and biological
the hybrid system, with its ~pecial resources and flexibility,
oriate tool for attacking the theoretical problem through
clinical and biological research.

The hybrid methods to be discussed here consist ef a mixture of
analog and non-standard techniques, assembled to provide maximum
bility and to capitalize on recent advances in commercial
Analog-to-digital conversion and digital to-analog conversio~ iswhere needed, as well as special formats, coding mehemes and
techniques, No specific size of system is implied: small systems
a single laboratory, largeversatile systems serving many laboratori!
and medium systems serving as specialized parts of a large
puter can utilize the proposed techniques~ which impose few limits
the extent of the system and provide flexibility and simplicity
u~er,

~f the limited accuracy and bandwidth of medical data, modern hybrid
usually have the capacity to process the flow of da~a in real
by making the necessary calculations at a rate which is fast compared to ~he data rate. This not only allows various closed-loop uses of
computers, but means that much smaller requirements are imposed on
memory than would be needed if the full set of analog-digital conwere first stored for computationo
everal features bf modern computers are especially important in the
of hybrid equipment, Recen$ increases in computing speed and
ifier bandwidth of analog computers has been important, as has the
of fast,
control
circuits.
new control
ciravoid the
timingsolid-state
problems and
response
delays These
associated
with relay

The range covered by these techniques varies from the very
expensive~ special purpose equipment f~lly and permauently committed
a special function tc the. completely progr~n,nable system which
efficient for any single job but more broadly versatile,
Flexibility costs very little in additional hardware but it
programming complexity, for every function or parameter not wired.
,be selected or de-selected by every program written.

provide an order of magnitude increase in computing speed, and
usually easy to work with in providing digital logic control of
elements. In addition, they m~ke possible analog memory and the
;ion of fast analog transmission gates. This versatile control system
its wide range of solution speeds includes among i~s advantages
use of iterative solutions, forced conversion techniques, and analog
Such previously difficult problems as multiple integration~
[al differential equations, and split boundary value problems can
be solved by analog methods.

In general~ hybrid computing implies the use of the methods and
mentioned to operate jointly on each specific problem. The
of the system usually includes having each part perform the
it performs most naturally. This normally means that continuous o
tions such as integration~ differentiation, continuous functlens
~ihuous vsmiables~ and frequently multiplication and non-linear
~ions, are performed by the analog psmt of the equipment~
decision sequences~ accounting procedures~ and memory are
digital portion. Control is generally a function of the digital
although control operations may be contingent on events which
,in the analog pcrtiono
IV.

C0~PONENTS FOR HYBRID SYSTEMS

computer with ~hese control circuits can easily be controlled
small d,igital computer, or by special logic working on sig#als from
sources. By such methods it becomes a versatile high-speed
computer for biological purposes. It can be used ~o perform
calculations in real time on changing biological variables, sendthe results back to the laboratory or to the digital portion of the
for monitoring.
recent small digital computers have Been produced with the
eristics needed for hybrid work. In general~ the most important
is speed. Speeds of 4 or 5 usec for a complete operation, such
two words, or extracting some part of a word~ with memory cycle
of 2 usec or less, is a desirable level of speed. For data mmn~pula-

Hybrid systems range in size from a few items of rack-mounted
~ith s~me particular permanent assigned function to a

suz%im~ addition, and logical decision programs, average execution

times for the ~orking part of the program should be five microse
less per instruction. Slower computing speeds than this make it
ingly difficult to handle the higher data rates in real time! faster

THE INTER£ACE
collection of components which connects tAe analog and digital com-

speeds than this would be a distinct advantage. The more complex

puters to each other and to the real world, and which controls the flow

tions, such as multiplication or division~ can be considerably slower,
since in most cases in which time is critical these operations are not

of data and the conversions, is generally called the interface, This interface equipment is the basis of successful hybrid operation, and will

performed digitally,

be discussed aT greater length.

For almost all hybrid work, a short digital word is satisfactory. For
maximum speed and convenience, a binary machine with a twelve-bit word~

One of the mos~ necessary and importsmt parts of an interface is the con-

and the binary character of the machine makes it easy to manipulate the
individual bits directly, This manipulation is often essential to fast
hybrid control operations. The occasional cases in which
is needed.in machines with a short wo~d do not usually cost much in, time
or programming complexity.
A very necessary feature of a digital machine for hybrid work is fast
versatile~ multiple input/output, It should be possible to carry on
veral input and output operations simultaneously, while continuing
putation. Conventions for selecting and addressing other devices
be as simple and flexible as possible, Fortunately, many of the new
computers have been designed with the process control market in mind~
and input/output operations are generally fast and flexible. The
face will undoubtedly contain elements and functions not produced as
standard with the digital machine, The design of the machine will det,
mine how difficult and expensive it is to produce and connect such dee
vices to the digital computer,
For larger and more versatile hybrid combinations~ the requirements

equipment, analog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (DiA)~
~uch converters are available from several manufacturers in a wide range
of speeds and accuracies. Conversion accuracies of ~ 8~ or lO bits are
most usual choices9 converter speeds of up to lO0 KC are useful, The
s between conversion rate, bandwidth~ frequency spectrum,
error, and other variables~ have been discussed in the litera(1,2). Sample-and-hold devzces and multiplexers will also form a
art of the interface in mos~ cases; they can be selected zo suit the
range of applications, and can allow considerable flexibility
number of c~nnels and speed of sampling available. In general, it is
convenien~ if the multiplexer is "addressable"~ that is~ if it can
caused to change to a specific channel u~der digital commando In adto this, an independent device is often provided which is actualby digital command, and which moves th.e multiplexer to successive
sequentially after each conversion. This relieves the digita~
of the need for specifying each move of the multiplexer in cases
ere each channel should be samp]~ in turn aT the same ra~eo The
feature is particularly useful when unequal sampling rates are
sired~ or when an event on one channel is detected, and causes the

still present, In addition, in mos~ cases of hybrid operaticn~ a
fraction of the programming is done in machine language, at least

of some other channel. For simultaneous conversion of several
it is usual to provide each channel of the multiplexer with its
)le-and-hold, so that the samples are actually gathered at the
time for all channels~ even though the conversions are sequential~
also convenien~ ~o provide an accurate master clock or source of

ly; the machine language of the chosen machine should be versatile
to use, and should lend itself to the easy de~e~minatlcn of loop

pulses within the interface, and to have the multiplexer and contimed from this clock. This makes the interface operation in~

and program segment times, These times are critical in many hybrid,
grams, and must often be determined to a higher degree of

of the timing of the digital portions of the program, and
accurate control of conversion timing~

stated above are still valid~ it is useful in some cases to use a
with a 24-bit word, but the need for speed and versatile

any "average execution time" calculation can provide.
of the interface consists of the logic components needed to
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me introduce myself as the head of a laboratory with a total staff
qualified scientists, ll hawing degrees in physics or engineering
medical doctors,
laboratory h~s no program of its own, but was set up to de~l with
from others, that is to say from medical institutes, hospitals~
Figure 8
problems may range from telemetering electroencephalograms to
foetal heart beats with signal to noise ratios as had as one
hundred and problems such as the development of el~ctromyographi~
controlled hand .prostheses,
go through the whole field again after the excellent-speeches of
now and last Thursday at the conference~ but I will start with
remarks, then I will give you an idea of the work going on
with what is becoming a hybrid computer~ and then I
will be some fur~her discussion about the place and pos~ibilihybrid computers in the medical field.
all, let us be clear about hybrid computation and hybrid tom,It is possible to do hybrid computation without using a hybrid
Prof. Howe from Applied Dynamics once defined hybrid computasimultaneous use of analog and digital computing elements.
have access to a digital computer and to an an~log computer,
by interconnecting these two m~chines - do hybrid computations.
have aceess to a large enough digital computer - as Profo
Figure 9

l~st Thursday - then it is even possible to get rid of hybrid
altogether. But in that case~ don’t talk about oostm an~ more
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lO one shot multivibrators
20 comparators
25 flip-flops (bistable multivibrators)
lO0 gates

CARE OF ACUTE ~~YOCARDIAL INFARCTION: THE DESIGN OF A SE~IAUTO~
SYSTE~ FOR ANALOG DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSINGT AND SOmE COMOF THE POSSIBILITIES OF DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING~

This was an example of the use of a h~brid computer to simulate a
lex dynamic system. - Up till now~ several studies have been made on
computer on demand from outside cardiologists, for instance I remember

Erik Sand6e~ M.D.~ Medical Department B, University Hospital of Copenhagen~ Denmark.

studies concerning the right atrial pressure, about ballistocardic
about cardiac output during catheterization~ and just before I left, I
was told that they are simulating now the childrensI circtKLation in

:introductory remarks to the discussion of intensive care concern of

close cooperation with and at the demand of the University Pediatric
Hospital of Utrecht

~ patient with acutecardiovascular disease in a department of internal
I intend to focus on the problems and possibilities of analog

In conclusion I want to summarize the needs in the medical field for
possibility of hybrid computation. These needs can be expected first
all:
In research situations~ when studies are done of the
dynamic behaviour of large~ complex systems. - It is
clear~ I think, that in research situations you can
exploit everything~ and therefore also the hybrid computer.
A second possibility for the need of hybrid computation may arise in
hospitals when, in the chain introduced by Prof. Flagle: observation
decision - action, there is no room for time delay.

:a acquesition and processing~ and on the interface between patient
sensors and machineryo
most common patient with acute cardiovascular disease seen in ~ deof internal medicineT is the patient with acute myocardial inand it is usually this patient who is made the object of intencare. For the many non-medical people being present I have to ex~
that myocardial infarction most often is the result of an occluusually an arteriosclerotic lesio~ in one of the coronary arteries~
in one of the vessels which supplies the heart with blood. The ocdeprives a part of the heartmuscle from its supply of blood, and
part of the heamtmuscle dies. One may say that the occlusion of t~e
leads to a wound - a sonamed infarction - in the heart. The wound
~heal in the time of two or three weeks, and the patient may survive,
wotmd may initiate pathological processes leading to the death of

In this connection I am thinking of the work that Prof. Well describe~
last week~ where a digital computer was used for the management and
of the critically ill. I wonder whether a hybrid computer could do
job better.

~atiento The mortality rate of acute myocardial infarction is very
~, ~ost reports tell about a mortality ~ate between 50 and 40%~and
iof the deaths occur in the first week of the disease (7, 12).
complications contribute to the high mortality rate (ll):
arrhytmi~s, i.e, irregu&ar heartaction, being rather so slow
so fast that the pumpfunction of the heart is abolished and the
at pag~ 341
ends to figures at page 342
st pages 34~ - 546
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will be necessary, when the problems start presenting themselves, to
fer as many off-line programs as possible to evening and night hours.
During the daytime we can, for instance, by means of an anlog tape,
porarily store several input signals rebeived at the same time and then
later treat them one by one.
I feel convinced also that a certain data reduction may be done in
cases even before the signals reach the computer. This data reduction
might perhaps be carried out by small analog computers placed in the
dividual rooms. At the outset, when the computer time will be rather
ample, there is less need for these units~ and we have therefore trie~d
obtain a digital computer as large as possible, but we are aws~re of
fact that an extension of this nature may become necessary. ¯
Lastly, as you know there are fairly wide possibilities of expanding
compu%er system proper. Internal and external storage may be
and the computing ability increased by reducing the cycle time from
2 microseconds,
I have tried to convey an impression of our future ’data processing
and the way in which I imagine it will be operated.
Of course, the size of the computer system that we could obtain was
cided by political and economic regards.
I am pleased that we succeeded inobtaining a 0omputer system with a
flexibility and with a possibility of using high-level programming
uages. On the other hand, I should have been rather uneasy if we
start with a much larger system, as this would have ma~e the
tween the investigator and the computer system correspondingly
I hope that a system of this very size is going to supply us with
best conditions for learning to utilize electronic data processing
medical ~esearoho

~,TIHE S~A~TNG A COMPUTER FOR BI0~EDICAL RESEARCH
Homer R. Earner, M.D.~ Ph.D. and T. Allan Fryer, ~.S., Latter-day
Saints Hospital and University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.

term time-sharing as applied to computers has come to mean a variety
things. For purposes of this presentation I will define tlme-sharing
mode of computer operation in which more than one computer program
,ies memory space in the computer at any given time and control of
processor and input/output devices is switched back and
among these programs in such a way that.the users of the programs
from remote stations appear to have immediate access to the
for their needs.
launching into a discussion of the means b~ which time-sharing is
in our laboratory and som~ examples of programs operated in
mode, let us first consider some of the reasons why time*sharing of
iomputer might be a useful thing for biomedical research.
experiments are carefully planned and more often than not the
ions which are.made are largely those~that were anticipated, imant advanoe~occurwhen observations are made which were not anticiIf these observations become apparent only after the expericomplete, it may be necessary to repeat the experiment in order
the cause of an unexpected findings~ If, however, the results of
data analysis are made available while the experiments is still in
it may be possible to determine the cause of the unexpected
by either repeating the observation or by observing other cirpresent in the environment at the time. Thus, in the time-sha~
mo~e, it becomes possible to feed back to the observer almost imthe results of oaloulatlons made to derive indirectly informbout the system he is studying which c~unot be obtained through
~ion of variables which can be recorded directly. One example of
at p~ges 360 - 361
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this kind of immediate feedback used to control an experiment which
volv~ the display of an amplitude histogram of nerve action potentials
which form the basis for judging whether the recordings are being made
from a single fiber or multiple fibers of the nerve.

pertinent material relating to the model he is studying and~ more
a ,quiet atmosphere conducive to concentration and creative
It is obviou~ I .thi~kFth~t th~ ~u~l-hur~ried~ noisy environsurreundinga computer is not the ideal situation for creative inactivity. As Was once stated by R,W. Hamming~ "The purpose

The second advantage offered the medical researcher by time~sh~ring a

is insight not numbers," In a similar way it might be said

computer is that he is able to minimize computer idle time, Because it
is usually not necessary to sample events taking place in the real
at the maximum rate the computer is capable of~ the computer would be

the main purpose for using a computer in a time-sharing mode is to
the chance that the user will gain insight into the system he
studying and maximize the number of users that can be provided this

spending most of its time waiting for time te .~lapse so it could take
the next sample if only one experiment were being processed at a given
time, Furthermore~ the time required to get ~e ~equired data on the
line is ofien much longer than the time occupied by the sampling
once it is begun.
Another very important source of computer idle time occurs during the
solution of a problem when the investigator is making a decision
ing the next set of parameter values to use in the manipulation of a
model, During this time he is examining graphical representations of
previous solution ~id comparing these to still earlier solutions or

for a given investment in computer equipment,
LAKE CITY HOSPITAL DP SYSTEMS
~c~mplish this in our c’w~ medical community, we have designed and
a time-sharing monitor program called MEDLAB which is now
16 remote stations in three hospitals in Salt Lake City and
duplicated to service 12laboratories at the Mayo Clinic in
~innesota,
CONFIGURATION

experimental data, It is important that he be allowed’to do this in
leisurely fashio~.~i~~u~,~h~ pressures that would result if he were
completely occupying the services of a powerful computer. In the time,
sharing mode his program ~s being swapped in and out of memory at
request and the pressure to occupy w~t might otherwise be idle"
time does not push him to make h~sty decisions~ Thecomputer is there
ready to give him ~ solution when he asks for it whether this be in tl
next five seconds or next week.
Not only is it important to provide access to the computer for the
vestigator when he needs it but also where he needs it. ~ultiple
output stations are essential if the computer is to be used bY more
one investigator at a given time. Locating these inputioutpu~
remote from the computer provides the user with another important

~rocessor is a Control Data 3200. This machine has a 24-bit
a basic cycle time of 1.25#sec, I~ has three 15-bit index reand 64 24-bit high-speed registers, One of these registers is a
clock and another is a clock interrupt mask. The ~F~DLAB monitor
Sithis clock to control analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conrates for the user programs, The machine has floating point
The core memory size is 32,768 words, There are five input/outChannel Oeonnects to a card reader which can read punched
~ at the r~te of 1200 cards per minute, Channel 1 is connected to
~ the tape controller controls three tape drives~ each
of reading or writing 120~000 characters per second~ the other
is connected to twoIB~ 1311 disc drives, The re~d interface
cf the A-te-D converter and direct digital read of 12-bits is

tage, the opportunity to work in his own environment. Depending on
nature of the job, this environment might be a laboratory

between -1.5 volts and +1,5 volts to a number between 0 and 255

equipped for certain types of experiments on humans or
mals~ a patient room, intensive care ward or operating room in the

times per second, Theinput voltage to the analog-to-digital con~ is multiplexed through 52 chanuelso The multiplexer and the

pital, or in the investigator’s own office where he has available

to channel 2. The analog-to-digital converter will convert a

rate are controlled by the program. Likewise~ the direct
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digital input may multiplexed under program control and is used by the
monitor to read four digit octal switches on each of the remote stati
Channel 3 is connected to the write interface which consists of both
digital-to-analog converter and a 12-bit direct digital output which
used to control banks of relays and solid state switches. The D-to-A
conver~er also operates up ~o lO0~O00 conversions per second and is
tiplexed tb_rough ~en channels a~ the present time. Two channels of the
D~to-A converter are used to write alphanumeric characters on the face :
of memory oscilloscopes at the remote stations and for plotting gra
on the scopes, The other analog channels may be fed to other analog
cording devices or used ~o furnish input voltages to an analog
for hybrid com~utation,
Channel ~ is connected ~o a printer which prints i000 lines per second
Information to be ;tinted is stored by each program on disc until tha
program has run to completion. At tb_is point the monitor waits until
the printer is not busy and then prints the entire output from that
gram. This arrangement avoids having the output from one program
s~ersed with the ou~pu~ from another. The disc-to-print operation is
completely buffered and proceeds in parallel with input/output on
channels and computing by the central processor.
One type of remote station: The basic unit is a Tektronix osci
equipped with a memory or long persistence tube~ Information is
on the tube in the form of alphanumeric characters and graphs by
ling the X and Y axis of the scope through the D-to-A converter and
blanking and unblankir~ the beams to limit the write-out to just that~
s~ation for which it is intended. Once a message is written, it will r
main on the face of the tube for several hours or until erased by
ing a relay in the oscilloscope under computer control.

which allows the ~EDLAB monitor to identify the Station. Each such
ion has three analog channels assigned to it~ but may use additional
when available,
another remote station model~which has been developed for use in
~remote hospitals which do not have direct lines to the computer bu~ com=
ilm~nicate over telephone lines, ~nalog data is trsnsmitted using fre!quency modulation over special 15EC telephone lines, Three analog sig~!nals are fed to three voltage controlled oscillators and the resulting
i~carrier frequencies are multiplexed over a single input line, Also, the
~digital information is transmitted by using a very narrow band tone to
)resent each bit, Two telephone lines are required~ one for input and
one for output since these must take place simultaneously, The permissible bandwidth of the signals being fed in over the three analog chanis from 0 to 200 cycles per second which is high enough to transmit
most physiological data except neurophysiological data such as nerve
potentials, Even here~ however~ the system is useful if a cerain amount of analog preprocessing is done at the local laboratory.
this remote station~ the four octal numbers are entered using a
tton telephone type switch and are accumulated in a register where
are displayed to the operator allowing him to check the number behe interrupts to transmit it to the computer. The subroutine called
which writes messages at the remote station~ is controlled by the
to write at a slower speed on these stations which rely on tele~
lines~ Thus~ the slower write-out speed is the only difference in
of operation which is noticeable to the operator between the two
3es of stations,
ALLOCATION IN THE CO~PUTER
5000 words in the top of memory are occupied by the ~EDLAB
it,self, ~any of the routines which constitute the monitor are
[able for use by the individual user programs, These are written

We have built into the oscilloscope some additional equipment. First~"
there is a se~ of eight lights which indicate at the remote station
sza~us of the computer and the status of the program being run from
station. Second~ there is a four digit octal switch which is used by
operator to call programs~ to specify program options and to enter
rectly digital information. Finally~ there is an interrupt button
when depressed~ interrupts the computer and sends a unique interrupt

re-entrant coding so that all intermediate information computed
lhe subroutine is stored in a buffered area in the user programs, In
way one user may interrupt another who is in the midst of using
of these subroutines without causing difficulty when the original
returns to that point in the subroutine where he was interrupted.
the use of re-entrant coding permits this part of memory to
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be protected under hardware control since it operates in a read only
mo~e.
Approximately ll~O00 words are available for real-time user programs.,
These pro~gr~ms are loaded into memory from disc when requested by a
from a remote station. The loader relocates them in memory in
part of this memory is available at the time, These real-time programs
usually are not large and are usually concerned primarily with contro
ling input and output from a remote station.
Each Fortran program is assigned a priority one, two or three. Priori~

~

)tions appears on the memory scope at the user’s station. By dialing a
number from 0 to 7 in the low order digit of his switch and pressing the
interruptt he chooses one of these options. Two of these will be illustrated. Option 5~ the read storage option, allows the user to look a~
contents of any storage address in memoz7 as well as four addresses
preceding and four following the specified address. The addresses displayed are apparent addresses as they appear on the listing of the program at the time it was compiled or assembled. In fact~ the program
is relocated in memory at run time, but the user need not concern himself about the real address. This option is particularly useful in pro-

one programs are programs which communicate through the A-to-D

grams doing pattern recognition where the conwenSs of memory can be
against the decisions m~de by the program at any s~age of pro-

thmough a link with a real-time p~ogram, but a priority one is
out on to the disc at any time during its operation that its clock is

gram execution,

not running to input data through the A-to-D converter or that
tion is not actually taking place in the Fortran itself or in the realtime program with which it links. It is then swapped back into memory
when the next interrupt occurs from that station.
Priority two and priority three Fortran programs d~ not communicate
real-time programs and differ from one another only in terms of their
rtunming times. Programs which require more than three minutes to run
assigned priority three. The operation of assembling and compiling
grams is considered priority two, In the system as now runnin~ one
rity three program~ one priority two program and up to four priority
Fortran programs may be active at one time,

on the other .hand, the operator chooses option l, he is then asked
indicate the beginning address and the breakpoQnt address he desires,
this’ way he may begin running his ;rogram at the address specified
and when the program counter reaches the breakpoint address, program
will stop and the contents of the registers will be displayed
him. At the top are the con~ents of the two arithemetic registers~ A
Q~ the program address counter, the next instruction to be executed
the contents of the three index registers, If the breakpoint address,
in his octal switch is not changed, pressing the next interrupt will
~ause the next step of his program to be executed and the new con~en~s
the registers to be displayed.

DEBUGGING A PROGRA~FROM A RE~0T~STATION

In this way program execution can be carried out one step at a time or
a b~eakpoint can be moved further down in the program and all the interinstructions will be executed before the next breakpoint is

I would now like to describe two user programs which operate under the

reached, At any time the operator may dial all zeros which takes him

~EDLAB system and themselves are very general and in no way oriented
war~ any one research pl~blem. Th’e first of these is a program which

back to a display of the options once again.

permits the user to debug another program which has not been checked

should be emphasized that this debugging operation can be carried out
from a remote station without interferingwith execution of other prO-

by ruz~uing in a controlled fashion and examining the contents of
ers and memory locations without stopping the computer. He does this
from his own office or laboratory,

grams which are taking place under ~DLAB. Fortran or assembly language
programs can be m~nipula~ed in this fashion. Another useful feature of

After calling the DEBUG program from the remote station, the operator

the DEBUG program is that on reaching a breakpoint, the clock interrupt
from that station is turned off so that inputting of data will not

specifies which program is to run under it, A message containing eight

continue after the program has been stopped, Other options permit w~iting

into storage to change the program or to alter data in the program and
options which permit reading of the high-speed registers and control of
special relays.

in his parameter array~ enter new values for any of these
parameters or call for a solution with the values then in the array. Initial estimates for parameter values may be read in from punched cards

~ANIPULATING A F~THEF~TICAL AODEL ~RO~ A REMOTE STATION

following compilation of the program and some v~lues in the parameter
array may have been calculated as a result of previous solutions. To
look at parameter 31 the operator enters this number and presses the

Until recently the analog 6omputer has had certain definite advautage

interrupt. When he is ready to solve the equation he dials a 4 in digit

over the digital computer in terms of the ease with which parameters of
a mathematical model could be modified mud the speed and convenience

one and presses the interrupt. When the solution is complete the message
sho~n in Fig. 2 appears, The operator may ask for a plot of any or all

with which graphs of sQlutisns could be manipulated and displayed. A
general subroutine called MODEL has been written for operation under

~he numbers in any given variable array. To start with the first variable
dials 1 and interrupts to get a message asking for the display code.
first two digits in the switch indicate which variable is to be plot-

N~F~LAB to facilitate these operations in a digital computer in a timesharing mode, The use of the digital computer, given facility in
ing these, operations, has advantages over the analog in terms of accura-

and the last digit causes the variable to be plotted unscaled, scalto the lower half of the scope, the. upper half ofthe scope or scaled

cy~ use of a stored program and remote access. Fig. 1 shows the ~0DEL
subroutine as it appears to the programmer who will write his mathemati

the full scope range, On pressing the interrupt the graphs will appear
shown in Fig. 5,

cal model in Fortran and use this routine to enter ps~ameters and
solutions as graphs on the memory oscilloscope.
Any number of equal length arrays may be set up by the programmer for
later display on an oscilloscope using the ~0DEL subroutine, Variable
number one~ in this case PRE$, is equated to X, variable two, FLOW, is
equated to X(501) since, in this case, each variable to be displayed is.
dimensioned at 500 and X is dimensioned equal to the sum of all these
variables, The cal~ list for the ~ODEL subroutine includes the following: K, which may be equal to l, 2 or 3~ depending upon which option is
desired, When K is equal to 1 or 2, parameters m~y be read out on to
an oscilloscope or entered in via an octal switch to the parameter
Wi~h K = l, parameters are read initially from cards. PARA is an array
of model parameters dimensioned at 100o NVAR is the number of
variables in the data array X~ NPTS iS the number of data points in
variable array and INC is the in~rement between points to be used
the printer plot-outs when this option is called for. At the end of
program the ~0DEL subroutine is called again with K equal to 3. This
initiates a sequence of inquiries and responses at the remote stati,
specify the options for the plotting of model solutions sad
d~ta on the memory scope,
At this point the operator may examine lhe ~urrent values of amy of

plot is a graph of aortic pressure generated by a theoretical model
~f the circulation. This involves the solution of 18 simultaneous differential equations. The plot may be held on the lower half of the scope,,
new parameters entered and the new solution superimposed on the old for
comparison. Likewise, the experimental data which has been sto~ed on
_disc or magnetic tape may be read in by the program and plotted over the
solution representing the same variable. Examples of the use
of this program in our laboratory are many~ ranging from the representation of the relationship between pressure in the carotid sinus and the
of frequency of firing of a single fiber on the carotid sinerve to the simULation of kinetics of granulocyte turnover in blood
bone marrow and comparison of solutions obtained against the timeof specific activity of labeled cells in those two organs.
~ subroutine gives to the user the same close interaction with his
solutions and experimental data that he has with an analog comas well as all the flexibility for scaling~ parameter and program
and accuracy of the digital computer under conditioAs conducive
concentration and interaction with real data~
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SONIE TECHNIQUES FOR C0}4PUTER ASSISTED DIAGNOSIS OF H~ART DISEASE
By Homer R. Warner ~oD~ Ph.D, and William N. Stauffer~ ~.Do~ Latters
day Saints Hospital and University of Utahs Salt Lake Ci.ty~Utah.

Two programs have been developed to aid in the diagnosis of co~genital
and acquired heart disease. The fLrst accepts information collected
the historys physical examination~ electrocardiographic and X-ray dat~
and fed into the computer as answers to multiple choice questions presented ~o the physician on an oscilloscope at a station remote from
computer. The second is a program which accepls directly via an ana~o
to-digital converter the output signals from pressure transducerss
meters and electrocardiographic leads during heart catheterization.

i!i~single spaces between lines represent mutually exclusive sets and only
one of such a set may be entered. The patient’s age is classified as
than one years between one and 20 years or over 20 years, Cyanosis
i!!ilis classified into one of four categories, if present. ~ild,severe,
which means with clubbing, intermittent or differential~ that is~ cyanosis of the lower half of the body only,
~ shows the second page of symptoms. ~urmurs(i.e. abnormal heart
~ounds)are classified according to their point of maximum intensity(e,g~
and the time-course of intensity during the heart cycle, (~he
~er of murmurs shown to yield significant information of diagnostic
is small compared to the number originally included i~ the proA physician may choose to classify a murmur as mid-systollc~ or
~stolic but if he cannot be certain~ he may usethe classificasystolic which does not have the same diagnostic power as the other
However~ it is better to use this than to make a mistake and misthe murmur° The phonocardiograph has proven to be very useful
objective means for determining murmur characteristics and we rely
A DIAGNOSIS PROGRA~ FOR CONGENITAL HEART DISEASES
Fig. i is a photograph of the face of the oscilloscope on which has
displayed the instructions to the user for inputting symptoms into the

completely on this at the present time,
this way the physical examination is continued. When i~ is completed,
pages are presented asking for information derived from EKG and

diagnosis program. As the symptoms are presented on the oscilloscope
with the number opposite each symptom, the user dials the number representing the symptom if it is present in the patient in question. Thlsi
will cause an asterisk to appear opposite t~-Is symptom as confirmation
that it has been entered. If the symptom is not present~ he does not
that mumber, If for some reason he does not know whether the symptom
is ~resent or not~ perhaps because the X-rays or ECG were not
he then dials that symptom number in the last digit and a one in the

dialing a zero after display of the last page of symptoms~ the compucalculates the probability that the patient represented by the sympjust entered has any one of a series of 3~ congenital heart dise~sdisplays the results on the oscilloscope at the remote station
well as print~ng them on the printer at the central facility. This is
in Fig. 4,

first digit of the switch which will cause the symptom to be omitted
from consideration when the subsequent diagnostic probability
tion is made, If an error is made in entering a symptoms the physioian li
may dial a six in the first digit which will cause this page ef
to be presented again and the error corrected,

~’the top &re written the code numbers for the symptoms entered~ provida check on the data used for the calculation, Symptoms omitted appear
the slash. In this case the computer calculated the probability
the patient had a ventricular sept~l defect with infundibular pulstenosis at .6~, with valvula~ pulmonary stenosis .27 and ~, 2

Fig, 2 shows the first page of symptoms, Symptoms which are listed
N~ ~i~.t~# at pages ~70 - ~74

one percent for three other defects.
5 shows the equations by which these calculations were made, This
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equation of conditional probability is a modified form of Bayes’ rule.
It states that the probability that a patient has disease one given
fact that he has the set of symptoms indicated by al~ a2~ ¯ ¯ ¯ an
ai assumes 1 or 0 depending upon presence or absence of Bym~tem Si in
patient~ is equal to the apriori probability of disease one in the
lation under consideration times the product of the following terms

on a continuous scale. Consider here~ for example~ that X represthe volume of packed red blood cells or hematocrit and each of these
curves is the distribution of hematocrit values in patients with
different diagnoses. One is normal, two is polycythemia vera and
chronic myelocytic leukemia. The problem is to convert a numeridal
for hematoorit we a number between 0 and 1 which represents the
that a hematocrit value in the range represented by this

~7~t ~s ~h~h~i~ ~ eP~ e~i~nu~ dight ~eP ~~n~ f s~e J ~esym~t

ticular value ~ould occur in a patient with each of these three diag-

term (1 minus this probability) is raised to the zero power and is~

es. This is expressed in the e~uation which states that the probabilia hematocrit value between D and E in a normal patient is given by

equal to one. On the other hand, if this symptom is absent~ aj
and the complement of the probability will be used in the calcttlatlon.~
The program includes provisions for appropriate handling of mutually
clusive symptoms. Of course, the doctor is not always able to assess
presence or absence of a symptom with the certaiu~y implied by a
decision~ that is, one or zero. For this reason a modified form of the
equation, shown in Fig. 6 was developed.
In this form of the equation, the "a’~ values, instead of assuming only

grating the distribution curve, number one, over these limits. Using
approach~ it is necessary ~o store only the parameters of the distri~
function for each symptom in each disease and not the explicit
of each symptom category in each disease as these can be
~ated from the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution
The parameters of these functions are calculated by sending
or logged normal distribution curve to the collected data on
¯ patients.
ZATI 3NS

one or zero, may assume any value from 0 to 1 and represent the
by the physician of the probability that the symptom is present.
that in the case where a. equals one or zero the equation assumes a
identical to the equation Just presented. Also, if an "a" value equals

second diagnostic program is designed to accept the input of patient
directly from transducers at the time of heart catheterization, to

.5~ indicating equal probability that the symptom is present or
this symptom will have no influence on the diagnosis since the probabil

of normality and to print a complete reporZ, including a list of
~bnormal findings. This program r~tns under the ~EDLAB time-sharing
and can process data from at least four heart catheterization

ty of that symptom and its complement are weighted equally. An
dividend is achieved by this new form of the equation in that it is

the physician Io edit this data, to ~esz the data against sZan-

simultaneously (Fig. 8].

possible to input any data that can be represented on a probability
from 0 to lo For example~ a program is being used in cur laborato~
calculates the probability that a given electrocardiogram belongs to

,es of data transducers are connected to the patient. One ECG
for its prominent R wave is used as ~ reference source for

of ten electrocardiographic patterns. Using the equation shown here~
output of this ECG program can be ~ed as input to the diagnosis

pressure waves. A strain gage pressure-transducer and a Wood
omimeter are used to measure pressure, oxygen saturation and dye

making it possible to integrate computer generated probability data
coming the electrocardiogrmms with physician generated prob
concerning symptoms derived from history~ physical examination and
Fig. 7 shows still another approach to the quantitation of data for
put to the diagnosis program. This approach was developed for dis
of hematological disorders from laboratory data which may assume any

The output of the red cell and infrared photocells are
}endently through operational amplifiers into theA-to-D converte~
bles are scaled in the amplifiers to cover a range of -1.5 to
~lts~ Once the gain and bias on these amplifiers has been set
&~snot touched from one day to the next but calibration signals
put through %he whole system each morning to test its
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performance, The total set-up time should not occupy more than five
minutes and is relatively free from human error since the computer instructs the operator in the performance of each step, Transmission of
the data from the amplifiers to the A~to-D converter multiplexer m~y

ventricle and right atrium and the resulting curves are displayed following each injection a~d in the end~ superimposed. In this way the loOaticn of a right to left shunt can be determined,

over direct wires from an adjacent laboratory or over telephone lines
from another hospital,

Fig, 9 shows an indicator dilution cuz~re displayed back on the oscilloscope with the extrapolation made by the computer program displayed

Results of calculations made on the data are fed by the computer throu
a digital-to-analog converter to control the X and ¥ az~is of a memory
oscilloscope and present as .alphanumeric characters and graphs, A messe

with it to provide the physician with some basis for evaluating
accuracy of the extrapolation process, The. program finds that part
of the descending limb which best fits an exponential and extrapolates

once ~ritten~ is reta~ed on the oscilloscope until erased under
puter control,

using the slope of the exponential as measured from this part of the
curve~ This curve was obtained to make this slide from a dog being used

The physician~ during the catheterization~ controls the sampling of
and all other computer operations with a plastic Wand which is ster

another experiment and~ thus~ the calibration values were not correct causing the cardiac output to appear ve~ low. The other numbers
slide represent an index of mitral insufficiency measured from

on one end so that he can handle it without contaminating himself
he is manipulating the catheter." He uses this device to change the
ings on the octal switch and press the interrupt button. Each patient~
is assigned a unique area on the magnetic disc where data accumulated
d~ring the procedure on that patient is stored, At any time the

shape of the curve~ the appearance time~ the build-up time~ the mean
time and the calculated central blood volume, Calculatiou
determination of cardiac output by the indicator dilution method is
by pulling undyed blood through the cuvette~ mixing this with a
concentration of dye and pushing the dyed blood back through the

an may call for a listing on the oscilloscope of the data accumulated!i
on his patient for review. He may delete or modify this data if
tions are necessary, At the end of the procedure he may obtain any
bet of copies of a printed report.
At the beginning’ of each day a check is ma~e on the instrument,
check is called for by dialing OO in the code representing the
position. The previous day’s saline readings are first displayed
computer requests a n~w saline reading and tells the operator ho~ to
the switches prior to pressing the interrupt, When saline is in the,
cuvette the operator presses the interrupt~ the outputs cf the
are sampled, The switches are then’ set as instructed by the
the output again sampled to give another check on the system~
the black level,
A subprogram is used for analyzing indicator dilution cuz~res, In
without sh~uts~ this is used for measuring cardiac output in vario~
physiological states, In patients suspected of having right to left~i
shunts, selective injections are made into pulmonary artery~ right

is possible for the physician during the catheterization to review
data he has collected up, to any point in the procedure, This data
read back from the disc and displayed in the format shown here, The
digit is the state of the patient~ in this case-a zero meaning
patien~ is at rest breathing room air, The three digit code following
indicates the location of the catheter tip followed by the pressure
saturation values obtained, He may bring up additional data
an item on the report,
codes.allow him to add orsubtract a constant from all thesaturavalues or to change the ~ooation code for a given item, For instance~
may have withdrawn a blood sample thinking it was right atrium and
the saturation to be very high~ indicating that the catheter was
au atrial septal defect and the sample was actually withdrawn
the left atrium,
other subroutines are available to him during the catheterization
The first of these permits him to display the time-course of
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pressure during one heart cycle on both sides of a given heart valve,
second program permits the operator to display superimposed dye curves
Obtained following injection at three different sites.
By the time the catheterization procedure is complete the physician
usually have edited his report and be ready to print out hard copy.
first part of the report is a print-out of the edited data ~lo~4~ with
the time in minutes since onset of the procedure at which each data
was collected, The printer also plots the pressure waveforms from each li
heart chamber which was entered~ followed by a plot of all the
dilution curves superimposed, At the end is a summary of the abnormal
findings,

properties change as a function of age and h~ve been shown ~o be predictable in artificial segments of the aorta inserted into dogs when these
properties are measured independently,
And, finally, programs have been developed which permit estimation of
the fraction of cardiac ou~pu$ perfusing various segments of the circulation from determinations of distribution of transit times t~_rough those
segments. These distributions are the time domain representations of
functions which relate upstream and downstream indicator dilu.tion eu~ve~, Although the feasibility of this appro~ch~ using theoretical data, has been clearly shown~ the method is at present limited by

OT~R PROGR~

o~r inability to obtain indicator concentration curves from sites such
the inferior vena cava, which are representative of the true cross~tional concentration of dye as a function of time, Streamlining of

There are a variety of other programs available to the physician to
both during heart catheterization or for bedside monitoring or in the~

in the venous system is a prime obstacle, However, we are currently
a method developed by Earl Wood of the ~ayo Clinic for measuring
~Oncentratlon of a radiopaque indicator from a video tape record~ngof

operating room, These incl.ude programs which measure stroke volume
by-beat from the contour of a central aortic pressure wave. This
is calibrated once against the indicator dilutionmethod and has
shown to correlate ,95 or better under a variety of physiologic
against beat-by-beat measurements of stroke volume made with an

fluoroscopic image followin~ injection of the dye by integrating the
light intensity over a window positioned at time of replay of the video
The computer does the integration and subtracts the density
from another window used to compensate for changes in light intensity an.related to dye concentration.

magnetic flowmetero
is encouraging that the techniques developed have been so easily imA program is available for measuring the ph$sical properties of aorta
from a video tape recording of the fluoroscopic image of the chest
lowing injection of opaque dye into the left ventricle or aorta, On
edge track of the video tape is recorded aortic pressure, The
measures the time of transit for one line of the video signal from
edge of the’aortic shadow to the other~ averages 15 lines and~ thus~
tains 60 times a second~ aortic diameter and aortic .pressure, A
tical model is used to calculate the properties of the system
Young’s ~odulus of Elasticity.
Another program ~easures arterial properties by determining the~
function which relates an upstream aortic to a do~rnstream radial of
femoral pressure wave, The transfer’function takes the form of a
order linear differential equation and a segment of artery can be
ed in terms of a resonant frequency and damping coefficient, These

~mented in other laboratories,
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF NORNAL AND ABNORNAT. ELECTROCARDIOGRA~S BY
C0~PUTER
Hubert V. Pipberger, ~oDo, Georgetown University Hospital, Washington~
USA.

trends in electrocardiography are directed more and more toward
’oved quantlative methods and statements~ The introduction of computer
ues has had already considerable impact on this development and
to enhance ECG techniques in clinical use to a large degree.
any input information prepared for digital computation needs to be
~ared and processed in discrete numerical form, the need for more acdata acquisition methods, greater precision inrecording tech~
and data analysis is felt more strongly than in the past.
outcome of this development should lead to more reliable classlficaof ECG records than was possible in the past. The problems involved
task are numerous snd still need considerable studY. 0nly those
mere directly to record.classiflcation will be dealt with here°
many.instrumentation problems in data. acquisition .and analog-toital conversion~ the selection of ECG leads, robe processed and analy~
!iis of major importance. The most sophisticated classification techcannot improve input data derived from ECG leads, such as the con12-lead which vary in performance from one subject to another.
Figure 9

introduction of corrected ortho~onal lead s~stems into electrocardiorepresented, therefore, a major step toward improved record clas.cation~ In some instances normal ECG ranges could be cut in half by
of such leads (e.g,, the frontal plane QRS direction range).
significant finding was that in most, although not in all cases,
separation between normal and abnormal ECG ranges improved consider~
References at page 381
Legends for tables at page 381
Tables a~d figures at pages 382 - 385
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ably when more reliable leads were used

below ~he scalar lead measurements, When a differentiation between
normal and abnormal r~Oords without further classification into spe-

The next problem in ECG record classification consists of the selection of apRrooriate measurements° The multiplicity of different

ciflc diagnostic entities was tested, time ~mtegrals of entire car-

parameters advocated in the past for diagnostic use is ample evlden~

ficlent, It is doubtful, however, whether such sim~le parameters caz

ce for considerable uncertainty about optimal methods for recognition of ECG abnormalities, The many dis~y methods developed in

serve a useful p~_~pose for specific diagnoses,

2)

the past all aimed at the same goal ~2). Since almos~ all known ECG

~ultivariate analysis on the basis of series of instantaneous vectors has been used extensively in this laboratory for differential

~)

measurements, a total of more than 200, had been programmed in this
laboratory for computer analysis it was possible ~o compare their
diagnostic efficiency on the basis of large normal and abnormal
cord samples (3):

diac cycles (s_~atlal ventricttlar ~radients) were found rather ef-

diagnosis (~). The vector differences between an unknown patient
vector and the means of various diagnostic groups are computed. A
likelihood ratio test leads to a diagnostic classification and the
vector differences are used as an expression of the "closeness’~ of

In a.first comparison different types of ECG analysis.were tested,

the unknown vector and the vamious gmoups, which relate to the pro-

likelihood ratio test was used for this purpose, Several
findings evolved from this study. Series of instantaneous vector

babillty of the respective diagnosis,

derived from the X, Y and Z leads discriminated best diagnostic
groups. They were obta~_ued in one test at fixed time intervals o£

A number of problems accompany this type of multivariate analysis~

OoO1 sec, and in smother from time-normalized QRS and ST-T
by dividing these complexes in 8 equal parts in time. Thus~ the

of the classification have to be.

class-separation for QRS was based on 33 and 24 points

It has been stated that the sample size should Be of the same order

For ST-T analysis 2Z points were used. This type of procedure exceeded all others by a wide margin and the percentage of

of magnitude as the number of parameters estimated~ i.e.~ the square

It is not known how large th~ record samples which fo~m the basis

sAfication for almost all categories was less than 10 per cent for

of the number of attributes, This statement has not been tested,
however, As long as addition ofnew records leads to boundary fluc-

QRS.

tuations of the sample, its size is not yet adequate.

A substantial deterioration in classifications by a~proximateI
percent occurred when conventional ECG parameters such as Q,R and S

The record samples which form the basis of the classification have
to be derived from patients whose diagnoses have been confirmed by

wave measurements were used. This seemed to indicate that signifi-

autopsy or objective clinical evidence~ leaving little room for

cant ’diagnostic information was lost when items from scalar leads
replaced spatial parameters, The recording of ECG leads one by one

doubt. Accumulation of large record samples of this type are very
difficult and time-consuming, Even when records are collected from

without time coherence has to be consldered~ therefore, as a seri
limitation in EC~- analysis,

a number of hospitals as done in this laboratory, it takes many

Evaluation of recognition rates was also performed for time inte-

Use of autopsy data for correlation with electrocardiograms is more

grals, spatial maximal vectors and ei~envectors~ All of these
measurements represent to a large degree summaries of ECG

difficult than it might appear from the ECG literature. Patients who
come to death with single myocardial infarcts are rather exceptions
than the rule. The same is t~ue for ventricular hypertrophies which

ioeo, a whole complex is expressed in one term. The diagnostic
formance of these items was very similar, It ranged 15~17 per cen~

years to accumulate adequate numbers.

a~e ouly rarely limited to one ventricle. The variety of possible
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oo~sider ma~xim~m utilization of these new developments not only for
health screening but also by the practicing physician. By their, use he
saves time for patient care and increases the quality of his work.
AUTOF~TIC ANALYSIS OF THE ~.T~.CTROCARDIOC~RAN AS A SERVICE TO THE CO~ggUNITY.

AUTONATED HEART STATION

AND TITE pRACTISING PHYSICIAN
Let’s consider as an example an automated heart station. ~achine-made
By Cesar A. Caceres, ¾.D., Public H~&lth Service, Washington, D.C.~ USA.

electrocardiographic diagnoses comparable to those made by physicians
have been routinely available at an experimental automated heart s~ation

One of the most significant c~tributions of a medical~computer system
will be the aid it can provide to a community health service. Such a
system can offer low cost accurate medical signal interpretation, which
should improve the capability of a health department~ clinic or hospital
in mass screening and early disease detectien. Easy recall and statisti-

new operational for over a year. Twenty-five thousand 12 lead ~electrocardiograms were processed last year using only one ~hlrd of the system’s
capacity.
ectrocardiograms are recorded in the conventional manner° Each of the
twelve standard electrecardlcgraphic leads is the on-line input to the

To demonstrate feasibility of such systems~ one group has worked with

computer or the off-line input from frequency-modulated analog magnetic
tape. The electrecardlogram is recorded on tape on a special data acquisi-tion device which~com~ains a tape recorder, an electrocardiograph and a

local community health departments. This has included taking 2000 electr@
cardiograms of patients in their homes a week as a mass screening effort~ .i
and is currently taking tracings ~n a health department clinic on a daily

patient coding circuit. We could bypass magnetic tape snd go directly
from patient and electrocardiograph to computer but ~his is not currently
economical because the computer would have to wait between ~atients, so

ongoing basis. In Hartford, Connecticut tracings are being recorded daily

magnetic tape is used as a s~orage medium.

cal analysis cf the measurements is a further advantage.

and transmitted to Washington for analysis.
(Codes are important if we sre to have really automated systems. Codes
Current work in this field includes evaluation of what leads and what
other tests are of most value in health care°
Our group, the Instrumentation Field Station of the Heart Disease Contro~
Program of the Public Health Service has had a role in this field by
developing an automated system to process physiological signai~ used in
clinical diagnostic tests. Digital computer programs have been written

are easy ways ~o -communicate" w~th the computer. The computer can respend to the code but not easily to a voice. Further~ much information
~ that might otherwise take a minute by voice can be given in a second or
~o.) The first items ~ecorded on tape are a patient code number o~ other
identifying data for the function being recorded. A calibration curve is
the second group of important data recorded. It is thus possible to cor~ ~ect, within the computer~ for any possible loss of signal linearity

to recognize, analyze and classify the waveform patterns of the electro-

~ver the range of the recording o~ for technical error~

cardiogram, phonocardiog~am~ respirogram, and electroencephalogram.
Other diagnostic signals are under current study.

Transmission of the electrocardiograms from the data aoquisltion device
may be by messenger delivery of the tapes or by telephone transmission of

The techn-lques are acceptable for clinical use so it is now essential te

NB

References at pages ~95 - 395
Legends for figures at page
Figures at pages ~97 - 40~

the signal in real time or tape recorded playback. At the processing
system the analog signal is converted to digital samples at the rate of
iO0 per second and stored in the digital computer’s core memory for iification, recognition and measurement°
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dootor, At present~ all the phenomena are not yet~sultab~e for computer
~onslderation, So one of the first necessities for the doctor is to

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEMS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION AND
ADAPTION
By Antoine R~mond, ~.D.~ Universitg de Paris~ La Salp~tri~re~ Paris,
France~

The most important questions when dealing with a computer is how to feed
it with information. The information in the present case originates from
the patients in a h0spital~ the interface between them and the computer
is~ as in other cases~ mos~ often called the acquisition of data. The
problems encountered in collecting data in medicine are among the most
complicated and delicate. For the benefit of the follwing discussion~ my
plan is to enumerate and classify some of the problems which I think are
crucial, and then to elucidate those problems. I would like to take some
examples in the field of electrophysiology and electroencephalography.

the phenomena~ the physical entities# which are at the moment
suited for the introductionin the computer, The second problem
this selection is ~o use or to adapt the censors which apprehend
these phenomena, They can of course be of many different kinds: some are
meohanical~ some are biomedioal~ some are eleotrica!, Of course~ most
of them try to change the quality of the phenomenon into ~n electrical

~0nse the selection of the best censors for the apprehension or the

itection of the phenomenon is made, we have the problem cf transductlon,

that is to say of a first adaptation of wh~t has been acquired ~y the
sensor serving to put it in a form or to bring it ~o a level which will
make it fit for measurement. The traneduction has to be done in the mes~
efficient way. This can of course be summarized in a unique sentence: one
~ss to maintain or ~o increase the signal-to-noise r~tiOo To do this, one
¯o deal with different aspects. The first one may be ~o protect the
or the source of signals from external iuterferenCeo The second
e is to try to avoid reactions from the source of signals (the patient)

The relations between the physician and the patient may be of four
genies: l) they may be administrative, 2) they may be anamnestic, 3)
may be biochemical~ 4) they may be biophysical. To this fourth category
belongs a large part of the physical examination cf the patients and
ticularly the various measurements and electrophysiological recordings.
I would not like to minimlme the importance of the three first
but I would like to limit myself to the fourth~ the acquisition of biophysical data from the patients.

th~ measurement is being done. One must not change the behaviour of
of signals when one t~ies to measure ~. This ~ in fact a very imaspect which until to-day ~has probably no, been d~alt with correctly
many efforts are made for instance to keep the ~tient away from
Everybody knows that when a patient is in the middle of a forest
~ires conducting various waves~ the number of artefacts that-appear is
moreover, the patient becomes restless, and after a short while the
.Ity of the data acquisition decreases. Telemetry has been used in
years to deal with this type of reaction problems and will

The temperature of the patient, the hue of his skin, the presstt~e of a
cuff necessary to equilibrate the systolic pressure of the heart beat~
the sounds made by the breath or by the beat of the heart ~ it is by the~
man-made eva&uation and the systematic consideration of these phenomena
that the symptoms of disease are recorded and that the diagnosis is precisely established by the physician. $o the ~roblem of to-day is more
or less to imitate this fundamental behaviour by means of tools or instruments which extend~plify or simplify the immediate humsm approach.
The computer must be called for to take into consideration the much big-~
get masses of data which are obtained whe~ electronic slaves replace the

be used more and more~
are going to treat three different aspects: The spatial resolution
¯ ata ~cquisition, the temporal resolution of same, and the prowith which they a~e obtained. Let us first spe~k of the spatial
~olutlon. Here I would first like ~o say that one has always to think
to place the censor. This is by no means indifferent when one
to the heart| if one is not i~medlately at the point of highest
of these sounds~ one can of course have difficulty in finding
essential differences between those noises. This i~ of course quite
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Upper right graph: The population distribution from Figure 2
is replotted to show ~hat the curves are long-normal. Lower
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lati~nship for the population is very near a hyperbola and is
a good fit for the experimental data curve in Figure 4,
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CYBERNETICS IN MEDICINE
Professor Aldo Masturzo, The University of Naples, Naples, Italy,
of the international Society of Cybernetic Mediclne.
YERUSHALM¥ AM. REV. TUBERC. VOL,61
GARLAND RADIOLOGY VOL.SZ
MILLER (RADIOIODINE) RADIOLOGY VOL.65
STRADLING & ,JOHNSTON LANCET ,JUNE
L.8.L. (1954)

paper will discuss the following topics:
general principles of Cybernetic Medicine
cybernetics applied to space biology
cybernetics applied to rheumatology
diagmosis with the aid of Computers.
like other sciences, does not tell about reality in itself, but
i’provides us with models representative of it, which mimic natural phenome~
and are liable to previsions, deductive reasoning and ’experimental

models are by far the most effective for a systematic study
reality: which is witnessed by the achievements of physics in these
years.
While in physics traditional mathematical methods proved to be satisto a logical arrangement of observed data, in biologF such methods
PERGENT t’ALSE POSITIVES

,=re inadequate and not sufficient.

¯
scientific research, mathematics avails itself of systems of classic
Graph showing the reciprocal relationship between the
tage of false positive dud of false negative readings obtained from studies on the accuracy of chest film interpretation.
Miller’s study on the interpretation of the radiation effect
on thyroid gland and other studies on the accuracy of
is of Papanicolaou smears have shown a similar reciprocal relationshlp ~

.differential equations, which were successfully employed in
stronomy and physics.
Systems, however, in biology do not give the same results because
phenomena are subject to aleatory factors, whieh make it quite imsslble, to determine the history of a living orgamlsm at every moment of.
evolution.
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information about the progress made in the adjoining disciplines. Nowad~ys - at least in the aector of natural science and technologY - there
i~ hardly any scientist able to overlook the entire literature of his
special worki~ fleld~ s~ill less, to obtain a general survey of the

THE INFOH~ATION RET~TEVAL PROBLE~ IN MEDICINE
By G. Wagner, Professor, M.D., Deutches Krebsforschungszentrum, Heidelberg. Germany.

adjoining scientific branches. Principally two factors complicate the
scientistI s survey of the literature that is relevant or at least potentially important to him: on one hand, the increasing number of publicatlons, on the other hand, the growing difficultiesof comm~uication be~
tween the different scientific specialities.

Within the scope of our meeting~ I have the pleasure to speak about the
problem of information and information retrieval in medicine. Although
the word "Information" applies to different kinds of systems (references~
facts and data), the term "Information Retrieval" customarily is restricted to the retrieval of printed information. But~ as I have been
asked to use the term in its broadest sense, I will also stress some
problems of retrieval of facts and data. However, as these fields together are so broad and complex and furthermore only partly expl0red~ my
paper must necessarily remain very fragmentary.
Let me start with some general remarks upon the Information problem in
science°

~i

There is no doubt that the rapid development of all sections of science
may be called one Of the most outstanding characteristics of our age.
The extent of this expansion may be illustrated by the statement, of the
American science historian de Solla Price (1963)~ that out of all scientists that have ever crowded our planet, about 85% are living in our
time. But the rapid devabpment of science, exercising an essential
once on our present form of society, our standard of life, and
view~ also raised problems that have never existed before or, at least,
did not become evident in acomparably aggravating fashion~ e.g., the in-

Du~ing the last years, the growth of literary production in the scientific sector has often been labeled as a ,,publication explosion" or "literature flood". But considering the situation from an impartial viewpoint~ the exception must be made that these slogans have pretty often
been abused by sensation mongering~ and that things have been magnified
del±be=ately (Ooblans, Wagner (1955)). mhe purpose of those exaggerations
is - as Shaw (1962) mocked - " to scare us into accepting radical solutions tothe documentation problem, for the alternative pictured is that
of science dead of autointoxication~ from immersion in its own effluvia".
However, though a certain reservation as to bombastic overstatements
seems to be imperative until better founded data will be presented, one
thing is a matter of fact= never before mankind has faced such an inundation by printed paper as it does at present. According to American estimations (Kent (1960)),every sixty seconds - sundays and holidays included - about 2000 pages of ne~rpapers~ periodicals or books are being produced. The total of scientific periodicals actually published on earth
are valued at no less than 30 000~ the estimated number of the articles
published in then annually fluctuates from 1.5 to 6 millions.
In the field of chemistry~ the number of scientific publications is said
to h~ve nearly doubled about every eight years during the last decades

creasing difficulty of keeping oneself informed on scientific progress.

.(pietsch i(1~62)). Wheras in 1961 some 150 000 papers appeared in this
scientific sector, an amount of about 300 000 publications are expected

Until some few decades ago, it was not too difficult for a scientist to

.to come out in 1970 (Kent (l~62b)).

keep himself up to date in his speciality and also to get sufficient

The determination of the growth rate in biomedical literature is much

NB

more difficult. In all probabillty~ theeX~ansion of medical literature
is not so strong as the increase of publications Jn the chemical field.
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right one. This results in a very strong positive feed back oetween the programmed instruction aud the student~ wl~ich is called
reinforcement.
COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL TEACHING

It can be a linear programmed instruction (B.Fo Skinner): after the stuhas compared the computer answer with his own, he goes on to the

By J.Co Pages and F~o Grimy, Professor at the School of Medicine, Univer-

nexz step~ which is ~lw~ the same~ whatever his answer has been.

sity of Paris~ France.
More sophisticated is the branching programmed instruction : here the
next step depends on the previous ~nswer~ which determines which inforall countries, even developed, have to face hard problems in the educational field. Among these problems~ there are the following:
l) the tremendous growth of new information and the difficulty of
every one to keep up with development in his own field
2) the growth of student population
~) the difficulty of having sufficient and competent teachers, this
resulting in the fact ~hat education is becoming more and more
impersonal in large universities.

mation will be presented to him next : new material, if the answer was
correct~ explanatory orrevie~material if it was not. One can conceive
that the next step depends not only of the just preceding answer~ but of
all the previous answers of the student, and even rakes into account
his capabilities as revealed by some psychologic texts such as Q. I. or
~. M. P. I(1)o So the teaching strategY could be very closely adapted to
the personality of the learner.
What are the advantages of programmed instruczion over more classical
ways of teaching?

These educational problem can be partly overcome by the help of computer
technologic, in the following field, information storage and retrieval,
computerized problem solving~ and machine programmed learning~which is
our topic to day.
PROG~ED INSTRUCTION
It is impossible to speak of computers as teaching machines without keeping in mind the exact notion of programmed instruction.

. ~s there is no group instruction~ there are no absences and interruptions to disturb the pupils~ A student who works alone can
star~ and stop whenever he wants
- the work required from the s~udent is an active_and ~ersonal one :
lazy students cannot w~it for the answers of other students : shy
students are not inhibited by the presence of others
. the rates of learning are different : the faster is not held back!
the slower is not left behind; the levels of achievemenvs are
more uniform°

Programmed instruction is a technique of instructing
- without the presence of a human instructor

Very often it is reproached to this kind of teaching to be impersonal

-Wnere the material is presented to ±he student in small
- which requires from the trainee frequent responses and informs

because it separates the learner from the instructor. But it is possible

him immediatel~ whether his response is right or wrong. As the
questions are very easy~ the answer is supposed to be very often

to point out that p~ogrammed instruction is more personal in two ways :
first~ it matches~the student capability : second it frees time for
v~luable contacts between student a~d teacher : they get rid of factual
nbtion acquisition and they are able to spend time for interesting and

References at page 559
Figures at pages 560 - 565

(I) ~innesota ~ultiphasic Personality Inventory.
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advamced work~ which no m~ohine o~n d~ for the time being~ where

THE PLATO(1) PROJECT (Illinois University)

imagination~ synthesis and mor~l capabilities are at work.
Now what do we call a Teachin~ ~achine?
In the wide sense~ it is any device which contains a programmed instruction and presents it tc the students (slides, filmstrip~ magnetic tape~
or the combination of ~hese).

We have now some general idea of programmed instruction and teaching
machines. It is time to speak of some effective programs. We think it is
interesting first to give a quick description of the PLATO project (2),
even if its point of interest is not medical te~ching~ but computer
language teaching. We do so because it is not only a project but it has
already ~ctually worked since the year 1960. Since its very beginning~
it was one of the best and more complete achievements in teaching by

In a narrower sense~ a teaching machine is a general p~rpose computer
~wlth all the relevant ~eripheral devices. Among all teaching devices~ data processing machiues have several advantages :
- it is easier to store in a computer a branching process th~n in
any other device~ and no other possibility exists for the very
complex teaching strategies we mentioned previously.
- the computer can monitor very closely how quickly the student
learns, how many mistakes he m~kes and which ones, and so on. ~o
it gives a possibility of evaluating either the strident or the
program itself or both of them.
The major drawback of computers as teaching m~chines is the high price~
but this disadvantage can be pamtly overcome with time~ sharing machines
using multiprogramming. Up to thirty students now~ and more than one
hundred ~in the future, can converse simultaneously with the machine as ~
private interlocutor and unaware of the presence of others. Another difficulty is the reluctancy of many teachers~ who fear to be supplanted in
their work. This way of thinking will be perhaps common in Europe, and
specially in latin countries where a kind of humanistic and literary tradition is very strong,even amon~ the scientists~ ,I do not believe in
your gadget" told one of our eldest and most cultured colleagues in Paris

machines,
The device (see fig. i)
First they used an old and slow machine : ILLIAC~ the University of Ii~
linois g~neral purpose digital computer with a rather small memory and
then has been much improved using now a CDC’1604 with 32K memory. Only
the first, and simple version will be described here as being sufficient
for our purpose~ that is Just ~o give an example.
Each of the students could communicate with the computer :
a) through a keYset with the usual alphanumeric characters and additional keys for special symbols
b) through a television set which isused both as an electronic book
and as an electronic blackboard.
The electronic book consists of a set of slides containing the material
to be taught. And a slide selector, controlled by the computer selects
the slide to be displayed on the screen.
The computer can also write graphs~ figures, letters on the screen like
i a teacher on a blackboard.

Their fear is vain~ because preparation of programmed instruction is a
very difficult time consuming activity, which requires from the teachers
experience and high pedagogic qualities. This difficulty may be seen as
another drawback of this method~ because of the lack of trained people,

programmed logic for Automatic Teaching Operations.

in psychology as well as in progr~mmlng.

is developed : the SOCRATES (of ’course) PROJECT (L,M. STOLUROW). It
is essentially devoted to fundament~l research in psychology, using
an IBM 1710,
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containing the material of the lesson, the answers to the prob-

First

lems and also some home-work. This record could provide a very
good knowledge of each of the students : how fast he works~ how
long he ponders before he makes a decision~ how often he calls
for help ,oo and finally wh~t kind of intelligence he has, It
provides a evaluation on the student,

The first program to be presented here has been conceived and written by
one of us. This program(+) enables a single computer to simulate many
.patients at the ~ame time~ permitting dis~-nosls by a number of students
the students asking for questions~ then proposing their diagnosis~ the

the end of the lesson, when all the students have made their
work~ the computer is requested to print synthetic records of
the whole lesson (see Fig. 4). This is a great advantage above

computer answering the questions and discussing the diagnosis,

all other teaching devices,

&ent s ~nder the responsibility of an instructor (a man up to now~o.)
Ten to twenty diseases a~e chosen to be simulated by the computer, Each

4) at

For the teacher has to -write just one part of the dialogue. The other
part, the students’ one, must be guessed~ and the teacher must provide
an appropriate reply to each answer he cau imagine. For instance~ it is
very difficult to write the help sequence guessing at ~he actual difficulties the student will meet. So the great interest of PLATO pro3ec~ is
to be able to collect data about ~hese difficulties~ so the help sequences could be modified, The compter appears ~o be a very powerful teaching
tool, much more powerful than "programmed teaching books" which keep no
record of the answers and have no such flexibility and potential improvement facilities, The teacher has now a grea~ feedback to judge the effectiveness of his lessons,
Teaching, machines in the medical field
Now, w~at has been made in medical area with teaching machines? Several
programs have been ~itteno We shall describe three of them, which have

A session devoted to this training would gather fifteen or twenty s~u-

~tudent has to distinguish between all these diagnoses by an adequate
inquiry. To make possible this dialogue~ he ie provided with two lists.
~) A llst of the examinations he can ask for, This list contains
clinica~ examinations as well as lab~tests, For instance~ among
the clinical questions, one ca~ find ~ ,,auscultation of the
heart", and among the laboratory ones "white blood count and dlfferential" or "chest X~ray"~ etc,,,
:2) A list of diseases among which is the diagnosis ~o be found,
For each case, with the help of these two lists~ the s~udent first
,’examines his patient"~ then offers his diaAnosiso
The first list enables each student ~o ask questions to the machine in a
way 7ery similar to medical practice in a hospital : the visiting physician-asking the resident about clinical or laboratory information related
to a recently admitted patient,

several common features.
They are not exactly programmed instruction because they do not deliver
new knowledge. They are rather training games which forces the students
to use the knowledge they have already acquired. And with this knowledge
the machine trains them to make medical dla~nosis : the machine plays
the p~rt of both the patient and the medical instructor. As well as training exercises~ these p~ograms could be’ used:as programmed examinations.

The questions an& dia~zostic propositions are processed inside the
machine in ciphered codes, This coding can be done by the student or by
the machine operator, or by a m~rk-sensing system. It could even be possible to use the actual hospital forms, But the best solution~ disregarding ccst~ would be two-ways terminals, one for each student : the question being typed either in code or in plain language by the student himselfo Within a few seconds, the answer reaches the student, always in
~lain language, either printed or displayed on a cathode=ray terminal,

The second common feature : as far as we knew~nene of them have been actually used, because the medical m~teriaZ ~e" be included into the program has not been written yet~ except for some demonstration examples.

(+) This program is w~itten for an IBM 1401 with disks in autocoder~ with
the heap ef A. itephanto
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This answer includes the name of the student~ the number of the case, the
text of the question and the answer itself : this answer is a list of
the symptoms which would be usually collected through this examination on
a typical patient suffering from this disease.
D__ia~ic propositions

establlmhed by a long range pedagogia experimentation. But one.may expect the follcwlng ones :
- A good motivation based cn a real-life pattern.
- Each student leaves a session with a printed list of all the
-questions, answers~ aud comments° He can, therefore, think the
case over again checking with his books. By this method, a s~udent
can work rather like a physician improving himself than llke a pu-

When the student thinks he is informed enough and believes he can set a
diagnosis - and justify it -, he proposes this diagnosis to the computer~
Within a few seconds the machine prints "right" or "wrong", but cal also
discuss the wrong propositions. Thus, the computer keeps in its memory
each student’s questions, all the answers and all the consequences of
these answers : that is to say that the computer updates by itself the

pil.
It is easy to record on a digital tape all the sessions. It could
be thus possible to analyze by a special program each student’s
progress and to warn him of some idios~vncraic attitudes (too much
self-confldence, for instance or~ on the contrary, too much "anxie~y". )

differential diagnosis with the help of the clinical files. Therefore,

By letting well-trained physicians play this game and discuss it,

it can print one of the four following types of answers:

one can expect a progressive improvemen~ of files.

a) RIGHT DIAGNOSIS - STUDY THE FOLLOWING PATI~T.

Second Example

b) RIGHT DIAGNOSIS - BUT THE SY~PTONS YOU HAVE COLLECTED UP TO NOW
ARE ALSO CONPATIBLE .WITH T~E FOLLOWING DISEASES ~ (here, the com-

The ~econd program we shall describe is a program written by A.Do Kitsch

o)

puter lists the diseases which should have been eliminated by a
proper inquiry and which have not been).

of Datatrol Corpcration.

PROCEED WTTH THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS.

.The point of ~nterest about this program is that it combines game and

WRONG DIAGNOSIS, THOUGH IN ACCORDANCE ~TH THE S~PTONS YOU HAVE
COLLECTED.

learning theories,

WRONG DIAGNOSIS.

The program requests the machine to generate synthetic patients from probability tables. There are four of these : symptom-disease probability

1). THIS DIAGNOSIS DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING SYMPTONS YOU
HAVE ALREADY COLLECTED

table ; physical findlng-disease p.t. ! medical hlstory-disease ~° t. and
labtest-disease p.to It must be pointed out that only marginal probabili-

2) YOU ARE INCONTRADICTION WITH THE LACK OF THE FOLLOWING

ties and not conditional probabilities are taken into account. A fifth
table is ~svoted to tss~ whether the lab. exams are required in the op-

TONS WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN FOUND OUT BY YOUR QUESTIONS IF YOUR
DIAGNOSIS HAD BEEN RIGHT
Normally the student must proceed with his inquiries and propositions

timal sequence. None of ~hese tables have been written yet~ because it is
a oumbersome work.

til he obtains the first answer. But other "game-rules , programmed or

The instructor is supposed to put in a card containing the age, the race~

not~ can be decided by the instructor.

the sex and the disease, tkat he wants the student ~o work on.

W~at advantages can be e~pected from this method?
.The advantages of such a simulation-teachlng-method have to be

Then using a Monte Carlo method~ the machine works ou~ symptoms and physical findings° A random number generator will generate a number RN ~o be
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compared with the probability P~ of the first symptom ~ if RN~PI the
symptom is accepted and delivered to the player. If~"net, it is discorded

students and instructor after the lesson,

and the computer goes on immediately to the second symptom~ and so on...
Then the machine does the same thing with the physical findings.

Another comparaisen can be made about the conversational feat~tres of

Now the player is requested to make a diagnosis. If he is not ready, he

Kirsch’s player has very few decisions ~o take : he.has net to choose
for chest exam or for abdominal exam ~ he has no question to ask for me~

may decline the invitation and ask for medical history. Through the same

these programs :

rates a medical history.

dical history. In the other program~ the student asks fer each exam separately. The judgment given by the program is rather poor in the Datatrol program : the player has either won or lost. It is more elaborated

The player ~s then again asked if he is ready to make a proposal.

in the other program, where the differential diagnosis is thoroughly

process as before, the machine looks up through the third table and gene-

considered. The diagnosis strategy is neglected by both of the programs,
If not, he can ask for a lab-exam~ one at a time, and the computer will
use the fourth table and look up the probability of the test having a

except for the lab tests in the second one.

positive result. If the probability is too low (for instance.I), the
choice of this ps_rticular lab-exam is considered as not reasonable, and

The last but not the least common feature of those programs, is the fo!-

the game is over.

tables~ ~ud it is possible to use these programs for every topic of medical field, or even for other flelds~ such as the diagnosis of the

If the choice is reasonable, the computer uses the fifth table, in order

breakdown o~ a motor ca~ an oscilloscope or a computer.

to judge if the sequence is correct or not, that is, if that test is a
good one to ask for at the present time of the diagnosis process. If it

Third Example

lowing : both of them are general pregrams: one has just to change the

is a good one, the machine comes back to the fo~rth table and generates
a random number to give the result - positive or negative - ef the test
selected.

It is of interest to compare this program with the previous one.
In both programs~ the disease is selected by the instructor. But it is
not the same with the patient : in the first program, the patient is
entirely determined, because it is assumed that he is a typical one, with
all the symptoms and physical findings~ and without an~ other symptoms.
By the Datatrol program, on the centrary~ there is much uncertainty for
the student but also for the instructor : the patient synthetized by the
machine may be a typical one or an unusual ene, like in the true medical
~ame when patients are not always like haud-boek descriptions. The consequence ef this if the following : all the stu~dents in the first
pl~ the same game, because they have the same patient. In Kirsch’s pro~ram the patients are different even if they have the same disease : ~he
consequence of this is a possibility, of fruitful d~cussions between

This third example is quite different from the former ones because each
disease, each medical program requires to use a different ~rogramo
W, Feuerzeig developed a teaching system which made possible a true
dialo~ue~ and which he called ~ socratic~system, beit simulates rather well the Socrates’ maieutie way of teaching.
The program is so designed that the student is very free in his ~trategy
for selving the problem : he is able to ask for every information he
wants and to propose his diagnosis whenever he likes° The only restriction is the vecabulary: he is given a list which specifies the words he
is allowed to use.
The responses of theeemputer are very elaborated : it answers by !eng.
sentenCes~ in full language. ~ore interesting is the fact that each
~nswer depends not only on what the student has just said~ but also on
anmwer that preceded it.
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cumbersome to ask for the mediation of professional programmers, So the

Here is now a medical example : player was given"a medical history of
a patient who arrived at the hospital with a high fever, and the diagnosis to be made was a pneumococcal pneumonia. A list of the allowed
questions and declarations was provided to the student~ One sees again
that, even if correct, a diagnosi~ is refused if the logical process of
diagnosis is not completed. 0nly ~ little part of the dialogue is presented on the figure 5.
One may now emphasize some very important aspects of this socratic teaching system, more elaborated than any other, as they have been outlined
by W, Feuerzeig himself:
a) the student computer interactions are very flexible : the student

need for a specific language adapted to teaching applications, facilitating input and output of alphanumeric character, appears tc be very great~
Such languages are now available. For instance the COURSE WRITER, deVeloped by IBM, has a basic repertory of twelve operation codes, most of
which represent a series of instructions to the computer.
Here are some final remarks as a conclusion=
- these teaching methods intend to help the student in his hospital
practice~ not to replace it of course.
- one must remember that the difficulty to set a diagnosis lies less
in the mental deduction from the symptoms than on the search and

has to answer the questions~ but he can make any assertion he

estimation of these symptoms and physical findings on the patient.

wants, The program must be able to maintain a continuity of con-

the programmed instruction by computer, which has been presented
educationa!
here as a mean of solving some current
problem,

text~ taking into consideration all previous statements of the
student. The analyst who writes the program must foresee all the
ways the student can take to the diagnosis, 8o the program is

appear in the future constitute improved ways of teaching, comple-

always s~eoific of the case under study, and it must be written

of their utilization has disappeared,

may

mentary to the traditional ones, and be kept~ even if the cause

by a member of the medical staff,
b) the language used for these interactions must be a natural language. It is easy for output: the statements of the computer as
stored ~n the memory. But the machine must also understand the
input natural language : this problem has been solved by the use
of a restrained llst of sentences allowed. The larger is this
dictionary, the more sophisticated is the logic structure of the
program.
These two remarks pose the problem of the programming languages used in
progranmed instruction. When the programs are general, it is conceivable
to write them in specific machine languages as it was made in the first
example, where 1401 autocoder was used. But one must remember that the
present hardware will be obsolete when the experimentation in pregrammedlil
instruction reaches interesting results.

.Conversational Teaching Nachine" by Wallace FEURZEIG, in Datamation
June 1964, Pc ~9
"The Use of an Automatic Computer System in Teaching" by ’peG. BRAUN-FELD and L~D. FOSDTCK in report Re 160, September 1962 from Coordinated Service Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
"Utilisation d~un ordinateur en p~dagogie m~dicale" by J.C° PAGES
in "La Presse }~dicale"o 12 D~cembre 1964o
" A ~omputerized ~edical Training Game ~s a Teaching Aid" by Arthur

When specific programs are involved, and when medical people a~e asked

D. KIRSCH in Data Acquisition and Processing in Biology and ~edi-

to provide not only the input data (files~ matrices and so on), but

cine, Vol, II, pergamon Press (page 139).

the logic structure of the program, it becomes impossible to require
from them to w~ite the program even in a symbolio~language such as
’FORTRAN~ where the input/output statements are tedious : and it_.w° uld

ANSWER
STUDENT}

PROBLEM
COM PUT~:R

c)

CORRECT
ANSWER
(COMPUTER}
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The logic (see Fig. 2)
The lesson proceeds in the following way : each Student - quite independently of the others - is shown a sequence of slides~ which is called the
main sequence : this sequence contains the material to be taught (mxt

PLATO II: HISTORY OF EVENT8

slides), and asks the question (question slides) which the student is to

SI’UD~T 2, R~N

answer correctly.
After each text slide, the student pushes a button labelled "continue"
and the following slide is provided. If it is a question slide"~ the
student must auswer every question correctly before he is allowed to go
on wo the next slide. He types his answer and pushes the "judge" button :
the computer writes O.K. or NO*If NO, the trainer tries another answer,
a.soO/o When he is in difficulty~ he may ask for past material (button
"reverse") or obtain additional aid by pushing the "help" button, which
begins a help sequence° Each problem of the main sequence is associated
with an appropriate help sequence~ which serves to lead the student to
a better ~_uderstanding of this particular problem.
At the end of the help sequence - or before - at any point he wan~s - he

TIME IN
o
.3
¯ 4
.8
i.i
1.2
1.7
2.0
2.6
2.8
2.8

precluded~ in the first version, the p~ogram from having secondary help
sequences : so asking for "help" in a help sequence was equivalent to
giving up, But it is obvious that secondary help sequences, can be very
easily stored in a more recent and powerful machine.
The principal features of programmed ins~ruction by computer appear very
clearly in the PLATO project.
l) it is in the full meaning of the words a "teaching device" be-
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may come back by pushing the "Aha" button : he is then routed ~o the main
sequence and he answers again the primitive question. If he is still unable to make the right answer, he may "give up". The size of the memory
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cause it provides new knowledge
2) it tests how this knowledge has been understood, by the use of ~
very strong feed back between machine and student. The answers
are judged by the computer and not b~ the student.
5) The computer keeps a detailed record of the p.z~gress of the student ~history of events’ see Fig. 3) and prints it after the end
of the lesson. This record is given to the student with a bookl~

Figume 3: Sample Printed Student Record
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Figure 5.

Reproduced from Computer-aided teaching in MediCal Diagnosis
by W. Feuerzeig~ P.Munter~ I. Swets, and M. Breen in I. of
Medical Education ~9, August 1964, 746.54.
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Figure 4: Examples of synthetic records
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PNEUMOCOCCAL PNEUMONIA
Are you absolutely sure?
YES.
You can’t be until you have irrefutable evidence. What wo~ld help you
nail down the diagnosis?
EVIDENCE FROM SPUTLU~ S~ARAND CULTURE.
Good. Anything else?
NO.
I [ think you might also want evidence from x-ray findings. Go ahead and
we’ll see what happens.
X-RAY?
Not ready yet. Try the blood lab.
DIFFEP~ENTIAL?
Marked ~hift to left. Even though all the lab reports ~ren~ in~ yon have
enough information to make a presumtive diagnosis, If you cEre tem~X~.
one go right ahead,
ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS.
It’s getting h~rd to hold onto this diagnosis with neither his%~ry~nor
signs of dysuria,. Moreover the pain is getting away from the flank region
into the lower belly. Still thinking of a renal problem? Reconsider.
TB PNEUMONIA.
Any other thoughts as to diagnosis? The sudden high rise in ~WBC and differential is against it and you don’t have tubercle bacilli in the sputu~
URINE EXAM?
The urine test shows presence o~ albumen, few hyaline cgsts, few WBC,
occasional RBC.
X-RAY?
The x-ray shows: area of consolidation, right lower lobe, consistent
with pneumonic process, This is a good time to review the total findings
and make another tentative diagnosis - if you like.
EVIDENCE OF FLUID?
No.evidence of fluid,
SPUTUM SNEAR?
Gram’positive rods,
STREP PNEUMONIA,
Fine, but how can you distinguish this from any other ba~%@~££~a~
pneumoniae Wait until you have an irrefutable case,
~ VIRAL PNEUMONIA.
’~i~j~ ~&~ the
But what about shaking chills~ rusty sputum, elevated W~C
evidence of an acute febrile bacterial process? You age~i~@rr6r,
SPUTUM CULTURE?
Presence of pneumococci.
STREP pN~UMONIA.
~ho~al~ clearIncredible~ You have disregarded the positive findi~
ly have established the correct diagnosis.
PNEU~0COCCAL PNEUMONIA.
.
! Very good, It’s obvious now, though there were some!Cb!
symptoms in the picture, You’ve Seen your way ~hrough
diagnosis,
~i.
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information about the progress made in the adjoining disciplines. Now-"
ad~ys - at leas~ in the sector of natural soience and technologY - there
is hardly any scientist able to overlook the entire literature of his
THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ~RO~ IN
By Go Wagner, Professor, M.D.~ Deutches KrebsforschtmgszentrUm, Heidelberg. Germauyo

Within the scope of our meeting~ I have the pleasure to speak about the
problem of information and information retrieval in medicine, Although
the word "Information" applies to different kinds of systems (references~
facts and data), the term "Information Retrieval" customarily is restricted zo the retrieval of printed information. But~ as I have been
asked To use the zerm in its broadest sense, I will also stress some
problems of retrieval of facts and data. However~ as these fields ~ogether are so bread and complex and furthermore only partly explored~ my
paper must necessarily remain very fragmentary.
Let me start with some general remarks upon the Information problem in
science.
There is no doubt tha~ the rapid developmen~ of all sections of science
may be called one of the most outstanding characteristics of our age.
The extent of this expansion may be illustrated by the statement of the
American science historiau de Solla Price (1965), that out of all scientists that have ever crowded our planet~ about 85% are living in our

special working field~ still less, to obtain a general survey of the
adjoining snienmific branches, principally two factors complicate the
scientist,s survey of the literatt~re tha~ is relevant or at least potentially imporzant to him: on one hand, ~he increasing number of publications, on the other hand, the growing difficulties of communication between the different scientific specialities.
During the last years, the growth of literary production in the scientific sector has often been la~eled as a ,.publication explosion" or "literature flood"~ But considering the situation from an impartial viewpoint~ th’e exception must be made that these slogans have pretty often
been abused by sensation mongering~ and that things have been magnified
deliberately (Coblaus, Wagner (1955)). The purpose of those exaggerations
is - as Shaw (1962) mocked - " to scare us into accepting radical solutions ~o the documentation problem, for the alternative pictured is that
of science dead of autointoxication, from immersion in its own effluvi~".
However~ though a certain reservation as to bombastic overstatements
~eems to be imperative until be~er founded data will be presented, one
thing is a matter of fac~: never before m~nkind has faced such an inundation by printed paper as it does at present. According to American estimations (Kent (1960)), every sixty seconds - Sundays and holidays included - about 2000 pages of newpapers~ periodicals or becks are being produced. The total of scientific periodicals actually published on earth
are valued aw no less than 30 000; the estimated number of the articles
ished in then annually fluctuates from 1.5 to 6 millions.

time. But the rapid devabpmenz of science, exercising an essential influ~
once on our present form of society, our staudard of life, aud our world~
view, also raised problems that have never existed before or, at least,
did not become evident in acomparably aggravating fashion, 6.g., the

In the field of chemistry~ the number of scientificpublications is said
to have nearly doubled about every eight years du~ing the last decades

creasing difficulty of keeping oneself informed on scientific progress.

(Pletsoh (1962))o Wheras in 1961 some 150 000 papers ~ppeared in this
scientific sector, ~ amoun~ of about 300 000 publications ~re expected

Until some few decades ago~ it was not zoo difficult for a scientist to

to come out in 1970 (Kent (1962b)).

keep himself up to date in his speciality and also to get sufficient

The determination of the growth rate in biomedical literature is much
mere difficult~ In all probability~ the expansien of medical literature
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is net se strong ~s the increase of publications in the chemical field,
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is obvious that terminals developed for the entry, exit and transmission
of data in smy management informat£on s~stem will serve very well for
’those same functions in a hospital system or a system serving a group of
hospitals. Therefore it is not surprising to find standard keyboard deBy JoF, Davis, M. Do, Director, International Institute for Medica!
Electronics and Biological Engineering, Paris, France.

In this ensemble of relationships which we have called here the "interface" which surrounds the use of computers in the hospital, there are
many problems of communication. The particular one I shall talk about is
the interface between man .and machine, We also spoke about interfaces
between man and man and between machine and machine. But I have been
given the job of talking about the input and output devices, where man
and computer come face to face. Even though our carefully selected speakers have gallantly avoided too great an emphasis on ~he input/output
hardware which they have used to solve their respective communication
problems, preferring to leave the subject to me, their secrets have been
exposed none the less, so it is h~rdly necessary for me to run down the
detailed list of available machinery - you have already seen most of it
in slides already presented, But perhaps a few generalizations are in
order.
You are aware of the classical I/0 devices - I mean the nonspecialized
hardware that is applicable to any field. Perhaps is is hardly suitable
to call "classical" those techniques which have only been in use a few
years - for example, the C.R.T. display which, along with its keyboard
or l’ight-pen, is such a natural in good human engineering that its prollferation in a very few years has been phenomenal and now at least a
dozen ms/~ers areoffering different versions. It will surely takeits
place as a "classic" amongst D.P. terminals.
~r, ~archman referred to the production-plannin~ aspect of hospital work
as being similar in many respects to production planning in the business
world (we know that a part of every nurse’s and every doctor’s duty and
the major part of an administrator, s work falls in this category). It
NB
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vices~ punched card and punched tape devices working very well in hospital installations for admissions~ transfers, requisitions~ doctor’s orders~o daily reports, census-taking~ etc.
These are essentially information-bookkeeping and message-switching functions which do not create much demand for the "conversational’~ type of
communication with the computer nor for extremely rapid enquiry and response. Beyond this point we¯run into difficulty with these classical
I/O devices,
But in the clinical management end of our hospital system we also deal
with iniormation-bookkeeping and with message-switChing (not essentially
different in conceptual terms from ordinary business information but~ as
we shall see, greatly different in dimensionality). Here is where we are
led up the garden path - we are tempted to use the same Ii0 hardware for
work in connection with our clinical duties - but now we want it, not
only in time-sharing configuration (beoause there are many of us making
demands at the same time) but~ of course~ on-line as well - and with
"zero" response time,
At least it is fortunate~ that what looks like zero time-delay to a human
may be many thousands of operation cycles to a modern processor. But
even at that, our brains find our fingers very clumsy, S° that many input procedures seem awfully slow to us, Such neat devices as the common
~ial or the newer pushbutton (touch.tone) telephon~ seem obvious, at
first~ for the registration of simple messages, but even the most patient
of users (like Dr, Well) soon complain abo~ their slowness. And the much
more complete keyboard devices such as teletypewriters and full panels
of pushbuttons~ each serving different purposes~ are also limited severely in the amount of "communicating" you can do in a given space of time.
As an aside here, I would like to refer to Professor Tybjaerg-Hansen’s
opening.talk where he referred to the ch6ice between using plain language
and co~ed messages at the input, Where the typewriter mode may give a
better impression of talking to the computer~ the push-button array, by
virtue of its densely packed coding may get more information "down the

5-10 ch./so
lO0-1000 ch./s,

Typewriter
Paper Tape terminal
Punched Card terminal

4oo

15o 15o - 5oo
8O - 25O
500 - iooo
2000 - 50OO
200 2000 -
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i kch.- 4 kch./s,
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5-60 pages/m.
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400 docoim.
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Line Printer
Magnetic Tape Drive
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Document Reader, mark
Document Reader, char°
Analog-Digital cony;
Computer
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input source so that from the output the computer will be able to evaluate the gain of each ch~uel, the time constant, the d~mping~ and so on,
A last aspect of data acquisition ~s the question of being able to inter~
vene~ to make some kind of dialog between us and the source Of data (the
patient) during the acquisition. By that I mean not only to be able to
m~ke stimulation, but to Judge more or less instantaneously from the

ANALZSI$ TEC~I~UES Ah~D PATTERer RECOGNITION I~ETHOD~ FOR ELECTRO~
.ENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA
Ross ~dey,

Professor, University of California, Los ~ngeles~ USA~

evolution of the p~vsical phenomenon in order to act in relation to this
evolution. This dialog between the observer and the patient necessitates
some kind of mo~e or less instautaneous pattern recognition.

The contro! of the various specifications that we could then enumerate
necessitates the use of a very particular organisation~ It is necessary
to have personnel of a very special kind, having wh~t has been called in
Frsnoh at least "g~ni m~dical". This personnel was not evidently necessary when the doctor was dealing alone with his patient~ it was not
necessary at the research laboratory when we could deal with a unique
instrument, an electrocardiograph or an electroencephalograph, because
then the observer (the scientist) was quite able to deal with the
little problems presented by that instrument, But when there is a series
of instruments aud of connections which are all important for the final
succe~ of the computatlon~ then the observes has to have collaborators
who will enable him to attend to all those specifications,

the melting

pot of relatively modest experiences in data processing

that, in most ~spects, began little more than five years ago, th~ neuro~siolegist h~s progressed to substantial use of large computlug
and has taken account of his need for rapid processing of Is~rge
of data by comprehensive computational techniques that go ~o the
sty fringes of the mathematical a~tso Granted that this rapid growth in
oapabilitles has not arisen de novq~ ~ud that it has its origins
earlier methods of frequency ~r~lysls (Grey Walter, 1950) aud simple
and correlation ~ualysis (D~wson, 1950| B~azier and Barlow,
the exponential growth in the mrmamen%ariumof the neurophysiologanalytic capabilities represents a series of essentially new develThey rest upon a trinity that will be a recurring theme in this
or: data acquisition systems u~ing analog or digital magnetic tape
cording techniques, with appropriate coding for stimuli and epoch markthe use of statistically valid analytic techniques, that take
of ~mcertainties inherent in limited epochs of physiological
sad automated display techniques that achieve required degrees of tomof the primary records to provide an overview of long amd compepochs of data, while retaining fine resolution of subtle shifts in
ern ~ithin the epoch (Adey, 1965a,b).
~upported by the Uni%ed £ta%es Air Porce 0ffie~ of Scientific
Research (Contracts AF-AFOSR-246~63 and 61-81), a~d the National
Aeronautics aud Sp~oe Administration (NsGS02, N~@505, NASg-1970), and
the National Institutes of Health (NB-02501)
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PROCESSING OF THE I~PULSE HESI~ONSE FROM A SINGLE NERvE CELL IN
BRAIN
Christian Guld, Lectt~rer~ Cand~ Polyt~ Institute of Neurophysiology~
University of Copenhagen~ Denmark,

kW

electrical activity of the brain can be measured in two essentially
ways.
summed electric activity from many cells in the brain can be picked
with electrodes which are large in relation to the size of a single
cell. This electroencephalogram is usually recorded from the surof the brain, but can be measured by electrodes placed deep in the
structures as well, The EEG waves have amplitudes of up to 300
are normally characterized by low frequencies of about lO
way to study the processes in the brain is to measure the actiof single nerve cells by means of micrcelectrodes, which have a
area which is small as.compared to the size of the single
Repetitive firing of the action potential of the cell can be re-

w
Z
w
w
I
0

in this way~ the single potential h~ving an amplitude of 1-10 mV
and a duration of about 1 msect The potentials appear at irreguintervals ranging ~rom a few msec to several seconds~ It is
to characterize this as a pulse-time modulated si6"nal and I s~all
some physiological experimental situations and some problems in
processing of the information in such records,
h~ve tips with diameters of the order cf 1 ~~ It is
to pZace the tip of these thin electrodes near to or in a cell
severely affecting the dendritic stract~re areumd the cell,
difficulty in recording from single cells with a mlcreelectrode
keep the electrode in place near the cell. Due to movements of the

Figure i0

at page 447. Figure at page 447.
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F~ey, 1946). This method was later ~utomated by Stein, Goodwin and Garvin, 1949} Prast and Noel, 1949} Yound, 1954,

AUTOMATIC EEG~ TAPE-CO~UT~R_ STSTE~ FOR AN~OG-DI~GITAL DATA PROCESSING

~C~-S~ECT~_m~_~FOm~T~O~
By Edmund Kaiser, Kaiser Laboratory, Copenhagen, Denmark, and Ingemar
Peters~n, Laboratory of Clinical NeurophysiologY, Sahlgrenska Sjukhuset, Gothenburg, Sweden,

2. A quantitation of EEG is also possible via automatic amplitude
measurement as described by Drochocki, 1939| Drochocki and Drohocka,
19~9o (Via the Drohocki method it is possible to obtain the cumulative
distribution function and via the derivative the distribution density.)
King (1951) describes au amplitude-distribution analyser for the frequency range from DC to lO00 Hz. The determination of amplitude-density
distribution is a valuable tool in comparing EEG phenomena with mathematical models (Saunders, 1963).

EEG, has during the past 30 years, attained increasing importance as
~ooI in clinical diagnosis, The qualitative ~erformance in most routine

3o A combination of the methods under 1 and 2 has been suggested by Lons~
dale (19~2) showing the width of ~uccessive waves at several preselected

EEG work has, however, practically remained unehanged during the last
25 years~ except that the EEG machines h~ve been provided with more and
more channels and a higher technical standard, The increased number of
EEG-examinaticns with increasing number of channels used causes~ together

amplitude levels to give the percentual time for which the Danction was
equal to or greater then the selected amplitude levels, A cumulative
distribution ou~wve characterizes in this way the wave p~ttern.

with the enormous variability of EEG (Related to wakefulness and sleep~

Another example of a combination of the above mentioned methods is a
~!’~es-no" pattern analyser, described by Kaiser and Sem-Jacobsen (1962).
method is based on a number of detector outputs~ stating whether

age, bloodchemistry, sex~ handedness, position of electrodes, clinical
diagnosis etc,) increasing difficulties of correct description and
terpretation of an individual EEGo Great difficulties are also encountered in-dealing with differences between different groups of individuals.
Obviously there is a demaud for a more precise description of EEG-phenomona and their relation to clinical diagnoses, In fact several valuable
methods have been developed ~o obtain~a mathematical and/or statistical

amplitude ~u~or duration is higher than several preset threshold
and whether the amplitude and/or duration exceeds the preceeding
second ~verage by more than 50%, The combination of answers are
~ented as characters by means of a digital tape puncher° The last
w~y of pattern detection could be used in a more simple way as
an event detector,

descriptien of the EEG,
4, The above mentioned methods only deal with the Statistical treatment

l, The simplest method ought to be a statistical examir~tion of the tim.___~e
intervals b~tween ~ve base-linecrussi s or pairs of base-line
crossings, as in determining the "alpha index" (Davis and Davis, 19~6)
and of the "delta index" (Hoagland, Rubin and Cameron, 193~; modified by
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of duration and/or amplitude of EEG~ In order to quantitate the apparent
in the EEG-activity a mathematical aualFsis of Fourier___._~
yield a frequency-amplitude spectrum describing the wave pattern.
first analog approach was taken by Grass and Gibbs in 1938o An auto~
high Q multifilter low-frequency analyser was described by Walter
a and b; Baldock and Walter, 1946)o A purely optical method based
the principle of wave diffraction giving a continuous frequency powe~
was described by Krakau (1951, 1953).
v~s~ amount of spectral information preeents~ in itself, a "data

set~ eSed s!q; uo le!Je~euJ

CYBERNETIC METHODS IN

MEDICINE: SO~E RECENT EFFORTS AND AN OUTLOOK

By Joseph Wartak, Computation Centre, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsew,
Poland.

~BSTRACT
a brief outline of the fundamentals of cybernetics the author indiseveral fields of medicine, neurophyslology, biochemistry and diagWhich have already been aided by the application of the analytic
nethods of cybernetics,
author, then, describes the operation of making a diagnostic decision
terms of information theory. Be postulates the use of probabilistic
models for decoding and processing of medical signals and symptoms as
aid to diagnosis. Next the author defines computer programming based
these postulates, Fin~lly~ he indicates the importance of using eomtechniques for making much more rational diagnoses and shows some
~ectives for the near future when the machine-patient relationship is
established,
methods are being increasingly applied to problems of biology
medicine. By .making use of them, we can come up with a quantitative
to activities on the psychological, physiological, cellular or
levels which not so long ago were descrited only in qualita-

short we can define Cybernetics as the science which deals .with the
of receiving, processing~ storing and transmitting messages
;ween living and not living systems mainly for the purposes of cummuniand control.
Figure 5
latter case there exists a feedback mechanism which is based on
processing of information to diminish deviation from the prostate (fo.r example, the state of equilibrium).
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The theory of information is used in cybernetics to deal with the problems involved in coding and decoding of messages, measuring the
of information contained in messages aud transmitting information through
the channels~
A simplified picture of an information system can be represented schematically as sho~m in Figure 1. For a telegraph the meaning of the boxes
is obvious. For the process of hearlng~ the originator might be a piano
player. The coder would ~e the piano. The transmission line represents
the air. The decoder is the ear of the listener, and the receiver is his
central nervous system. Similar analogies can be made £or the synthesis
of proteins, for vision, etc~

Under the influence of various pathogenic factors - e.g. bacteria,
viruses, injuries, etc~ - a ~ealthy organism can undergo pathologicaI
transfermatlcn so as to manifest a series of symptoms such as fever,
changes in blocd, in urine, e~co which may be regarded as signals Sl,

The term "signal" should not gra~e the physicians e~r, considering the
fact that it very often more adequately expresses the physical reality.
For instance, the electrical phenomena of the working heart muscle (both
healthy and diseased) possess all the features of an e&ectrical signal.
Also it would be better to call the yellow colouring of the skin in
jaundice a signal in comparison with the yellow signal in traffic light~.

Mathematically, a originator is defined by stating the repertory of
sages it can generate and~ for each message, the probability that it
will occur. These messages are not directly communicated but fed into an
effector organ, called a coder, which modifies or codes the message

¯ may consider these signals ~s elements of a certain set
S ~ ~Sl, s2 ..... Sn~ which we assume to be finite.
signals never occur individually but in groups (blocks) wb_ich we

make it compatible with the process of communication. The medium into
which the encoded message is fed is here called a channel. Also fed into

shall call signal-complexes and shall denote by SCo

the channel, and mixed with the message~ are perturbations generated curl
side the system~ this is called noise. Mathematically the channel is spe~

the disease itself may be treated as a message coded in a certain
~ignal-complex Sc and transmitted with a certain frequency by a patient’s

cified by the repertory of messages it can receive, by the repertory
messages it can pass on, and by a matrix of conditional probabilities
stating the likelihood of any given output message resulting from any
given input message. The mixture of message and noise is transmitted to
a decoder which feeds into the receiver.
Some authors expect that the theory of information will play a role in
biology similar to that of thermodynamics in physics and chemistry. The.
theory of information has already been applied to the problems of the
functioning of the nervous system~ protein synthesis, antigenic

~al knowledge, on the basis of many years of experience, also estaba certain manner of coding this information~ that is, a certain
entation ~ of the set of diseases (messages D ~ I dl’ d2 ......
the set of signal-complexes Scj,(j= l, 2,

..o~

m) o

disease (message) di occurs in a patient then it is coded into apsignal.momplex S~ whichwill appear with a probability

city, polymorphism in hematology~ the action of ionizing radiation,
aging~ genetics and other problems.
This report attempts to describe a diagnostic declsion-making process
as a communication between the patient (originator) and the physician
(receiver~ a process te which the theorems of information theory can
applled~

’can group messages transmitted by a patient~ organism into classes,
we identify with diseases. We shall assume that each of these clas~ is defined by several representatives which we know to be members of

dml
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A physician who receives signal-c0mplex ~.c has to find out which class
J to d~termine the condi(disease) has been ~ransmitted, that is, he has
tional probability that the message di has been transmitted on the
tion that he has received the signal-complex S~. He assumes then that
message has been sent, for which the~probability P(di/$~) is the greates~
From the definition of conditional probability i~t follows that

P(S~/do) denotes the conditional probability that a signal-complex S?
will occur in a patient ha~ing the ith disease~ and
P(di/S~) denotes the cond&tional probability of the occurence of the ith
c occurred in the patient,
disease if a signal-complex Sj has
As can easily be seen, the last equation is Bayes~ rule for the probai bility of causes~ On the basis of the event ’that has occurred, that is,
on the basis of the signal-complex S~ received, this equation allows
i!; us. to define and choose the most probable hypothesis which will explain

= P(di) ¯ P(S~/di)

i this event,
The most probable hypothesis (disease) will be that for which the promutually
diseases
d2~ occur
.... dunless
Since any exclusive
signal-complex
~c. dl~
cannot
together with one of the
m we get

bability P(di/S~) is the greatest.
It may happen that there will be zwo or more diseases which have the
Sc. = S
3

+ S d2 .o.

+

same conditional probability P(di/S~) for a given complex of
signals
oeived. The physician will then choose one of these diseases which he
~m

regards as the one actually presented) his oholce will be entirely sub~
~eotive,

and then

A received signal-complex S~ can be interpreted as a point or as a vec~
#or in the N-dlmensional abstract space. Each of the N-dimenslons rehence~ according to the theorem of the probability of the product of two
dependent events,

m

Dm

presents a different signal. The points corresponding to the representatives of established classes make sets which we can call
that means that distances between the point s representing the same c~ass
smaller thsa distances between points representing the various clas-

or; shorter
m

such a hypothetical N-dimensional space~ we can calculate for each
c the probability of its occurring, on the assumption

sj

the ith disease is present, i.e, P(S~/di).
thus we obtain
can be obtained by using the well-known multidimensional linear re~ssion method. First we compute coefficients of.covariance inside the
matrix Scji" In this way we obtain the covariance matrix
(i~l, 2, ,,oo m), For each covariance matrix ii must be found the
of the unknown /kwhlch satisfies the equation:
where P(~) denotes absolute probability of occurence of the ith
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/~i - ~kz/ = o

Here the matrix I is a unit matrix~ of the same rank as Ai but with
unity in the leading dlagonal~ and zero elsewhere.
To each of the latent roots, being a value of the unknown ~k , there is
a corresponding latent vector of the matrix~ and each of these vectors is
orthogonal to all of the others,
In such a way~ the latent vectors make a new unoorrelated system of coordinates~ relative to which we can compute the coordinates of the signal-complex S4kj received from any unknown patient ~,
Using this technique we can obtain for a signal-complex S~ received from
patient K the distribution density defined for each area containing the
points of a given set ("cloud")° In other words we can obtain the value
of P(S~/di) that represents the probability with which, in a patient K
having the disease di, signal-complex S~ will occurj
Assuming~ that the distribution of the set of points is normal
(which can be checked on a computer) we can show that the minimal areas
having with given sizes the highest probability of containing the
of the set considered, are the corresponding hyperelipsoidso
Thus a whole diagnostic program h~s the following s~eps, which we can
present schematically as shown in Figure I ( see page 478).
TKis program allows us to obtain a meaningful index of probability that
an unknown patient has a specified disease.
It seems that the formalization of the process of establishing medical
diagnosis is now possible on the basis of both medical knowledge~ whicK
assigns certain blocks of symptoms (signals) to particular diseases,
of the theorems of information theory. What presents the most
here is the lack of appropriate medical statistics, which would enable
us to determine the probability of incidence of particular diseases and
their symptoms. There seems to be no doubt,_ however~ that the
of great numbers of diseases as well as appropriate statistical
tion of this material will make it possible to arrive at exact numerical

~ata of the following kind: the probability of the incidence of d~isease
is O.O1, the probability of the signal-complex Sj
dI is 0.5, etc.

c occuring in disease

importance of such a formalized approach is due to the fact that the
process, of establishing a diagnosis may be considered as a strictly defined and objective one. It can occur, zoo, outside the mind of the
physician. It may then be presented in the form of an algorithm which is
solved automatically by eogo electronic computers. By algorithmization
the process of establishing diagnosis we bring to medical diagnos~s
fields of exact sciences such as statistics and the calculus of prothus increasing its reliability.
The process of reproducing information contained in signals and symptoms
Occurs, so far, in the mind of the physician, which makes it liable ~o
powerful "noises"° "Noise" may denote here psychological factors (e.g.
o~timistic or pessimistic attitude, fear, bias, egoism, conceit and
self-assertion, making efforts ~o arrive a~ "a particularly interesting
) or ignorance, basic or due ~o forgetting, which disturb the
reproduction of information transmitted by the diseased organism. Often,
experienced physicians come ~o different diagnostic decisions on
basis of identical symp~oms~ w~ich they find in the same patient; in
words, they reproduce different messages (different diseases). The
might apparently be eliminated or, a~ least~ reduced ~o a low
[erable level if d~.gnostic procedure could be ~ransferred zo a system
operated electronic compu~erSo
not $oo distant future every man shall be supplied with a certain
of transducers made of monocrystals which can record many quanti(in a physical sense) which describe the functions o~ an organism.
time to time, perhaps very often (for example, every week or every
, the examin~ shall "connect himself" to a detecter unit situated
convenient place (for example in the office, factory, or school).
results of such measuremen~ shall be sent immediately ~o the central
system located, perhaps, very far &way, at which place they
¯ e processed. If the computer detects a deviation indicating the
of a disease it shall immediately call another device which
order the patient to contact the physician. At ~he time the patient
the physician the computer system shall supply the whole
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information of the patient and wil! advice which treatment plan should
be used in a given case°
Let me finish by stating that I am no longer alone in ~he firm conviction
that in the very near future a great revolution will occur i~ medicine,

LOGIC OF DIAGNOSIS AND ITS PROCESSING BY COMPUTER - WITH RESPECT TO CONGENT~AT, ~R,A£~ DISEASES AND BRAIN TITMORS

which depends on almost complete depersonification.
By Kosei Takahashi, ~.Do, University of Tokyo, Japan,

Diagram of the
computational process involved in
medical diagnosis.

IRead
in
Signal-complexes S~
detected in patients
with well-know~ diseases

DIAGNOSIS AS A SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE
Systematic medical knowledge and techniques are of course the indispensable basis of medical diagnosis -- yet the storage of an enormous number
of memories in our brains does not perforce mean that we will be excellent in diagnositicpracticeo Diagnostic thought is a sort of selfdevel-

matrix Ai
Compute cova~iance

oping inference, comprising a design or plan for examination~ plus decis-

I

ion-making.
If enough information is available, deterministic logic may be the best

Compute latent roots
and latent vectors of
matrix Ai

way of scientific inference. The trouble is that our knowledge on pathol-

Read in
signal-complex
detected in a given
patient K

ogical changes~ when they exist deep inside the living b~dy, is not necesearily decisive but appears rather uncertain, ~oreover, we mus~ labor
under a severe restriction: we cannot perform destructive or disassembl"ing tests, which are usual in tr&ckin~ down information in the industrial
field. ~oreover, we must pay attention to the dissociation between the
deductive description in the medical books snd the inductive thought of
diagnostic inference: there is an obvious inversion of thinking process.

I

Compute coordinates of
in an orthogonal coordi
nate system formed by laten~
vectors

~dical diagnosis, as a result~ employs the process of probabilistic inference plus decision-making on integration of information which are
bertain and insufficient. This is evident in the statistics on the freof symptoms in the various diseases~ though decisive information

Compute distribution
density for s~k

be provided, in part and in approximation;
read in the value of
If the logic of diagnostics can be clarified, it will be able to be pro-

I

Use the Bayes’ formula

P(di/

by computer~ how complicate it might be. The orderly, systematized
of diseases in the medical bo6ks is not always as useful as it
Figures and tables at page 490 - 498.
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confirmation of a pathological process by ~everal related ob~

might be in diagnostic practice, since it is built up of all sorts of
data, even autopsy findings.

le~atlons is helpf~l for f~ll development of intuitive understanding~
~otu~l ~mount of data will not be important from the vlew~olnt of
ion theory. ~he quality of these facts~ however~ must be studied in

SOURCES OF DATA:

to get rid ef the less vital inform~tlcn. Of course~ the relative

Data on congenital heart disease (N = 187) were supplied by

ortanoe of the d~ta must be considered in regard to a set cf diseases

the Department of Surgery, Tokyo University.

to be diecrlmlnated from each other~ using a process that lists the pos-

2, Data on cerebellar tu~ors (N ~ 149) came from the Department
of Neurosurgery, Tokyo University.

~Ible diseases~
a)~ Seleotlon of C~ntrlbutory Information

3. Data on obstructive ja~udice (N = 67) obtained from literatures.

~fter a set of possible dlse~ses has been prepared~ several tests may be
used as indicators to find the informative symptoms or findim~s.

In all cases, the dia~nosis was confirmed by eperation.

1.

2~ INITIAL STAGE OF DIAGNOSTIC THOUGHT

Signifioemce Test on Difference of Incidence,

2. G~--~!P±a log ~a - m p~ logpl
a). Developin5 a Symptom Vector
5. I~- ~ P(S~. D~) Iog{P(S±j. D~)/ p~S±~)PI D~. }
After a chief complaint is given, at the initial stage of diagnosis,
questions by the doctor toward the patient may be raised from the view
point of patho-physiolog~. That means to ask symptoms or co try ~o find

the research on congenital heart disease, we threw out about half of
~hundred kinds of information just by inspection, and about half as much
was eliminated by the methods noted. General examination revealed

signs which are known to have large correlations to the complaint. Therefore no vivid hypothesis on diseases may not be in doctors’ brain at this

me.of the symptoms were of lesser importance, and only three were
dined from clinical examin~tionso This elimination step is indispensto save time and ~rouble during the next sta~e of hunting down in-

stage.
b). Makin~ a Set of Possible Diseases

in.formation.

After the symptom vector is developed to a definite extent, several
diseases come to light as hygotheses to be tested. Generally speaking~

~

one disease is described by a number of symptom vectors and a symptom
vector corresponds co a number of diseases° Such a disease - symptom

~,next step is to distinguish the independent~information among the
This step is necessary in order toeliminate the theor~i~dlffioulties that s~e linked to the processing @£ dependent Informa-

tot correspondence will be simplified for the convenience of memory and
stored in doctors brain. Using this, doctors make a set of possible di- ¯
seases for a given symptom vector. This means the restriction of disease.
space. ~athematical principle of this procedure may be given by Boolean ¯
Algebra, a priori probability problem with regard to making a set of
hypothetical diseases will be discussed later.
3. INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA
The acquisition of too much information is not only a real burden to
patlents~ but also seems to confuse doctors in their intuitive

neoverlng Independent Groups of l~nformation

)ecially in the case o~ discrete variates.

_

factor analysis for uncovering independent factors or groups im
number of tests. Ordinarily factor analysis is applied to conmultiva~i~tes. Hewever~ in ~lew of the deduction process in the
form~Lla of f~otor analysis~ no ass~umptions appear to be necessary
the statistical characteristics of v~rlates provided that all variates
~ ~tande~dized~

aged s!q; uo Ie~Ja~ew aql

,~
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We tried factor analysis on congenital heart~ disease cases, These compris-

5~ DIAGNOSIS BY PROBABILISTIC INFERENCE

ed 187 cases described by binomial and/or m~tltinomial multivariates, and_
ten diseases described by ~quencies after the transformation to logarithm, log p~S or ~ = sin ~ . From another viewpoint, a direct
(Table l)

In probabilistic inference, the joint probability of variates corresponding Ioa given disease profile is computed for a series of diseases listed, These values are used as a measure of the likelihood of the disease
for a given disease profile, Such a statistical entity which is used in

In the former case~ the total sum of eigenvalues up to the sixth account,

to differentiate if from the ~robability,

analysis of data on binomial and/or multinomial mu!tivariates was tried.

estimating the population for a given sample is called the likelihood,
ed about 95% of total variauces, After varimax rotation, test variables
were bunched into five groups, The large magnitude of their factor leadings enables us to detect them as follows:
I.

Anoxaemia

IV.

Polyglobulia
ii.

Overloading
on left Auricle

V.

III, Pulmonary

C.Ro Rao says:"In statistical~literature the term likelihood of the observations is often wTongly used to mean the probability density of the

L ooati on and
Characteristics

observations, The probability density for a given set of observations

of Murmurs

termed as %he likelihood of the parameters." (Advanced Statistical
Nethods in Biometric Research, Wiley, 1952, pc 15O)

Overloadiug
on right Ventricle

Hypertension
With cerebellar tumors, most symptoms or clinical findings appear to be
independent with the exception of two dependent groups: general symptoms
and cranial nerves.
4~ DIAGNOSIS BY ALGORITHMIC INFERENCE
In view of the statistical tables of symptoms, it is quite obvious
Algorithmic diagnosis is an approximation of probabilistic diagnosis.
For the human brain, however~ it is convenient to remember and to
on the thinking process at the same time. No method of establishLug
most efficient approximation appears to have been investigated as yet.

may be considered as a function of the parameters which is otherwise

One difficulty inherent in diagnostic inference carried out on the basis
of likelihood is that the computation of joint probability is not simple,
because of the dependency of biological characteristics. One method is to
eliminate all the dependent variables and start out from a set of indepen~
dent variableS, so as to use the ready-made formula for computing probability on the assumption of independency of v~riates on each other° Otherwise we must investigate the robustness of the formula for neglecting
dependency of variates on each other,
~)~ Discrete ~ultivariates
In k-dimensional binomial multivariates, the possible disease profiles
.may comprise ~k . lo If we could acquire a large number of cases, the relative frequencies of zhese disease profiles would give the probability
density needed, In actual fact, this is impossible. So we must have an

The requirements would bethe minimum amount of information to be used

effective method of estimating the joint probability in dependent multi-

and the maximum discrimination of the groups~

variates~

We startedfrom a basis of seven types ef tests, with each test representative of one ef the independent greups~ By trial and error we devised
taxonomic system ef congenital heart disease~ which on the average can
classify cases so accurately that the figure for accuracy is 88%. (Fig.
Table 2)

Lazarsfeld has developed a formula in which the joint probability is
given as a product of A-part and B-part, The A-part is the probability
itself which is computed on the assumption of independency of variates on
each other, The B-part is a polynomial equation on standardized variateso

(Table ~)
From our experience in the analysis of variance~ we can reasonably
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expect that the higher-order terms will become smaller, yet such a monotonically-decreasing tendency is not actually proved, mathematically.
In the case of the cerebellar tumors~ we computed the A-part and the approximate value of the B-part trttuoating the terms of a higher order
than fourth degree, The logarithm of the B-part ranges from O to 3. As
that of A-part ranges from 6 to 13~ the companion of joint probability
on the assumption of independency of variates can be employed only as a
gross approximation~ from the viewpoint of the theorists. It will be
noted that, in our cases, the monotinically-decreasing tendency in highor-order terms not verified. (Table 4)
Most of the published papers on computer diagnosis on the basis of binomial or multinomial variates have been based on such an A-part of probability, up ~o the present° Yet in spite of this, the percentages of
correct diagnosis are excellent. This suggests the robustness of the
formulae of joint probability as used in diagnostic inference, in con~ras~ we the negation effect of de~endency -- which mus~ be investigated

of approximation in these discrimlnant functions should be investigated
as a problem of robustness of the formula.
The multiple discrimination method is an expansion of Fisher’s dlscrlmlnatlon..function into several groups. It will be convenient to use for
an over-all view of the constellation of diseases, and for estimating
the contribution of variates.
C, Cech~n Shows: if we replace a normal variate by a qualitative variate
for the sake of simplicity, a moderate amount of loss of information may
take place, according to the number of states r: if r = 6~ the relative
power is 0.942, and if r = 2, it is 0,636,
o). ~ultiple Discrimination ~ethod
When there is a number of dise£se~ to be dlscriminated~ the method of
discrimination will be determined by the structure of the symptom vector.

as a separate problem.

If the difference between diseases is derived merely~from the quantitaZi~e
difference of the level of the mechanism behind the symptom vector, one
dlscrimlnant function may be enough for the discrimination.

b). Continuous ~ultivaria~es

H0wever~ if the difference between diseases corresponds to the differen-

In the case of normal multivariates~ dependency of variates is not a pro~

of several mechanisms behind diseases, several discriminant functions
needed, In such a case, the discrimination will be performed step by
step, In multiple discrimination method, it is performed step by step on
~al component axes. Although this method determines the order of

blem, if the inversion of the covariance matrix is now troublesome.
The original form of the logarithm of likelihood contains three kinds
terms: conswanw ~erms~ variance terms and distance ~erms. If we stan~ o~
the assumption of homogeneity of variances throughout the diseases,
variance term and the quadratic pa~t of the distance term may be
ed, and a linear function of the variates will be obtained. This is
Rao’s discrimlnaut score. The assumption of independency of variates "!
eliminates the bothersome computation of matrix inversion. If both
pendency and homogeneity are assumed, a very simplified linear
will be obtained.
Fisher’s linear discriminant function gives a linear function on the
sumption of equality of covariance matrix by least-square method.
Perkal’s discriminant function (used in Poland) is given on the
~ion of homogeneity and independency. The constant term derived
distance term is eliminated in both discriminant functions. The degree

this pre-determined orthogonality of axes disturbs the
of discrimination. A free multiple dlscrimin.ationis thought
more general than a principal multiple discrimination. (Fig. 2)
DIAGNOSIS BY RELIANCE SCORING
i~::case of discrete multivariate, weare able to approach to the approxivalue of joint probability~ neglecting the dependency of variates
one another and neglecting the assumption on distribution. It was rethat the latter is not good enough.
from the probability concept, a ne~ method is proposed. This is
similar to doctors’ thinking process which confirms one pathomecha#ism with a lot of same kind of information. This is a
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positive application of redundancy in symptom vectors. In separating PDA
from PDA+PH, ASD from ASD+PS and VSD from VSD+PH, a different ~e~ of information was selected. When a symptom or finding is positive, one point

cooperation of 13 top medical students of the third-year class at Tokyo
University, 123 cards were diagnosed (punched cards), and compared with
the computer’~ diagnosis. The students’ diagnoses were correct in 70%

is accounted. The distribution of total points was examined. In each
pairs of diseases, such a simple scoring method revealed very excellent
in discrimination. PDA was discriminated completely from PDA+PHo ASD vs

of ASD, 80% of VSD and 82% of Fallot, or and average of 75% of total

ASD+PS with 12.1 vs 8.34 of misdiagnosis and VSD vs VSD+PH with 4.3 vs

The computer~ s diagnoses were correct in 92% of ASD, 94% of VSD and 98%

18.2~ of misdiagnosiSo (Table 6)

of Fallot, or an average of 95% of the total, even though the likelihood
was computed on the assumption of independency of variates. This percen-

Before this operation, however, the following should be done: the difference between the incidence of one disease and the other should have

tage is near that of the preoperative diagnoses established on all types
of information, including X-ray and catheterization. Experienced p~sici-

the same sign. Otherwise, the signs have to be changed.

ans and surgeons co-operated in this diagnostic experiment on punched
cards. Their percentage of correct diagnosis was about 80%.

PRIORI PROBABILITY IN ~DICAL DIAGNOSIS
From the numerical viewpoint, the Bayesian probability is based on the
~roduct of a priori probability of the disease and the likelihood of the
symptom vector of the disease.
From the theoretical viewpoint, however, the Bayesian probability is a
principle of random sampling from a set of all possible diseases. On the
contrary, the likelihood is a principle of testing hypothesis by statistical inference. As we are of the opinion that medical diagnosis is principally a process of testing hypothesis, we accept the likelihood here.

In respect to the cerebellar rumors, our data consisted of 29 classes
of clinical neurological information, excluding X-ray, ventriculography,
and other complicated tests. Sixteen neuro-surgeons were
asked to co-operate in the card diagnoses. They had had from one to ten
years’ experience. Here the accuracy of diagnoses amottuted to 33.9%, or
the misdiagnosis in laterality of cerebellar hemispheres is ~llowed,
was 44.3%° It will be worthy to note the fact that no obvious connection with years of experience was discernible. Under the same conditions,
computer was able to diagnose correctly by 81 to 84%, even with the
compu~atlon of likelihood, on the assumption of independency of
ziates.

There are several differences in using a priori probability. Some~imes
we cannot compute it because of the difficulty in determining the population. Even if it could be computed, it could be changed from time to
and place to place. This may contradict to the absoluteness which is
quired in medical diagnosis. We are requested not to miss any disease because of its low incidence, if a patient shows a typical symptom vector~
Such am undesirable case might occur, if we accept the Bayesian probability as a principle of medical diagnosis.
8. DATA PROCESSING BY HUMAN BRAIN
In our congenital heart disease study, our preliminary data consisted of
23 classes of information, including PCG and ECG, but excluding X-ray and
catheterization. The cases comprised ASD, VSD and Fallot. With the

preoperative diagnoses vs com#uter~s were correct in-46.7% vs 46.7%
the right hemisphere, 0% vs 91.0% of the vermis, 50° 0% vs 76.2% of
left hemisphere, 81,3% vs 87.5% of the right angle, 86.7% vs 80.0%
the le~t angle~ 83.3% vs 66.7~ of the pons, 77.8% vs 81.% of the
body, 23.8% vs 81.9% of the fourth ventricle and 20.8% vs 72.0% of
paraaqueductal area.
ost of the former was low in their deepness of the discrimination detecmore rough locallsation of tumors as cerebellum, infratentorial
or merely brain tumor.
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9. DECISION IN NEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

into consideration. The formal difference is that the Bayes’ principle
uses ~ probability of the hypothesis, but Wald’s principle does

a). Interval Estimation
The likelihood method discussed above is called point estimation, whic~
accepzs the hypothesis showing the highest degree of likelihood. If we
apply to this an interval method of estimation, several hypotheses may
turned aside, so that the percentage of missing true diseases decreases
Physicians sometimes appear to follow such a thlnkir~g process° In regard
to the cerebellar tumors, we tried to set a one-sided interval of 0.5
from the maximum value of the logarithm of likelihood. This means that
we sequester diseases with one-seventh the value of likelihood in relation co the maximum.
The percentage of correct diagnosis was improved co 92.1%,from 84.3% by
such an interval estimation method of diagnosis, while 34% of the caseswere reserved for further discrimination of several diseaseS. This method
may be called the collateral-load accompauied-by-interval-estimation
method: it is equivalent to the loss related to the cosz of observation~~’~
which in decision theory is denoted by r2. In respect ~o medical diagnosis this r2 is negligible compared with the loss related to misdiagnosis, 7
denoted by rlo

not take this into account.
There is a difficult problem of epistemology here: whether to accept the
~ probability or" not. In the case of algorithmic inference we do
not use ~ probability, but ~stead we proceed to a conclusion according to the branching of logic~ no matter how rare its incidence may
be. With the method of probabilistic inference on the basis of the likelihood, ~he s~ructure of logic is somewhat embellished, and the validity
of the conclusion is expressed by the magnitude of the likelihood. Nevertheless, the fundamental structure in epistemology is nearly the same°
Wald’s principle belongs with this epistemological viewpoint.
Fron another standpoint, the Bayesian principle chooses the decision
which can minimize the Bayesian risk function through all possible hypotheses. Its consideration is glob~l~ so to speak, ~and the loss must be
numerically evaluated and averaged. Contrary to this thinking, Wald’s
principle involves choosing the decision that minimizes the maximum loss
that could occur in the worst possible case. It is called the minimax
princi;le. After ~he disease with the maximum loss becomes known, this
principle is applied locally~ neglecting other hypotheses.

b). Risk Function
There are various kinds of loss in medicine, statistically speaking. One
criterion may be the death, permanent disturbances, or retrievable
and economic losses of the individual himself. The other criterion relates to the contagion (infectious disease) or disturbance of the lives
of other persons (as with mental disease)-- that is, a loss in public
health. These losses are not qualitatively equal, and cannnot be pooled
by any equivalent rate of exchange. We would make specific studies of
some of these, as representing medical criteria. AS a rule, the

d). Strate~7 in ~edical Practice
By detailed analysis of the process of decision-making in medical practice~ we suppose that wald~s minimax principle is primarily needed here.
This may be ~athered from the uniqueness of diseases under treatment,
and in the quality of loss connected with misdiagnosis.
SOmetimes we can observe patients under our control, when the disease
pro file does not snow a decisive sign or symptom. This principle is valid

of hypotheses in diagnostics is not performed on all possible diseases

only when the possible delay does not cause much losso Using the same
thinking process, doctors may try provisional treatment, and change their

but is applied to the most serzous losses.

decision according to the response of their patients.

c). T.ypes of Decision Makin~

fulness has been verified in many fields. One is called Bayesian, and ~

In the offices of general practitioners, a priori probability may be
widely used~ on the basis of the fact that most diseases are cured spontaneously~ and that rare or severe diseases are screened out under the

other method derives from Wald. Both of them ~ccoun~ the risk function

doctbr’s control by their courses. If the emergency cases are eliminated

Two types of decision-maklng have been gen~ral.ly adopted, and their

from a particular situation~ a delay of correct diagnosis for several
days will not induce 7o large a loss. However, even in the ambulance, if
the disease profile is highly specific for a certain disease, we do not
balance the likelihood by a small a prigri probability.
Sometimes we cannot express a priori probability numerically~ but it
seems to be enough to know that a disease is possible at the time. It
will be considered when a set of hypothetical diseases is made°
Diseases which were excluded from a initial set of hypothetical diseases
because of their low incidences, will be considered during the course of
observation, when the patient ~hows some queer symptoms which contradict
to the present diagnosis.
I0. FUTURE PROBLE~S IN CONLPUTER DIAGNOSIS
Medical practice has many aspec~ which should be studied in the light of
the theory of scientific data processing. Men of medicine must deepen
their insights on the thinking processes involved in the practice of
their profession. They must improve their thinking, and make it more effective, through co-operation wigh the mathematicians.
At times accurate computation processes are very complicated, and at
times they do not appear to have a practical application to medical problems of diagnosis. Nevemtheles~ we have been impressed throughout the
course of this research with the truth that the theory of inference may
be fairly robust~ in application to changing assumptions to a small extent, or in approximatiom, by making it possible to dispense with compli-’
cared computation terms. From a practical viewpoint, the 9obustness of
the theories in this field should be investigated more thoroughly.
The second major problem in this type of research is to obtain a large
number of cases which can be minutely examined according to a definite
schema, and confirmed in diagncsis. We have already coded a thousand
cases of brain tumor, yet when we calssify them according to type and lo~
cation, they are insufficient in number. The most urgent matter for reconstruction of medical diagnostics into a syswem_of scientific infemence~
is the establishment of an organization to promote a ~lan ~o collect the
required data according to a definite schema, on a world-wide scale.

There is a lot of misuuderstanding on computer diagnosis: it is a profanatien of human being to have the computer think. It is a destruction
of h~man relation between a doctor and a patient, It is nothing but pulling down the doctor’s diagnostic ability and so on. Computer is doctors’
tool, which should make doctors’ diagnosis stable and accurate, Scientific inference in medical dls~nosiS assisted by computer does not mean to
exclude doctors as a psychologist to the patient. We hope that wisdom of
!human being may raise up the efficiency of medical diagnosis by using
computers, overcoming many difficulties. It also depends on our wisdom
~whether we have computers work as God or as Gohlem.
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CYBERNETICS IN NEDICINE.

SO~[E STUDIES ON T~{E USE OF LOGICAL ANALYSIS IN

~EDI CAL DIAGNOSIS
By Lee Bo Lusted, m.D., University of Oregon Medical School and Oregon
Regional Primate Researoh Center,

1. .INTRgDUCTION
As medical data has increased in volume the physician has had difficulty
in using the data effectively. One explanation seems to be that the large
volume of data makes it a formidable task for the physician to ~emember
the interrelationships among signs, symptoms and laboratory tests for a
wide variety of diseases. Thus it seems that studies need to be under~aken which will attempt to analyse and synthesize medical data in order
permit a reorganization of the data in a more meaningful, more ma~S~eable and more useful form° The logical analysis procedures which I wish
to discuss are presented with this objective in mind° Some of the proceyes were developed quite a few years ago and have recently been reinvestigated with renewed interest because of the availability of computers.
In this paper I have’attempted to summarize and to place in new perspective some studies which I hope will stimulate further research on zechues that will make medical data more manageable for the phy~Tcian in
efforts to maintain health and treat disease in his patients,

Research projects on logical analysis in medical diagnosis seem to be
~i,
grouped in two main areas neither of which has a very distinct boundary.
One area of research might be called studies on the diagnostic process
Acknowledgement:
I appreciate discussions with professor Bo de Finetti and Professor
Lyle D. Calvin concerning some of the material presented in this attitle,
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and a second area has been referred to frequently as computer-aided medical diagnosls~ An interesting’group of papers which discuss the dia~,
nostic process will be found in the Proceedings of a conference on The
Dia~nostlc Process (1) and in a series, of articles by Engle (2) (3).

that will simulate the behaviors observed in their data. They view a
ii~program capable of simulatlugbehavior as a theory cf the system of psychological processes and structures underlying the beh~viOro Such theories are held to have a status comparable to those framed in words or in
me~hematical symbols and to be subject to the same theory of adequacy (8)

2.

STUDIES ON THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

The clinician in his role as a decision maker has become a subject for

The significance of adopting this approach to the study of clinical dei cision-maklng is that it forces us to specify with complete rigor the
processes which are i~volvedo

study by physicians who are interested in improving medical school teaching methods and by psycholog~ts concerned with problem solving and judgement (4) (5). The interest in the decision maker is his role as a medical
teacher was expressed recently by Adams (6) at a Conference on the
Diagnostic Process when he noted that "the questions the teachers asked
the students may represent the kinds of questions that he asks himself

To illustrate how the "think aloud" and information processing computer
programs are used in the study of medical diagnosis~ I have selecled an
)le from the work of Kleinmuntz (12) on clinical decision-making in
~eurologY, The technique used is a diagnostic game played somwhat in the
form of "Twenty Questions" with one player, called the experimenter~
thinking of a~disease and a second player, called the subject~ trying to

when he solves problems alone, Thls~ in fact~ may be a possible way into
the problem solving process of the teacher, We will have to come to grips

diagnose, the disease the first experimenter has in mind. The experimenter

with the question of what goes on in the teacherls mind, One of the big
questions of the symposium seems to be "What can we learn about the pro-

must be an expert neurologist if the game is to be meaningful because in
i~the various roles he may assume he must be able ~o recognize the appropri

cesses that actually take place in the mind of the person solving problems of medical dis~nosis through the study of computer processes or by

~ss and validity of the questions which the subject asks him in tryto make a dia~nosiso The subject~s questions and the experimenter’s

other means?"
A particular approach which uses information processing computer
languages to simulate the clinical declsion-making processes has been selected for further discussion. This information processing approach is
one way of looking at psychological activity aud the use of information
processing computer languages encourages the investigator to specify precisely and explicitly the systems of cognitive structures he induces from
the behavior he observes (8). Furthermore, this type of study deals with
processes and functions and it is concerned with the fine structure of

are tape recorded for further aaalysis and for use in developing
~:~ computer program. An end productof the diagnostic game may be picture~
!iias a tree structure which represents the search strategy which the sub~ect Used in arriving at the diagnosis.
~or a particular diagnostic game a decision tree structure might result
!i,~s show~ in fig~_we l, The experimenter asserts he has a disease in mind
as D1) and the subject asks whether a certain symptom S (5) is
He receives a negative reply. Then the subject asks whet~er

behavior.

~tom S (lO) is present and again receives a negative reply. Based on
information he has so far he asks whether symptom S (56) is present and

The concept of simulating human behavio~ with a computer program may be

i ~f~irmative ~eplies lead him to ask about S (8i) an~ S (t2). He then
Tot evidence in terms of laboratoz~ tests T (3) and T (15)o The erperireplies that T (3) results are negative ~nd T (15) yields poslti’

unfamiliar to some readers. Newell and Simon (9) have provided consider-

~es~ts~ On the b~sls of the c~ulative info~stien the subject suggest

able evidence that an electronic computer can carry ouw complex patterns
of processes that parallel closely the processes observable inhumane
who are thinking. These investig&to~ collect data from subjects who are

D (1), the correct ~oslS, and the game is concluded, If
~ (1) h~d been incorrect the g~e would h~ve continued,

asked to "think aloud" during problem sol~ing sessions. The subjects’
comments are tape recorded and they then try wo write computer programs

circles in the tree represent decision nodes and the number of node

5o3
5O2
which desigaate dscision levels plus the number cf ~ree branches may be
oensidere~ as a rather crud~ mo~el of the fine s~uoture of the deoisien
process~

The number of branches hu a p artic~Llar decision tree semms to be a function of the experience and ingenuity of the diagnostician. For the same
diagnostic problem one diagnostician may use a decision tree with four
branches wheras another diagnostician may use forty. By varying the amount of initial information supplied to the subject and, by controlling
the kinds~ud amount of information available during the game it should
be possible to make a systematic study of dlag~ostic decision trees and
thereby ~o determine optimum decision tree structure and to evaluate the

physicians of equal competence° There wil! be so~e difference of opinion
among the ten physicians concerning the number of ill and not-ill patients
in the group. We. suppose also that a proven diagnosis is available on
each patent.
The judgment of the ten physicians can be divided into the four categories true positive (patient truly ill), true negative (patient truly notill), false positive (not-ill patient judged ~o be ill) and false
negative (ill patient judged t.o be not-ill). The patients who are found
to be in the false negative (Type 1 error) and false positive (Type II
error) categories re~resen~ variation in physician judgmen~ and this
group, therefore, require further study to de~ermine the possible sources

effects of various signs, symptoms~ etc, on diagnostic accuracy. The use

of variation (15).

of one type of diagnostic decision tree has been described for a programmed computer system to be used in teaching medical diagnosis. The deci-

It is important for the physician ~o understand that the demarcation line
between the Ill and not-ill population will vary depending on the cri-

sion tree developed by Swets and Feurzeig (13) illustrates the manner in
which a student can be led t~rough a differential diagnosis, ~o a
dia~nosls which in the example was pneumococcal pneumonia.
OBSERVER VARIATION
The investigator who has started research on the use of !ogical
in medical diagnosis must sooner or later consider how his data are influenced by observer variation and the accuracy of diagnostic procedures,

teria (signs and symptoms) he uses to make his decision. No ma~er what
slgns~ symptoms or tests he u~es ~o define an ill patien~ he will find
these same signs and symptoms occurring in some not-ill patients. £art of
the uncertainty in diagnosis results from this overlap of the populations
-of truly ill patients and truly not-ill patients (16) o Collen (17) has
shown how this uncertainty is treated in the screening procedure for
~sthma by making use of the likelihood ratio.

This statement applies whether the origins~ information on incidence of

When signs and symptoms are chosen to define an ill patient the physician
established two things. First~ he has set a demarcation llne between

signs and symptoms comes from "personal" probability estimates~ textbooks or medical records. Several hundred articles (14) have been pub- .,.~

&lland not-ill populations~ Second, he has established a ratio of false
ire to false positive cases. This is illustrated in figures 2 aud 3

lished on the subject of observer variation. Although many investigators.
already are familiar with some of the work im ~his field a short discussion of the topic will be presented to act as a bridge between the subjects of studies on the diagnostic process and computer-alded medical
diagnosis°
Suppose that a physician has a group of I00 patients from whom he h~s
collected an extensive amount of information on signs~ symptoms~ laboratory data~ etc. and after a study of this information he reaches a judge-.
ment on each patient conc~ningwhether the patient is ill or not-ill-..
We allow the physician only one of two possible choices Zor each
Now suppose we present this same g=oup of patients to an additional

which a popt~lation has been divided into two sub-populations (ill and
not-ill) on the bas~s of a set of criteria chosen (in this case arbitrarto define "ill".
negatives and false positives are errors which should be recognized
"cost" to a system and it is important to find a combination of
positives and false negatives which represent a minimum total cost.
"cost" may actually represent dollars in the case of false positives
follow-up studies are required. The "cost" of the false negative
to the individual and to society is perhaps h~rder to evaluate and
uires further study.
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Numerous experimental studies (19) on the accuracy of.~cytological diagnosis of Papanicolaou smears and on the interpretation of chest roen~genograms have shown that a reciprocal relationship exists between the
number of false negatives and the number of false positives. This inverse
relationship which is demonstrated in figure 4 for the reading of chest
x-rays (20) shows that as the number of false negatives decreases the
number of false positives increases. As the criteria (signs and symptoms)-~
are made more stringent for diagnosing the ill ~atients, the number of
false negatives will decrease but at the expense of increasing the false

The £eal benefit, however, can come from s~udies which show the effect
of different diagnoslic criteria on the number of false negatives and
~false positive diagnoses. The work cited earlier of Frleden, Shapiro and
~einstein (18) on the r~diologlc evaluation of hear~ size in rheumatic
~heart disease is au example of such a study. Signs ~d symptoms ~hat
seem to have great diagnostic importance may not be as important as we
think and we need not continue to carry the symptoms which are low in
diagnostic value. The second thing that observer variation swudies can
do is to help us to formulate odds concerning how sure we are about a
or symptom with respect to a diagnosis. How these odds may be used
Bayesian inference will be discussed in the next section on computer-

positives.

aided diagnosis.
From considerations of statistical decision theory it can be shown that
a family of error probability curves may be developed which are similar
in shape to the curve shown in figure 4. Within this family each curve
represents the results obtained with a particular set of diagnostic criteria. One curve will represent a lower,~ left boundary and along this
curve there is no simple ~ud categorical basis for choosing the "better"
of two points of operation (21) (equivalent to choosing a "better set
diagnostic criteria) since each of the two points is better with respect.to one of its error probabilities (that is, better with respect
the false negatives or the false~positives)’

COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS
diagno sis as a logical process by which the physician follows a
of events from cause to effect and~ thereby, reaches a decision
stimulated the interesz of investigators for a long time. For many
of medicine and perhaps well over half~ the chain of events is
and causal relationships are obvious enough so tb~t m~thematical
of diagnosis and computer techniques will never be needed. However
diagnosis studies £1ready have demonstrated the statistical
ificance of various clinical findings for several areas of diagnosis.

In a study of congenital heart disease diagnosis Toronto, Yeasy
net (22) were able to demonstrate that participating clinicians made :+
two types of errors: namely~ errors in symptom recognition and errors~

these areas diagnosis has become less cumbersome because the most
diagnostic signs have been separated from signs of less imporAt present the entire diagnostic process cannot be described in

in logic (coming to a wrong conclusion from valid available data), and
that the two types of errors could be investigated separately. The phy~
clan working on computer aided diagnosis, needs to have some appreeiati~
of how observer bias effects his original probability estimates and his~
subsequent observations on signs and symptoms. As Grosz and Grossman (2~

in terms of mathemmtical models, Some of these models will be discusin the material which follows and a selected list of articles
endix A) will give hhe reader an impression about the mathematical
which have been applied to a group of medical specialities.

have pointed out there is a much greater degree of observer variation!~
clinical judgment when dat~ are subjective and ambiguous than when the~

BAYES’ TKEOP~¾ AND CO~NDITIONAL pR_O~ABILITY

data are objective and factual.

:~’

To conclude the discussion on observer variation two points can be ~
which emphasize the contribution that observer variation studies
to analysis and synthesis of medical data. First, the studies can
to indicate which signs, symptoms and laboratory tests are really mo~
useful in terms or repeatability and validity (16) for making ~

of a computer program but some parts of the process can be expres-

eminent English physiciau, Sir. George Wo Picketing (25) wrote re,,Diagnosis is a matter of probability, as those of us who follow
of our patients to post-mortem room know only too well. Prognosi~ a matter of probability, and in judging treatment we have to base
~ent on knowledge of probabilitieso" Only in the past five years
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have studies in a number of medical specialties indicat, ed the
of conditional probability models to diagnosis.
Conditional probabilities are the probabilistic expression of
from experience ~ud a partic~Llar form of conditional probability known~
as BayesI theorem is a useful mathematical device that combines eviden¢
from data with prior inform~tlon. Bayes’ theorem (26, 27) has been
extensively in experimental studies of medical diagnosis with favorable~
results but its application to diagnosis has been disputed on the
that conditions under which the theorem is meanlngf~l are rarely met
that sources of the probabilities often are vague. Bayesian statistics
is based on a definition of probability as a particular measure of
opinions of ideally consistent people. Statistical inference is a
cation of these o~inlons in the light of ~vidence, and Bayes
specifies how such modifications should be made. On the other hand
theorem is universally accepted as mathematically correct. Some of the~
problems which arise in the application of Bayes~ theorem will be
sod later, An excellent general discussion of the use of Bayes’
in medical diagnosis has been by Cornfield (28, 29). Edwards~ et
have published an interesting report on the use of Bayesian
inference in experimental p~sychology. These art£cles and the work by
~osteller and Wallace (31, 32) on a problem of disputed authorship of
~welve Federalist papers using Bayesian analysis will be helpful
investigator who is interested in the use of Bayes’ theorem in
Bayes’ theorem applied to diagnosis may be written:

(1)

P is) = p(B)

that these diseases can be diagnosed with an accuracy equal to
of an experienced specialist in this feld,~ Bruce (34), Lodwick (35)
Overall (~6) have used similar computational forms of Bayes’ theorem
in the diagnosis o~ acquired heart disease~ bone tumors and thyroid
ease, ~ll of these models assume that the symptoms are independent of
one another within a given disease and that the diseases are mutually
exclusive. Independence of symptoms can be tested by chi square analys~s
if sufficient data are available on the coincidence of symptoms in each
disease.
The condition of symptom indepen-dence has not always been met and yet
Bayesian analysis has worked quite well, This seems to bear out Corneld~s statement (28) - "there is no assumption --- that the components
~f the multl-dimensional event are independent, We stress this ob@ious
point only because there seems to be a widespread misconception in the
literature that the application of Bayes~ theorem to the diagnosis problem requires the assumption of independence of the various
symptoms,~
~he assumption tha~ diseases are mutually exclusive has been handled by
~arner by noting that if a palient is found to have more than one disease
the new combination of diseases is considered as a new single disease
entity, This point needs further study.
the mos~ controversial issue concerns the assignment of the undition~l or prior probabilities and on this point a ~istinction befrequency and non.frequency interpretation of probability must be
considered, probability may be considered a degree of belief
as relative frequency and the two interpretations are both used in
application of Bayes’ theorem to medical diagnosiS. As Mosteller (32)

This expresses the conditional probability of disease B~ ~iven
complex S as a function of the unconditional probability of disease

pointed out the degree-of-belief interpretation is more widely apbut specifying the probabilizies is often difficult in the ab-

a.nd the conditional probability of symptom complex S. given disease

of conditions of symmetry or long-run relative frequencies. When

An expandable forum of Bayes’ theorem has been used by Warner et al (

two interpretations are simultaneohsly applicable~ the same numerical
would normally be assigned in each interpretation.

for the diagnosis of congenital heart disease.
Warner and colleagues summarize their work ~ith Bayes’ theorem as
,,Experience with this approachin the field of congenital heart

prior probability p(D) may be constructed from a variety of sources
as medical textbook~ patient medical records or a subjective prO(30) from the judgment of an experienced clinlcism, Since the
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so~ces and prior dis~ibutio=s of such d~ta ~e not wel& doc~ented
correctness of P(D) may be questioned. 0f ~se the best available dat~
or estimates should be used to deter~ne conditional probabilities

prior probabilities and when this has been done the investigator may
derive some satisfaction from a methodological conclusion of Mosteller
and Wallace (31): "Prior distributions are not of major importance. Whiie
choice of underlying constants (choice of prior distributions) matters~
it doesn’t matter very much, once one is in the neighborhood of a distribution suggested by a fair body of data. We conclude from this that the
emphasis on the difficulty, even impossiblility of choosing prior distributions as a criticism of the use of Bayest theorem is not well placed,"
Edwards (30) has noted that subjects participating in decision making

~00~
consideration of B~yes~ theorem will be Used to develop the likelihood
principle and the likelihood ratio. Suppose that two possible observa,
tions on a symptom sI and sI - not necessarily from the same experiment
- can have the same bearing on your opinion about a diagnosis dj. An’ d
othe~ way to state this is that P(Slldj) can equal P(Sll j ) for each SI.
The question may be asked, when are sI and sI equivalent or of the same
~ortance with respect to your Opinion about the diagnosis dJ "
~he conclusion concerning the question above is given in terms of the
likeliSood principle which says that sI and s~ are of the same import if
;he following equation is valid.

studies very often are unwilling to change their diffuse initial opini--,
ons P(D) and P(SID) into sharp posterior ones P(D[S), even after exposur~
to overwhelming evidence. Whether this reluctance to extract from data
as much certainty as they permit occurs in medical diagnosis needs to b~
investigated. With the data collection organized it is possible to ex- pand the data by using a computer program which adds each new case as i~t
is diagnosed. Such a computer program is now used by Williams (56) for

the purpose of making a diagnosis this equation says that the se~

oz =umbers I is, aoeor~ng to the likelihood ~rine~ple,
uivalent to any other sequence obtained from it by multiplication by
,ositive constant (K). We will see shortly how Collen (17) has used
principle as an aid in diagnosis.

the diagnosis of thyroid disease.
4 may be rewritten in the form
The experience with Bayes’ theorem in medical diagnosis during the
five years can be summarized by noting that for certain diseases new
sight hesbeen gained into the relative contribution a symtom or symptom
plex will make to a diagnosis. For instance in the clinical and radicle
diagnosis of being gastric ulcer versus malignant gastric ulcer it was
shown by Wilson et al (58) that seventeen statistically valid signs
symptoms would make the diagnosis with a high degree of certainty.
seventeen variables were selected from a group of 70 signs and sympto~
listed in medical ~extbooks as significant variables in the diagnosis
gastric ulcer.

equation, known as a likelihood ratio~ in an application "of the
principle and it has been used as an aid to diagnosis in a
~ic screening program by Collen (17) as follows.
¯ ~igiven.population is t6, be screened for the presence of certain stated

Cornfield (29) has shown recently that diagnostic procedures based upon
ratio method
the for
the
~~ iseas~i . The only data needed for the likelihood
to be are
screened
¯ " " sfor each disease (
dj ~ d~... dj)
etermznatmon
closely related- ~,~,%~ ~"
/~
of
symptoms
either likelihood ratios or posterior probabilities are
roport~on~ of individuals with a disease d with certain sets
but with
rather than as sharply opposed as has been suggested in the past. Becau
of the importance of likelihood ratios a discussion is given in the fol~
and the proportion of iudividuals not having the disease
same set of symptoms (s).
ing material.
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The statistical procedure used to implement the likelihood ratio method
of screening was suggested by Neyman (39) in 1950 and is based upon
selecting sets of symptoms whose relative frequenby in diseased and nondiseased patients will define a region having a maximum likelihood of
detecting the d~sease~ if present~ and at the same time~ a predetermined
likelihood 0r indicating that a disease is present when actually it is
absent. The ratio of the frequency of a set of selected symptoms (S) in
the diseased patients (D) to the frequency of this same set of symptoms
(S) in the non-diseased patients (N) when written in the form of the
likelihood ratio defined in thel~eceding equation~ and using the notation of Collen is

matching procedures which are related to multivariate analysis are listed
in the appendix.

In this article I have attempted to draw together some examples of research activity which represent various approaches to a subject I have
called logical analysis in medical diagnosis. Studies on computer-aided
&iagnosis and on the diagnostic process complement each other 8_nd share
a common interest in problems of observer bias. The statistical information gleaned from research on computer-aided diagnosis can supply data
be used in the diagnostic process studies and these studies in turn may
supply new methods" for testing and utilizing the statistically based diag~
nostic algorithms.

This method offers a simplification in the theory of testing because it
does not require that the prevalence of a disease in the population be
known mud it is possible~ therefore~ to use this method st the outset of~
a diagnosis study when a large amotunt of data is not yet available. The
method may also be used in the presence of changing incidence of disease~i
in various geog’zsphic~l areas where disease prevalence m~y differ and
der circumstances where it is not necessary to prove symptom independence., From the mathematical point of view the question of mutually ex~
clusive diseases does not need to be considered when using the likelihood ratio but from a medical point of view the question cam_not be
ed. Likelihood ratio studies may be used to determine the sensitivity
and specificity of a diagnostic test and to show observer variation, a
subject which was discussed earlier in this paper.
6.

OTKER STATISTICAL ~TKODS

Overall has made a comparison of alternative statistical models and clinical diagnosis in the diagnosis of thyroid function. The
statistical models used were a Bayesian conditional probability appro~
(56), factor analysis (40) and discriminant function analysis (~41).
the Bayes’ model the investigators were able to classify patients in
agreement with clinical diagnosis more than-97 per cent of the time
the factor analysis restults agreed with clinical opinion in over 95
cent of the cases. ~u additional group of studies best categorized as

